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I	 Introduction
This research was undertaken in an effort to aid the Forestry Application
Project on Timber Resources. Mission M230 of the C-130 aircraft was flown over
the Sam Houston National Forest on March 21, 1973 at 10,000 feet altitude. The
Bendix 24 channel multispectral scanner collected the data. Four forest scenes of
this data set were selected for study. They were edits 3, 6, 9, and 14. The cate-
gories of timber classes and subclasses are shown in Table L.1 .
The application oriented research was to apply and document the capability
of existing textural and spatial automatic processing techniques at the University of
Kansas to classify the MSS imagery into specified timber categories. The ground
truth for the study was supplied by the Forestry Applications Project.
Over a hundred classification experiments were performed on this data
using feature selected from the spectral bands and a textural transform band. The
textural transform band is an image whose resolution cells have grey tone intensities
which indicate one parameter of local neighborhood texture. The textural transform
concept is discussed in Section III. The classification was done by equal interval
quantizing the images to 32 levels and using a non-parametric table look-up rule
discussed in Section II. The various spatial pre- and post-processing options are
discussed in Sections IV and V. Sections VI through IX discuss the results using
only spectral features. Sections X through XIII discuss the combined spectral tex-
tural results.
The results indicate that
(1) spatial post-processing a classified image can cut the classification
error to - 1/2 or 1/3 of its initial value.
(2) spatial post-processing the classified image using combined spectral
and textural features produces a resultirg image with less error than
post-processing a classified image using only spectral features.
(3) classification without spatial post processing using the combined a
spectral textural features tends to produce about the same error rate
.	 as a classification without spatial post processing using only spectral
features
Cr
1
f
j1
l
TABLE I.1 THE TYPE (CLASSES) AND CONDITION CLASSES (SUBCLASSES)
OF FOREST FEATURES OF INTEREST IN SAM HOUSTON NATIONAL FOREST OF TEXAS
Type No. Type (Class) Subclass No. Condition Class (Subclass)
1 Shortleaf pine 1.1 Plantation - 3 years old
1.2 Poletimber - immature
1.3 Sawtimber - immature
1.4 Sawtimber - mature
2 Loblolly pine 2.1 Plantation - 1 year old
2.2 Plantation - 3 years old
i 2.3 Seedling and Sapl ing -
adequate ly stocked
2.4 Poletimber - immature
2.5 Sawtimber - immature
' 2.6 Sawtimber - mature
3 Laurel oak - l	 3.1 Sawtimber - immature
willow oak
4 Sweetgum - nuttal Y	 4.1 Sawtimber - low quality
^ A	 oak. -willow oak 4.2 Sawtimber -immature
M 4.3 Sawtimber - mature
5 Post oak - black oak 5.1 Sawtimber - immature
6 Loblolly pine - 6.1 Sawtimber - immature
s	 hardwoods t
7 Cut-over land €	 7.1 Site prepared and
l windrowed
7.2 Not	 site prepared,
i
s
2
iThese results mean that regardless of how the image is classified, spatial post-
processing should be used to reduce the error rate. Furthermore, the best
past processing results can be obtained if textural features are used; but, if no
spatial post-processing is going to be utilized, spectral bands only will give about
the some results as the combined spectral textural bands.
These conclusions are based on classification into all timber subclasses using
large training sets averaging more than 25,000 points per image. Because the
training sets were orders of magnitude larger than the number of categories times the
number of features, the statistics must be considered as large sample statistics and
we used, justifiably, the training data as the test data.
Tables 1.2 and I.3 summarize the basis of our conclusions. The results of
each experiment can be summarized in three ways: by average error, by average
misidentification error, and by average false identification error. The average
a	 error is defined as the total number of incorrect category assignments divided by
the total number of assignments. The average misidentification error is defined as
the equally weighted average over all categories of the number of times the category
is incorrectly assigned divided by the total number of times the category occurs in the
ground truth. The average false 'identification error is defined as the equally weighted
average over all categories of the number of times an incorrect assignment is made to
the category divided by the total number of times an assignment is made to the category.
When the ground truth has each category occurring with equal frequency, the
average misidentification error will equal the average error. When the number of
assignments to each category is the same, the average false identification error will
equal the average error. If the prior probability for a category is high and the cate-
gory has a high misidentification error, then all other things being equal, the average 	 l
error will be higher than the average misidentification error. If the prior probability
for a category is low, and the category has high misidentification error, then all
other things being equal, the average error will be lower than the average misiden-
tification error.
From Tables 1.2 and 1.3 it is readily apparent that both the use of textural
features and spatial post processing tends to increase and equalize the average mis-
identification error and false identification error while cutting the average error
to less than half its initial value.
3	 I
i1.1	 Contingency Tables of Classification Results
All results are reported with a complete contingency table. The contin-
gency tables are all organized in the same manner. The title for the contingency
table tells which images are being compared. The first nine character file name
is the name of the ground truth image file. The number following it is the sym-
bolic band number used from that multi-image file. The second nine character
file name is the name of the classified image file. The number following it is the
number of the symbolic band used from that multi-image file. The row label
UNKWN means unknown true category identification. The column label R DEC
means reserved decision.
The contingency tables have a column labeled ERR. This column designates
the number of the resolution cells in each category misidentified. The next column
is labeled -%ERR and it designates the percent of misidentification error. The con-
tingency tables have a row labeled ERR. This row designates the number of resolu-
tion cells in each category fa'sely identified. The next row is labeled % ERR and
it designates the percent of false identification error. The Label % SD stands for
the percent standard deviation of the error estimates. The entry whose row is
labeled TOTAL and whose column is weighted % ERR is the equally weighted
average of the misidentification error percentages. The entry whose column is
labeled total and whose row is weighted % ERR is the equally weighted average of
the false identification error percentages.
fAverage Average
Average	 ! False Average False
Misidenti^ ! Identifi` Misidenti- Identifi-
Average fication	 cation Average ( fication cation
Error Error	 Error Error	 Error Error
Edit 6	 i 22%	 { 30%	 5% 22%	 23% 6%
Edit 9 28%	 ; 90/0	 90/. 28%	 8% 11%
band	 selected by feature selectorEdit 14 ? 30% 13%	 90/0 texture	 not
Edit 3 42%° 149/o	 25% 40% 25% 29%
Table L.2 summarizes the error rates obtained from the spectral versus the spectral-
textural classification using 3 band pairs and no spatial post processing.
Spectral Spectral -Texture
Average ( Average
J Average False Average False	 {
Misidenti- I identifi- Misidenti- Identifi-
} Average fication	 cation Average fication cation	 I
Error	 s ErrorError Error Error Error
Edit 6	 i 9.3% 34%	 33%	 } 6.89/o 38% 37%
Edit 9	 1 190/b 25% 	32% 15% 27% 33%
Edit 14 12% ' 31 /o32%	 !	 ° texture band not selected by feature selector
 
3
Edit 3
f
24%
^
35%	 1 40% 12% ' 40% '44%	 -
7
Table 'I.3 summarizes the error rates obtained from the spectral versus the spectral-
textural classification using -3 band, pairs and spatial post processing.
5
..	 ...
Brooner, Haralick and Dinstein (1971) used a table look-up approach on
high altitude multiband photography flown over Imperial Valley, California to
determine crop types. Their approach to the storage problem was to perform an
e qual probability quantizing from the original 64 digitized grey levels to ten
quantized levels for each of the three bands: green, red, and near infrared. Then
after the conditional probabilities were empirically estimated, they used a Bayes
rule to assign a category to each of the 10 3
 possible quantized vectors in the 3-
dimensional measurement space. Those vectors which occurred too few times in
the training set for any category were deferred assignment.
The rather direct approach employed by Brooner et al . has the disadvantage
of requiring a ratifier  small number of quantized levels. Furthermore, it cannot be
used with measurement vectors of dimension greater than four; for if the number of
quantized levels its about 10, then the curse of dimensionality forces the number of
possible quantized vectors to an unreasonably large size: Recognizing the grey
Level precision restriction forced by the quantizing coarsening effect, Eppler,
Heimke, and Evans (1971) suggest a way to maintain greater quantizing precision by
defining a quantization rule for each category - measurement dimension as follows:
(1) fix a category and a measurement dimension component;
(2) determine the set of all measurement patterns which would be
assigned by the decision rule to the fixed category
(3) examine all the measurement patterns in this set and determine
the minimum and maximum grey levels for the fixed measurement
component;
(4) construct the quantizing rule for the fixed category and measurement
dimension pair by dividing the range between the minimum and maximum
grey levels for the category into equal spaced quantizing intervals.
This multiple quantizing rule in effect determines for each category a
rectangular parallelepiped in measurement space which contains all the measurement
patterns assigned to it. Then as shown in Figure II 1, the equal interval quantizing	 N
lays a grid over the rectangular parallelepiped. Notice how fora fixed number of
quantizing levels, the use of multiple quantizing rules in each band allows greater
6	 I
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grey level quantizing precision compared to the single quantization rule for each
band.
A binary table for each category can be constructed by associating each
entry of the table with one corresponding cell in the gridded rectangular parallel-
epiped. An entry is a binary 1 if the decision rule assigns a majority of the measure-
ment patterns in the corresponding cell to the specified category; otherwise, the
entry is assigned to be a binary 0. 	
a
The binary tables are used in the implementation of the multiple quanti-
zation rule table Look-up in the following way. Order the categories in some
meaningful manner such as by prior probability. Quantize the multispectral
measurement pattern using the quantization rule for category cl . Use the quan-
tized pattern as an address to look up the entry in the binary table for category cl
to determine whether or not the pre-stored decision rule would assign the pattern
to category c	 If the decision rule makes the assignment to category c 1 the entry
would be a binary I and, all is finished. If the decision rule does not make the
assignment to categoryc L , the entry would be a binary 0 and the process would
repeat in a similar manner with the quantization rule and table for the next category. 	
I
One advantage to this form of the table look-up decision rule is the flexibility
to use different subsets of bands for each category look-up table and thereby take
full advantage of the feature selecting capability to define an optimal subset of bands
to discriminate one category from all the others. A disadvantage to this form of the
table look -up decision rule is the large amount of computational work required to
determine the rectangular parallelepipeds for each category and the still large amount
of memory storage required (about 5,000 8 bit bytes per category).'
Eppler (1974) discusses a modification of the table look-up-rule which enables
memory storage to be reduced by five times and decision rule assignment time to be
decreased by 2 times. Instead of pre-storing in tables a quantized measurement space
image of the decision rule, he suggests a systematic way of storinG in tables the
boundaries or end-points for each region in measurement space satisfying a regularity
condition and having all its measurement patterns assigned to the same category.
Let D = D I x D2 x; ... 
x D  be measurement space. A subset
R C D, x D2
 x:..x DN is a regular region if and only if there exists constants
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L l and H 1 and functions L2, L3­­ 1   LN, H2 , H 3 , ..., H 
((L n : D 1 x D 2 x ... x Dn-1 -> (--1-); Hn : D 1 x D2 x ... x Dn-1 + (-°°,`^)1
such that
R = J(x,, ..., xN )EDJ L 1 < x 1 < H1
L2 (x l ) <x2 < H2(xl)
(	 ) <x < H (x x ..., x	 )LN x l , x2 , ...,xN-1
	 N	 N 1 2	 N-1) f
From the definition of a regular region, it is easy to see how the table look-up
by boundaries decision rule can be implemented. Let d = (d l , ..., d N ) be the measure-
ment pattern to be assigned a category. To determine if d l ies within a regular region R
associated with category c we look up the numbers L 1 and H, and test to see if d l Iies	 J
between L 1 and H l . If so, we look up the numbers L2 (d l ) and H 2 (d l )and so on. If	 #
all the tests are satisfied, the decision rule can assign measurement pattern d to category
c. If one of the tests fails, tests for the regular region corresponding to the next category I{
can be made.
	 J
The memory reduction in this kind of table look-up rule is achieved by only
storing boundary or end-points of decision regions and the speed-up is achieved by 	 3
having one-dimensional tables whose addresses are easier to compute than the three
or four-dimensional tables required by the initial table look-up decision rule. However,
the price paid for by these advantages is the regularity condition imposed on the decision
regions for each category. This regularity condition is stronger than set connectedness
but weaker than set convexity.
Another approach to the table Kook-up rule can be based on Ashby`s (1964)
technique of constraint analysis. Ashby suggests representing in an approximate way
subsets of Cartesian product sets by their projections on various smaller dimensional
spaces. Using this idea for two-dimensional spaces we can formulate the following
kind of table look-up rule.
Let D = D1 x D 2 x...x D  be measurement space, C be the set of categories,
f and J 
C {1, 2,...,, Nt -x {1,2,...,-N)be an index set for the selected two-dimensional
r
I
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aspaces. Let the probab i I ity threshold cc be given. Let (i, j)EJ; for each (x l , x2 )FD i x D j
define the set S ij (x l , x2) of categories having the highest conditional probabilities
g iven (x l , x2) by
S ij (x l ,
 
X2)= f cEC (Px
1' 
x 
2 
(c) ai j ) }, where 
aij is the largest number
which satisfies
E	 P	 (c) := a
cES ij (x 1 ,x2) "1'x2
S ij (x l , x2) is the set of Likely categories given that components i and j of the l
measurement pattern take the values (x l , x2).
The sets S.., (i, j)EJ, can be represented in the co mputer b tables. In^^	 P	 Y	 ^
the (i, j)th table S i j the (xI I. x2)th entry contains the set of all categories of
sufficiently high conditional probabilities given the marginal measurements
(x l , x2 ) from measurement components i and j, respectively. This set of categories iis easily represented by a one word table entry; a set containing categories c l , c7,
c91 and c1 2 , for example, would be represented by a word having bits 1, 7, 9, and
12 on and all other bits off. a
	
The decision region R(c) containing the set of all measurement patterns to	 j
be assigned to category c can be defined from the S ij sets by
R(c)= {(d l , d2,..., d N )ED, x D2 x ... x D N I fc) =	 n	 Sij(di,dj)
(i.j)EJ
This kind of a table look-up rule can be implemented by using successive pairs of
components (defined by the index set J) of the (quantized) measurement patterns
as addresses in the just mentioned two -dimensional tables. The set intersection
required by the definition of the decision region R(c) is implemented by taking the
Boolean AND of the words obtained from the table Look-ups for the measurement to be
assigned a category. Note that this Boolean operation makes full use of the natural;
parallel compute capability the computer has on bits of a word. If the kth bit is the
only bit which remains on in the resulting word, then the measurement pattern is
i assigned to category c k . If there is more than one bit on or no bits are on, then
the measurement pattern is deferred its 'assignment (reserved decision).
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Thus we see that this form of a table Kook-up rule utilizes a set of
Bayes rules in the lower dimensional projection spaces and intersects the rf
multiple category assignment sets to obtain a category assignment for the r
ment pattern in the full measurement space.
Because of the natural effect which the category prior probabilitie
on the category assignments produced by a Bayes rule it is possible for a rr
ment pattern to be the most probable pattern for one category yet be assigi
the Bayes rule to another category having much higher prior probability.
effect will be pronounced in the table look-up rule just described because the
elimination of such a category assignment from the set of possible categories by
one table Kook-up will completely eliminate it from consideration because of the
Boolean AND or set intersection operation. However, by using an appropriate
combination of maximum likelihood and Bayes rules, something can be done about
this.
For any pair (i, j) of measurement components, fixed category c; and pro-
bability threshold ^, we can construct the set of T ij (c) having the most probable
pairs of measurement values from component i and j arising from category c. The
set T i j (c) is defined by
T ij (c)= J(XJ' x2 )ED i x D  I PC(x l' x2)> l,j(c)^,
!	 where N (c) is the largest number satisfying
P(x,x)>R
(x l ,x2 )ET i .(c) c 1 2J
Tables which can be addressed by (quantized) measurement components
can be constructed, by combining the S ij and T ij sets., Define Q ij (x l , x2) by
l
	
Q i .	 )
 (X I, x2 ^ceC
	
J	 1(x , x2 )ET ij (c)^us i ,(x l , x2)
The set Qi,(x1- x2) -contains all the categories whose respective conditional pro-i J
babilities given measurement values (x l , x2) of components i and j are sufficiently
	
	 #jhigh (a Bayes rule criteria) as well as al I those categories whose most probable
measurement values for components i and j respectively are (x l , x2) (a maximum
likelihood criteria). A decision, region R(c) containing all the (quantized) measure-
rr±ent patterns can then be defined as before using the Q^ sets:
;s
10
	R(c) = 4(d 1 ,d 2 ,...,dN )ED I x D 2 ... x D N I{ c } =	 n Qij(di,dj)^(i,j)eJ
A majority vote version of this kind of table lookup rule can be defined
by assigning a measurement to the category most frequently selected in the lower
dimensional spaces.
R(c)=^(dlA2,..., d N )ED I
 x D 2 x ... x DN^
# l(i.j)EJ I cEQ i,(d i ,d,)^	 # ^(i,j)EJ (cEQi,(did,)
for every cc- C - {c }^
Classification results were run with f3 = .07a and a chosen to minimize the
number of reserved decisions. Figure II.2 illustrates a graph of the number of
reserved decisions versus probability threshold a.
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Figure II.1 illustrates how quantizing can be donee differently for each category
thereby enabling more accurate classification by the following table
look-up rule; (1) quantize the measurement by the quantizing rule
`	 for category one (2) use the quantized measurement as an address in
F
	
	 a table and test if the entry is a binary one or binary zero, (3) if it
is a binary cant.: assign the measurement to category one; if it is a
binary zero, repeat the procedure for category two,
1
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Figure 11.2 illustrates a graph of the number of reserved decisions
versus probability threshold a.
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III	 Texture
Spatial environments can be understood as being spatial distributions of
various area-extensive objects having characteristic size and reflectance or emissive
qualities. The spatial organization and relationships of the area-extensive objects
appear as spatial distributions of grey tone on imagery taken of the environment. We
call the pattern of spatial distributions of grey tone, texture.
Figure III. I, taken from Lewis (1971), illustrates how texture relates to
geomorphology. There are some plains, low hills, high hills, and mountains in
the Panama and Columbia area taken by the Westinghouse AN/APQ 97 K-band
radar imager system. The plains have apparent relief of 0-50 meters, the hills
have apparent relief of 50-350 meters, and the mountains have apparent relief of
more than 350 meters. The low hills have little dissection and are generally smooth
convex surfaces whereas the high hills are highly dissected and have prominent ridge
crests.
The mountain texture is distinguishable from the hill texture on the basis of
the extent of radar shadowing (black tonal areas). The mountains have shadowing
over more than half the area and the hills have shadowing over less than half the
area. The hills can be subdivided from low to high on the basis of the abruptness
of tonal change from terrain front slope to terrain back slope.
There have been six basic approaches to the measurement and quantifica-
tion of image texture: autocorrelation functions (Kaizer, 1955), optical transforms,
(Lendaris and Stanley, 1970), digital transforms, (Gramenopoulos, 1973; Hornung
and Smith, 1973; Kirvida and Johnson, 1973), edgeness (Rosenfeld and Thurston,
1971), structural elements, (Matheron, 1967; Serra, 1973), and spatial grey tone
co-occurrence probabilities, (Haralick et al., 1973). The first three of these
approaches are related in that they all measure spatial frequency directly or in-
directly. Spatial frequency is `related to texture because fine textures are rich in
high spatial frequencies while 'coarse textures are rich in low spatial frequencies,.
An alternative to viewing texture as spatial frequency distribution is to
view texture as 'amount of edge per unit area. Coarse textures have a small number
of edges per unit area. Fine textures have a high number of edges per unit area.
The structural element approach uses a matching procedure to detect the
{{
	 spatial regularity of shapes called structural elements in a binary image. When
d
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the structural elements themselves are single resolution cells, the information
provided by this approach is the autocorreiation function of the binary image.
By using larger and more complex shapes, a more generalized autocorrelation can
1
lbe computed.
The grey tone co-occurrence approach characterizes texture by the spatial
distribution of its grey tones. Coarse textures are those for which the distribution
changes only slightly with distance and fine textures are those for which the dis-
tribution changes rapidly with distance.
i
III. 1	 Optical Processing Methods and Texture
Edward O'Neill's (1956) article on spatial filtering introduced the engineering
community to the fact that optical systems can perform filtering of the kind used in
communication systems. In the case of the optical systems, however, the filtering
is two-dimensional. The basis for the filtering capability of optical systems lies in
the fact that the Fight amplitude distributions at the front and back focal planes of
lens are Fourier Transforms of one another. The Light distribution produced by the
lens is more commonly known as the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern. Thus, optical
l
methods facilitate two-dimensional frequency analysis of images.
The paper by Cutrona et al. (1960) provides a good review of optical pro-
cessing methods for the interested reader. More recent books by Goodman (1968), 	 3
Preston (1972), Shulman (1970) comprehensively survey the area. 	 I
In this section, we describe the experiments done by Lendaris and Stanley,
Egbert et al ., and Swanlund using optical processing method: in aerial or satellite
imagery. Lendaris and Stanley (1970) illuminated small circular sections of low
altitude aerial photographyand used the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern as features
for identifying the sections. The circular sections represented a circular area on
the ground of 750 feet. The major category distinction they were interested in
making was man-made versus non man-made. They further subdivided the man-made
category into roads, road intersections, buildings, and orchards.
The pattern vectors they used from the diffraction pattern consisted of 40
components. Twenty components were averages of the` energy in 90 wedges of the
diffraction pattern. They obtained over 90 percent identification accuracy.
15
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Ulaby and McNaughton used an optical processing system to examine the
texture of ERTS imagery over Kansas. They used circular areas corresponding to a
ground diameter of about 37 km and looked at the diffraction patterns for four
different physiographic regions in Kansas. They used a diffraction pattern sampling
unit having 32 sector wedges and 32 annular rings to sample and measure the diffrac-
tion patterns. (See Jensen (1973) for a description of the sampling unit and its use
in coarse diffraction pattern analysis.) They were able to interpret the resulting
angular orientation graphs in terms of dominant drainage patterns, roads and fields
but interpreted the spatial frequency graphs in terms of stress . patterns, rough
terrain and field patterns. Their results indicated that the spatial frequency in-
formation was highly correlated with physiography.
Swanlund (1969) has done work using optical processing on aerial images
to identify species of trees. Using imagery obtained from Itasca State Park in
northern Minnesota, photo interpreters identified five (mixture) species of trees
on the basis of the texture: Upland Hardwoods, Jack pine overstory/Aspen under-
story/Upland Hardwoods understory, Red pine overstory/Aspen understory, and
Aspen. They achieved classification accuracy of over 90 percent.
III.2 Texture and Edges
The autocorrelation function, the optical transforms, and the fast digital
transforms (FFT and FHT) basically all reference texture to spatial frequency.
S
Rosenfeld and Thurston (1971) conceive of texture not in terms of spatial frequency
but in terms of edgeness per unit area. An edge passing through a resolution cell
1	 is detected by comparing the values for local properties obtained in pairs of non
overlapping neighborhoods boarding the resolution cell. To detect microedges,
small neighborhoods must be used. To detect macroedges, large neighborhoods 	 a
must be used.
The local property which Rosenfeld and Thurston suggested was the quick
Roberts gradient (the sum of the absolute value of the differences between diagonally
opposite neighboring pixels). Thus, a measure of texture for any subimage is obtained
by computing the Roberts gradient'image for the subimage and from it determining the
average value of the gradient in the subimage. Triendl (1972) uses the Laplacian
instead of the Roberts gradient.
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Sutton and Hall (1972) extended Rosenfeld and Thurston's idea by making the
gradient a function of the distance between the pixels. Thus, for every distance d
and subimage I defined over a neighborhood N of resolution cells, they compute
g (d)_	 11I(i,J)= I( i+d ,J) j + II(i,J) -.I(i-d.J)I( i , J) N
	
	
t+ I I (i,J) - I(i,J +d)I
 + I I(► ,J) - I(i,1 - d)I}
The graph of g(d) is like the graph of the minus autocorrelation function translated
vertically.
Sutton and Hall applied this textural measure in a pulmonary disease
identification experiment using radiographic imagery and obtained identification
accuracy in the 80 percentile range for discriminating between normal and abnormal
lungs when using a 128 x 128 subimage.
III.3 Digital Transform Methods and Texture
In the digital transform method of texture analysis, the digital image is
typically divided into a set of non-overlapping small square subimages. Suppose
the size of the subimage is n x n resolution cells, then the n2 grey tones in the
subimage can be thought of as the n2 components of an n2-dimensional vector.
In the transform technique, each of these vectors is re-expressed in a new coor-
dinate system. The Fourier Transform uses the sine-cosine basis set. The Hadamard i
Transform uses the Walsh function basis set, etc. The point to the transformation
	
i
is that the basis vectors of the new coordinate system have an interpretation that
	 -
relates to spatial frequency (sequency) and since frequency (sequency) is a close
relative of texture, we see that such transformation can be useful
Gramenopoulos (1973) used a transform technique using the sine -cosine
basis vectors (and implemented it with the FFT algorithm) on ERTS imagery to
investigate the power of texture and spatial pattern to do terrain type recognition.
He used subimages of 32 by 32 resolution cells and found that on Phoenix, Arizona
ERTS image 1940-17324-5 spatial frequencies larger than 3.5 cycles/km and
smaller than 5.9 cycles/km contain most of the information needed to discriminate
between terrain types. The terrain classes were: clouds, water, desert, farms,
mountains, urban, riverbed, and cloud shadows. He achieved an overall identifi-
a
cation accuracy of 87 percent.
Hornung and Smith (1973) have done work similar to Gramenopoulos but
with aerial multispectral scanner imagery instead ofERTS imagery._ Maurer (1974)
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used Fourier series analysis on some color aerial film to obtain textural features to
help determine crop types.
Kirvida and Johnson (1973) compared the fast Fourier, Hadamard, and
Slant Transforms for textural features on ERTS imagery over Minnesota. They used
8 x 8 subimages and five categories: Hardwoods, Confiers, Open, Water, City.
Using only spectral information, they obtained 74 percent correct identification
accuracy. When they added textural information, they increased the identification
accuracy to 99 percent. They found little difference between the different trans-
form methods.
111.4 Spatial Grey Tone Dependence: Co-occurrence
One aspect of texture is concerned with the spatial distribution and spatial
dependence among the grey tones in a local area. Darling (1968) used statistics
obtained from the nearest neighbor grey tone transition matrix to measure this
dependence for satellite images of clouds and was able to identify cloud types on
the basis of their texture. Read and Jayaramamurthy (1972) divided an image into
all possible (overlapping) subimages of reasonably small and fixed size and counted
the frequency for all the distinct grey tone patterns. This is one step more general
than Darling but one that requires too much memory if the grey tones can take on
very many values. Harai ick (1971) and Haral ick et al (1972, 1973) suggested an
approach which is a compromise between the two. He measures the spatial depen-
dence of grey tones in a co-occurrence matrix for each fixed distance and/or
angular spatial relationship and uses statistics of the matrix as measures of image
texture.
The co-occurrence matrix P = (p ij ) has its (i, j)th
 entry Pik defined as the
number of times grey tone i and grey tone j occur in resolution cells of a subimage
having a specified spatial relation, such as distance l neighbors. The textural
i	 features for the subimage are obtainable from the co-occurrence matrix by measures
such as
2 	 Pi j Log p i;j
and	 P.
a
,i
Haral ick et al . (1973) 1 ist 14 different kinds of measures.
Using statistics of the co-occurrence matrix, Haral ick performed a number
of identification experiments. On a set of aerial imagery and eight terrain classes
(old residential, new residential, lake, swamp, marsh, urban, railroad yard, scrub
or wooded), he obtained 82 percent correct identification with 64 x 64 subimages.
On an ERTS Monterey Bay, California, image, he obtained 84 percent correct
identification using 64 x 64 subimages and both spectral and textural features on
seven terrain classes: coastal, forest, woodlands, annual grasslands, urban areas,
large irrigated fields, small irrigated fields, and water. On a set of sandstone
photomicrographs, he obtained 89 percent correct identification on five sandstone
classes: Dexter-L, Dexter-H, St Peter, Upper Muddy, Gasket
The wide class of images on which they found that greY_tone co-occurrence
carries much of the texture information is probably indicative of the power and
generality of this approach
111.5 A Textural Transform
0.
	
	 Each of the approaches described for the quantification of textural features
had the common property that the textural_ features were computed for subimages of
typical sizes such as 8 x 8, 16 x 16, 32 x 32, or 64 x 64 resolution cells. To
determine the textural features for one pixel we would naturally center a subimage
on the specified resolution cell and compute the textural features for the subimage.
If we had to determine the textural features for each pixel in an image we would
be in fora lot of computation work and would significantly increase the size of our
data seta Thus, the usual approach has been to divide the image into mutually
exclusive subimages and compute the textural features on the selected subimages
Unfortunately, this procedure produces textural features at a coarser resolution
than the original image.
In this section we generalize the grey tone co-occurrence textural feature
extractor to the textural transform mode and show how by only doubling or tripling
the computation time required to determine the grey tone co-occurrence matrix it
is possible to produce a resolution perserving textural transform in which each
pixel in the transformed image has textural information about its own neighborhood
derived from both local and global grey tone co-occurrence in the image.' This
kind of textural transform is in the class of image dependent non-linear spatial filters.._
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Let Zr x Zc be the set of resolution cells of an image I (by row-column
coordinates). Let G be the set of grey tones possible to appear on image I. Then
I: Z x Z -* G. Let R be a binary relation on Z x Z pairing together all those
j	 r	 c	 r	 c
resolution cells in the desired spatial relation. The co-occurrence matrix
P, P: G x G [0,1], for image I and binary relation R is defined by}
I	
P(i,J) _ # J ((a , b ), (c,d))E R I I(aa,b) = i and I (c . d)=j J	
µ
The textural transform J,J: Z r x Z  (-^,^), of image I relative to function f, is
defined by
L
J(y,x) =# R y,X	 (a.b)(Y.x) f[P(I(Y,x),I(a,b))J
Assuming f to be the identity function, the meaning of J(y,x) is as follows.
The set R(Y,x) is the set of all those resolution cells in Zr x Zc in the desired spatial
relation to resolution cell (y,x). For any resolution cell (a,b)ER(y,x),
P(I(y,x),I(a,b)) is the relative frequency by which the grey tone I(y,x), appearing
at resolution cell (y,x), and the grey tone I(a,b), appearing at resolution cell 	 y
(a,b), co-occur together in the desired spatial relation on the entire image. The
sum
1P(I(y, x), I(a, b))
(a , b )ER(Y, x)
is just the sum of the relative frequencies of grey tone co-occurrence over all
resolution cells in the specified relation to resolution cell (y,x). The factor
_1
#R y,x
	
the reciprocal of the number of resolution cells in the desired spatial
relation to (y,x) is just a normalizing factor.
:
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IV	 Spatial Pre-Processing
Spatial enhancement processes can be implemented before or after the
classification of the original images. One spatial averaging process which can
be used before classification of the original image is rectangular convolution.
A 2 x 2 rectangular convolution, for example, is the process that replaces the
i left upper resolution cell of each 2 x 2 window by the average of the grey tones
in the 2 x 2 window. A 3 x 3 rectangular convolution replaces each grey tone
with the average of the grey tones in a 3 x 3 window centered around it. The
process of rectangular convolution can be implemented before or after texture
transform. The window size for the rectangular convolution process can be as
big as required,
Figure IV illustrates how the rectangular convolution can enhance the
textural transform processed images. Notice that the rectangular region on the
left lower corner is not easy to distinguish on the image with no rectangular
convolution before or after texture transform, Figure IV a, but it is distinguishable
m	 or, Figure IVd, the image with 2 x 2 rectangular convolution before texture
transform and no rectangular convolution after texture transform, as it is on
Figures IVe to IV i. The two strips on the middle of the image are not easily
	
j
distinguished on Figures IV  to IV f, but they are easily distinguished on Figure 	 j
IVg the image with 3 x 3 rectangular convolution before texture transform and
no rectangular convolution after texture transform. They are also distinguishable
on images IV h and IV i which have been processed with a 3 x 3 convolution after
the textural transform. For distinguishing rectangular region and the two strips
on the image, figure IV i, the image with 3 x 3 rectangular convolution before
and after texture transform seems best.
3
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AV	 Spatial Post-Processing
Spatial post processing the classified image can be used to reduce image
complexity and achieve some degree of spatial simplification and generalization.
Two post processing techniques are region filling and shrinking. A region filling
operation assigns an unassigned resolution cell to the category assignment of one
of its neighboring resolution cells.
A resolution cell can be defined to have the four resolution cells above,
below, to the left, and to the right of it as neighbors or to have those plus the
resolution cells diagonally neighboring it as its neighbors. The first set of
resolution cells is called its 4-neighbors and the second set of resolution cells
is called its 8-neighbors. The concepts of 4-neighboring and 8-neighboring is
illustrated in Figure V.1.
A region filling operation which assigns an unlabeled resolution cell to
the category assignment of one of its four nearest neighbors is called a 4-fill
operation. A region filling operation which assigns an unlabeled resolution cell
to the category assignment of one of its eight nearest neighbors is called an
8-fill operation. A region filling operation which iterates first filling using 4
neighbors and then 8 neighbors then 4 then 8 etc., until all resolution cells are
labeled, we shall for simplicity call region filling.
Figure V.2 illustrates the advantage of region filling alternating between 	
s
4-neighbors or 8-neighbors. A labeled resolution cell in an area of unlabeled
resolution cells would grow as a diamond region under repetitive-4 -fill operations.
It would grow as a square region under repetitive 8-fill operations. And it would
grow almost as a circle under repetitive 8-fill and 4-fill operations.
Region shrinking is the opposite kind of operation from region filling. A
region shrinking operation assigns a labeled resolution to "unassigned" if its	 i
neighbors have different labels from it.
A region shrinking operation which assigns a labeled resolution cell to
"unassigned" if k of its four nearest neighbors have labels which are different than 	 j
its own label is called a 4-k shrink operation. A region shrinking operation which 	 1
assigns a labeled resolution cell to "unassigned" if k of its eight nearest neighbors 	 }
have labels which are different from its own label is called and 8-k shrink operation.
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Figure V. I  a illustrates  the 4-neighborhood
of a resolution cell and
Figure V. I
 b illustrates  the 8-neighborhood
of a resolution cell
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vi1M'	 Single resolution	 After some 4 -fiIIs	 1tJ144r1L
cell
a
After some 8-fills 	 After some alternating
	
TEST48FIL
4 and 8-fills
Figure V.2 illustrates the effect of 4 and 8-filling
or a single resolution cell.
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In Figure V.3 we illustrate the effect of the filling and shrinking operations
on a classified image. Figure V.3a is a classified image. The black areas represent
unassigned resolution cells. (The decision rule leaves unassigned those resolution
cells having multispectral signatures which do not provide enough information to
make a reliable assignment.) Figure V.3b shows the classified. image of Figure V.3a
after a complete region filling. Notice that after a complete region filling, all
resolution cells have a label. Figure V.3c shows the classified image of Figure V.3a
after a 4-0 shrink. Notice that it has more black area than the image in Figure V.3a
due to the effect of its relabeling labeled resolution cells to "unassigned".
a
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Example showing that convex sets are regular
b
Example of a non-convex set which is regular
i
c
3
Example of a non-convex set which is not regular
Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between set convexity and regularity
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A	 Spectral Analysis: Edit 6
Of the 6 best spectral bands on edit 06, .40 - .44, .588 - .643, .65 -
.69 1 072 - .76, 6981 - 1.045 1 and 2.10 - 2.36 micrometers, the feature selection
vrr.)cedur,;, selected band pairs .40 - .44 and .65 - .60 with .40 .44 and 2.10 -
2.36 micrometers as the best 2 band pairs for the table Look-up rule. Figure VI.1
Dhows the .72 - .76 micrometer band and Figure VI.2 shows the ground truth
'	 training data overlay on this hand. The alpha-beta thresholds were set at .3 and
.021. This threshold selection was too low for of the 159,500 points to be
classified, 67 1 323 were reserved assignments because of incompatible assignments
between the first and second band pairs and 6,928 were reserved assignment because
there was more than one possible assignment common to the two band pairs. Figure
VI.3 shows the resulting classification. The contingency table, Table VI.1 shows
an equally weighted misidentification error rate of 369/o and equally weighted false
identification error rate of 34%. The largest cause of the misidentification error
was category 2.4, immature poletimber loblolly pine, being assigned to category
1 ,3, immature sawtimber shortleaf pine, and category 2.6, mature sawtimber
loblolly pine being assigned to category 2.5, immature sawtimber loblolly pine
anri being assigned to category 2 0 3, seedling and sapling loblolly pine.
If the classified image is filled so that all resolution cells whose category
assignment was reserved is assigned to the category of its spatially nearest resolution
cell neighbor which is assigned, the error rate remains substantially the same, about 	 1
a 36% misidentification and false identification error rate (Figure VI.4 and Table
VI .2) . This implies that for those resolution cel is whose assignment was reserved
because of the low probability of con=i., ct assignment, category assignments,
almost as good as those originally assigned, can be made using the spatial in -
formation carried by the initially classified image with the reserved decisions.
Perhaps what is even more surprising about the amount of spatial information
the classified image has is that by performing spatial operations on it, the-classifica-
tion accuracy can increase. For example, if the completely f i lled image is shrunk
for one iteration with a simple 4-shrink opefuror and then filled up again, Table VI.3
shows an accuracy increase: 33% misidentification error rate and 35% false
identification error rate. Comparable results are also obtained by using the initially
E	 classified image with reserved decisions and performing a 4-fill iteration followedj
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by an 8-fill iteration followed by a 4-shrink iteration and then completely filled
(Figure VI.5 and Table VIA).
The best (percentage wise) 2 band pair results came from starting with the
initially classified image with reserved decisions and doing a 4-fill, an 8-fill, a
4-shrink, an 8-shrink, and then a complete filling up. This yields a 31% mis-
identification error rate and 7% false identification error rate (Table VI.5 and
Figure VI.6) . Notice, however, that all the points in category 2.4, poletimber
immature loblolly, have been misidentified as category 1 .3, sawtimber immature
shortleaf pine, and all the points in category 2.6, mature sawtimber loblolly pine,
have been misidentified as categories 1 .3, 2.3 and 2.5. Furthermore, no points
were assigned to categories 2.4 and 2.6. This suggests that the tree stands in
those areas of immature loblolly and mature sawtimber loblolly pine had a sub-
stantial number of trees spectrally similar to those in categories '1 .3, 2.3, and
2.5. Areas predominantely in categories 2.4 and 2.6 would have some resolution
cells initially assigned to categories 2.4 and 2.6 plus wrong assignments to
categories 1 .3, 2.3, or 2.5. Hence, a context sensitive shrinking operation on
the 4-fill and 8-fill image which would leave alone any resolution cell assigned
to category 2.4 if it neighbors a resolution cell of category 1.3 and which would
leave alone any resolution cell assigned to category 2.6 if it neighbors a resolu-
tion cell of category 1.3, 2.3 or 2.5 has the possibility of permitting a-higher
probability of correct identification.
If instead of doing only one 4-shrink then 8-shrink iterations, two such i
iterations are made before a complete filling, then the results are not quite as
good: 34% misidentification error rate and 6% false identification error rate.
(Table VI.6).
The use of additional spectral bands can sometimes increase identification 	 1
accuracy. In the case of the edit # 6 data, this did not seem to be the case. The
three best band pairs were:
(1) .40 - .44 and .65 - .69- micrometers i
(2) .40 - .44 and 2.10 2.36 micrometers
(3) .72 - .76 and .981 - 1.045 micrometers
The alpha-beta thresholds were set at .6 and .042, respectively. The resulting'
number of reserved decisions due to no common category assignment was 51,794
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and the number of reserved decisions due to more than one possible category
assignment was 19,706 (Figure VI.7 and Table VI.7), Higher thresholds would
have been better.
After a complete filling, there was a 34°lo misidentification and 33% false
identification error rate (Figure VI.8 and Table VI.8). If the completely filled
image had a 4-shrink operation and then another complete filling, the misidenti-
fication error rate improved to 31% and false identification error rate improved
to 16% (Figure VI.9 and Table VI.9). If before the complete filling is done an
iteration of a 4-fill followed by an 8-fill and a 4-shrink followed by an 8-shrink
is done, the misidentification error rate improves to 30% and the false identifica-
tion error rate improves to 5%, the best 3-band pair result (Figure VI.10 and
^i	 Table VI.10). As in the two band pair case, doing two iterations of the 4-shrink
followed by the 8-shrink instead of one iteration, does not provide as much
improvement: a 36°lo misidentification error rate and a 6°lo false identification
error rate (Table VI. 11). The best 3 band pair result confused the same categories
as the best 2 band pair result. Category 24, poletimber immature loblolly was
assigned as category 1 .3, immature shortleaf pine. Category 2.6, mature saw-
timber loblolly pine was assigned to categories 2.3 and 2.5, seedling and
sapling loblolly and sawtimber immature loblolly pine.
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Figure V1.3 The classification of the best two band pairs for alpha-
beta thresholds of .3 and .021.
s=
Figure V1.4 The classified image of Figure VI.3 after a complete
filling.
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CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH21GDT - 1 SAMH28801 -.1 SCALE' FACTOR 11
__COL. , ASSIGN CAT _ _ _ ROM • TRlj_ cAT
R DEC 1.3 194 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 7.2 TOTAL ERR ERR
IU NKWN63106 12483 12809 19901
_1002_ ^•47 3 10 2 4 10 62. 71304250 0
1.3 3475 2696 274~-243 75 86 24 83 6956 785 23
1.4 561 8 2000 41 0 27 , _	 7_ 26 2670  109 5
2. 9 2013 62 18 5336 31 y212 37
_
18
_
7727 :78 -- "7-
2.4 311 244 14 16 42 _	 0 0.__ 2^_ , 629 ,76 87
2.5 2387 140 52 235 16 1140 3161 3 4.034 507
2.6 793 94 26 196 0 276 45 2 1434 '96 93
7.2 1615 95 76 29 70 0 '-- ?- -3738-- 5625 - ;'72'---'7
TOTAL74261 15822 15269 25999 1236 11214 1200 14499 1. 59500 ' 2S'23 36ERR 0 643 460 762 192 601 -- -131
'._,_'
134_ 2923—***** +► ;***-
ERR	 0	 19	 19	 12	 82	 35	 74 3	 34 #*+** **•**
Table VI. 1 	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha-
? beta thresholds of .3 and .021.
COPITTNGFNCY TABLE FOR	 SAMH2 GRT - 1
	
5MH2F7R01_- 1	 SCALE FACTOR 10**	 0
COL+ = AGSIGPI CAT	 ROW =	 TRUE CAT
R, AFC
	
lei	 1.4	 203
	 2 4	 205	 —2.6 - 7.2	 TOTAL	 FRR ERR
'!`J y. w j	 0	 26651 229', 1 4	 39017	 1737	 2.5591
	 2595 17928 130425
	
0 0
1.', 	 it	 53`37	 612`	 465	 141	 175	 59 170 ' 6956	 Iol9 23
1.4	 0	 16	 2455	 76	 0	 60	 14 44	 2670	 a15 8
2.^	 0	 88	 30	 7119	 41	 361	 -	 61 27'	 7727	 108 8
492
	 32	 96	 76	 0	 A
_
3	 629	 1+53 88
^.5	 0	 329	 128	 5ll	 30	 2891
	
Ton 5	 4094	 1'43 28
k 2.5	 0	 214	 6R	 4 14	 0 `	 615	 10n 4	 1434	 1114 93
' 7.2	 197	 164	 41	 0l	 0	 S 5175	 5625	 '4Q0 9
Tnt eL 	 0
	 11 116 26193 417	 1	 2118	 2.9673	 2971 233(1 6 159500	 5972 36
r1m,	 0	 1326	 1034	 1565	 105	 1211	 27A 253
	
5972	 +^*+ **	 +► **+► r
€
€NR	 0	 2')	 30	 18	 80	 30	 74 5	 36 **art **r*r
Table VI.2	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after a complete
filling.
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i
i^ ^' T INGF';CY TA' > I_ F FCP	 'tAVH 7 rf)T - 1
	 ',VH2G8901 - 1
	
SCALF FACTOR 10** 0
COL. = AS!^IGH CAT	 ROW a TRITE	 CAT
	
P DEC 1.?
	 1.4	 2.3	 2.4	 2.5	 2.6	 7.2 TOTAL ERR	 ERR
	
2681 r, 22575 3401.9	 837 27555	 52* 17449 130425	 0	 0
n 6045
	 G8 r 	49	 1^9	 0	 n	 53 6956	 891
	
13
1.4	 2 2499	 97	 0	 72	 n	 0 2670	 171	 6
^.	 0	 ` 7571
	
6	 15")	 n	 0 7777	 156	 2
.r	 555	 6	 11	 57	 0	 n	 0	 629	 572	 91
74 'i	 ^	 374	 2"	 373	 45 3314	 A	 0 4034	 720	 18
?.6	 166	 5A6
	
0	 682	 n	 0 1434 1434	 100
7.2	 ^	 55	 1C	 0	 0	 0	 n 5470 5625	 155	 3
TIT t'_	 n 34 r ^2 25A80 43286 1054 31773	 533 22972 159500 40 x9	 33
rcV	 0 ll r 2	 Cr^6 1'66	 160	 904	 A	 53 4094 ***** *****
n	 1F	 71.	 17	 74	 71	 10M	 1	 15 **a** •****
Table VI.3 The contingency table of the best 2 bar,6 pairs after complete
filling, 4-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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j
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rotlTINGF`=CY TARLF FOR SAMH2 GnT - 1 SMH2r0801
	
1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0	 y
r
COL.	 ASSIGN CAT
	
ROW	 TRuE	 CAT
9
	
R DEC 103
	
1.4	 2.'A	 294	 2.5	 296	 7.2
	
TOTAL. ERR	 ERR
i1'!v1. '	 1) 26835'22574 ^4643	 637 27552	 525 °17449 130425	 0	 0
143	 0 6065	 680	 49	 109	 0	 n	 53 6956	 891	 13
1._4	 n	 2 2499	 97	 0	 72	 0	 0 2670	 171	 6
7..3	 0	 0	 0. 7571	 6	 150	 n	 0 7727	 156	 2
2 * 4	 0	 555	 6	 11	 57	 0	 n	 0	 629	 572	 91
7.5
	
0	 324 	 20	 323	 45 3314	 A	 0 40 1.4	 720	 18
706	 n	 166	 n	 586	 0	 682	 n	 0 1434 1434	 100
7.2	 n	 55	 1t9	 n	 0	 0	 n 5470 '5625	 155	 3
TOTAL	 f) -440 07 25879 437.40 1044 31770	 531 22972' 159500 -4099	 33
;.	 F.RR
	
0 1102	 806 1 066	 160	 904	 8	 53 4099 **** *****	 3
FT?R	 0'	 15	 24	 12	 74	 21	 loft	 1	 35 **r** *****
?	 Table VI.4 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fil l, 4-shrink, and complete filling operations.
E	 ! SAGE ^.^,
€	 ORIGIN ^,U^t	 33
. , rt`
Figure VI.5 The classified image of Figure VI.3 after 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, and then complete filling operations.
Figure VI.6 The classified image of Figure VI.3 after 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, 8-shrink, and then complete filling operations.
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Cl`L•
	
• ASSIGN CAT	 ROW	 TRITE	 CAT
R nFC
	 1.3	 1.4	 7•1	 2.4	 205	 2.6	 7.2	 TOTAL	 FRR	 ERR	 j
2725 '	 21595 35147	 0 ;.7636	 n 18607	 130425	 0	 0
1.	 655'	 4.6	 0	 0	 n	 0	 6956	 4C6	 6
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2 . ^
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Table VI.5	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
CCNT ING F NCY	 TAPLF FOR	 SAMH2 C,nT - 1
	 SMH2F4801 - 1
	 SCALE FIXTOR 10**	 0
COL.	 _ ASSIGN CAT
	 ROW :	 TR11E	 CAT	 1
R DEC	 1	 3	 1.4	 2.3	 294	 2.5	 2*6	 7.2	 TOTAL	 ERF.	 ERR.	 1
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Table VI.6	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete
filling operations.
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Figure Vl,7 The classification of the three best bom6 pairs [or o|p6o -
beta thresholds of .6 and .042.
Figure Vl.8 The classified image of Figure Vl ' 7oHer o complete
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Table VI.7 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha-
......	 beta thresholds of.6 and .042.
i
rONTIAIGFN r Y TA R LF FOR SAIA H2 cnT	 1 5MH2r7B02 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
COL.	 ASSIGN CAT	 ROW
	 TRUE	 CAT
R DEC 1 .3	 1.4	 2.3
	
24	 2.5
	 2.67.2 TOTAL ERR	 ERR
1
	
0 30672 2 ,? 197 ?3471
	 819 29310 9977 16134 130425
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Table VI.8 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after a
complete -filling._
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Figure VI.9 The classified image of Figure VI.8 after a 4-shrink
operation and then a complete fil I ing .
Figure VI. 10 The classified image of Figure VI.7 after 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete filling operations.
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Table VI.9	 The contingency table of the best 3 bgwd pairs after
complete filling, 4-shrink, and compiete filling operations.
fnNTI %1GFNCY TAnLF FOR SAMH2 GOT
	
1 SMH2 cO802 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
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Table VI.10 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill,	 3
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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COL. u ASSIGN CAT ROW a TRITE CAT
R OFC 193 1.4	 2.3	 294 2.5 296 7.2 TOTAL EPR ERR
23561 18825	 55311 0 11429 n 21299 130425 0 0
1.' 0 6748 8	 n 0 0 n 0 6956 8 0
1.4 0 r 2499	 171 0 n n 0 2670 1;11 6
7. 12 n n n	 7727 0 n n 0 7727 0 0
7.4 0 679 r%	 n 0 0 n 0 629 6?9 100
2.5 11 91 n	 1905 0 2098 n 0 403 4 19 . 16 48
2.5 0 0 0	 1408 0 26 n 0 1434 1.4:14 100
7 . 2 O n 14	 a 0 0 n 5611 5625 :.4 0
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FPR 0 660 22	 3484 0 26 0 0 4192 ***'^* *****
FRP. 0 9 1	 31 0 1 A 0 6 ***4* *****
Table VI. 1 I The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fil l,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete
filling operations.
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VII	 Spectral Analysis: Edit 9
Using the same initial six spectral bands to select features from, the
feature selector chose band pairs .40 - .44 and .65 - .69 with .72 .76 and
.981 - 1.045 micrometers as the best 2 band pairs for the table look-up rule.
Figure VII.1 shows the .72 - .76 micrometer band and Figure VII.2 shows the
ground truth training data overlayed on this band. The alpha-beta thresholds
were set at .3 and .021 .
The contingency table (Table VII. 1) for the best 2 band pairs classification
with an alpha threshold of .3 and a beta threshold of .021 gave a misidentification
error rate of 22% and a false identification error rate of 32%. There were 79,670
reserved assignments because of incompatible assignments between the first and
second band pairs and 2,357 were reserved assignments because there was more
than one possible assignment common to the two band pairs. The raw classified
image is shown in Figure VII.3. The main cause of error is the confusion between
category 1.3, shortleaf pine, and category 2.5, Loblolly pine. This error is due
to assigning category 1.3 when the true category is 2.5. A look at the timber
stand map for edit # 9 shows a patch of category 2.5, which is surrounded by
category 1 .3, in the lower right-hand corner. It is this area that gets mis-
assigned the most. 	 i
If the classified image is filled so that all resolution cells whose category
assignment was reserved is assigned to the category of its spatially nearest
resolution cell neighbor which is assigned, the error rate remains substantially
the same, about a 259/o misidentification error rate and 329/o false identification	 1
error rate (Figure VII.4 and Table VII.2) If we do 6 iterations of 4-fills and then
do a 4-shrink and fill up, the resulting contingency table is Table VII.3. The
misidentification and false identification error rates of 21% and 26% are lower
	 a
y	 than before, but the misidentification error rate category 2.5 went from 43% to
449/o with category 1 .3 still the problem.
The best 2 band ;pair results were obtained from doing a 4-shrink following
the original classification and then filling (Figure VII.5). Table VII.4 shows a
misidentification error rate of 14% and a false identification error rate of 17%,
but still the misidentification of category 2.5 is the main cause of error. The
41
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shrinking first does eliminate a significant amount of error between category 3.1,
laurel oak, and category 4.2, low quality sweetgum. Neither procedure has
trouble classifying category 2.5 on the left-side of the timber stand. Only on
the tight side where category 2.5 resembles category 1 .3 spectrally is there
confusion. This confusion could be ultimately due to sun angle.
The three best band pairs were:
(1) .40 - .44 and .65 - .69 micrometers
(2) .72 - .76 and .981 - 1.045 micrometers
(3) .40 - .44 and 2.10 - 2.36 micrometers
Figure VII.6 shows a plot of the alpha threshold versus the number of reserved
decisions. For the three best band pairs, the alpha and beta thresholds that
minimized the number of reserved decisions was .6 and .042, respectively.
The raw classified image is shown in Figure VII.7. The contingency table
indicates a misidentification error of 24% and a false identification error of
30% (Table VII.5).
After-a complete filling, there was a 25% misidentification and 329/o
false identification error rate (Figure VII.8 and TableVII.6). If instead, our
post processing consisted of a 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and then a
complete filling the misidentification error rate was 9% and the false-
 error rate was 9% (Table VII.7 and Figure VII.9).
• -%C v.
Figure VII.I The .72 - .76 micrometer band.
Figure V II.2 The ground i ruth training data overlayed on the .72 - .76
micrometer band.
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- Table VII.1	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and 021
CONTINGEN I_Y TABLE FOR ^_•AMH3 GDT 	 1 SMH3F1C71	 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
COL.	 ASSIGN CAT	 ROW = TRUE CAT
R DEC 1. 3 2.3 2.5 2.6 3. 1 4.2 7.2 TOTAL #ERR	 % ERR
LMIKWN	 0 26128 5502 21805 20883 8814 13025 20021 116183 0
{
0	 1
1. 3 	 0	 81-97 236 164 69 0 0 19 8685 488 6
2.3	 0	 50 789 6 19 0 6 55 925 136 15
2.5
	
0	 3657 471 6072 1257` 21 167 34 11679 5607 48
2.6	 0	 44 83 511 1621 96 215 75 2645 1024 39 t
3.1	 0	 0 0 6 97 1185 174 65 1527 342
f
22	 1
4.2
	
0	 0 0- 61 99 '393 1121- 27 1701 580 34
7.2	 O	 0 6 0 42 16 87 1054 1215 151 13
TOTAL	 0 38076 7087 28625 24092 10525 14795 21.x.1 50 144550 8328 25
#ERR	 0	 3751 796 748 , 1583 526 649 275 8323 **+^** ***+*
X ERR	 _0	 31 50 11 49 31 37 21 32 ***t**+^*
Table VII.2 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after a
complete filling.
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Figure VI1.3 The classification of the best two band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021.
J
Figure VII.4 The classified image of Figure VII.3 after a complete
filling.
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Table VII.3 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after complete
filling, 4-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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Table VII.4	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after 4-shrink,
I
j	 and complete filling operations.
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Figure VII.5 The classified image of Figure VII.3 after 4-shrink and
complete filling operations.
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Figure VII.6 A plot of the alpha thresholds versus
number of reserved decisions
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Table VII.5
	
	 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha
beta thresholds of .6 and .042.
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH3 GDT
	 1 SMH3FIG04 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10+x* 0
i
COL.	 = ASSIGN CAT
	 ROW _	 TRUE	 CAT r
R DEC 1.3	 2.3	 2. 5	 2.6
	 3. 1	 4.2
	 7.2
	 TOTAL #ERR
	
% ERR	 1
UNKWN	 0 24710	 45+82 2339
	
82 22 411
	 10315 11921	 1^^5^	 116.183.	 0	 O
1.3	 0	 7945	 195	 3:39	 139	 0	 1	 16	 8655	 740	 9	 j
2. 3	 0	 27	 748	 -:1	 ',Z	 3	 0	 79	 925	 177	 19
2-5	 0	 3293	 332	 67 :0	 1001	 16	 267	 40 11679
	
494 .3	 42
2.6	 O	 16	 79	 566	 1532	 130	 263	 54	 2645	 1113	 42
3. 1	 0	 0	 0	 29	 73	 1137	 229	 54	 1527	 390	 26
4.2
	
0	 0	 6	 59	 36	 278	 1226	 46	 1701	 475	 28
7.2
	
0	 0	 12	 0	 29	 60	 33	 1071	 1205, 	 134	 11	 y
TOTAL	 0 36191	 6354 31196 252.'08 11944 13945 19612 144550	 7-78	 25
*ERR	 0	 3336	 624	 1074	 1365	 492	 798	 289	 7978 ***** +^****
% ERR	 0	 30	 45	 14	 47	 30	 39	 21	 32 +^* *+ * ***
Table VII.6
	 The contingency table Of the best 3 band pairs after a completefilling.
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Figure VII.7 The classification of the three best band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .6 and .042.
Figure VII.8 The classified image of Figure VII.7 after a complete
filling.
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CONTIN3;EN,:Y TACLE Fl-	 :AMH3 3.DT - 1	 SMH3F7004 - i SCALE FACTOR 10	 0
COL, = ASSIGN CAT	 ROW =	 TRUE	 CAT
R DEC 1. 3 2, 3	 2.5	 2.6	 3. 1	 4.2	 7.2 TOTAL #ERR	 Y. ERR 1
UNKWN 0 30218 2169 21299 17317	 8203 10275 26702 116183	 O	 0
1.3 0 8685 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 8635	 0	 0
• 2. 3 0 0 925	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 925	 0	 0
2.5 0 4489 0	 6906	 0	 0	 0	 234 11679	 4773	 41
2.6 0 0 0	 531	 2039	 0	 7	 68 2645	 606	 23
3.1 0 0 0	 0	 O	 1521	 0	 6 1527	 6	 O
4.2 0 0 0	 0	 0	 0	 1701	 0 1701	 0	 0
7.2 0 0 0	 0	 O	 0	 0	 1205 1205	 0	 0
TOTAL. 0 43392 3094 23736 19356	 9724 11983 28265 144550	 5385	 9
*ERR 0 4439 0	 531	 0	 0	 7	 353 5385 ***** ****^
% ERR 0 34 0	 7	 0	 0	 0	 23 9#**++^ +^*+^+^*
Table VII.7 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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Figure VII.9 The classified image of Figure VII.7 after 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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VIII	 Spectral Analysis: Edit 14
The some six spectral bands were chosen from edit f14 as were taken from
edit 46 and edit 09. Figure VIII.1 shows the .72 - .76 micrometer band for edit
14 and Figure VIII.2 shows the selected ground truth training data. The selection
procedure chose .40 - .44 and 2.10 - 2.36 with .588 - .643 and 2.10 2.36
micrometers as the best 2 band pairs for the table look-up rule. The alpha and
beta thresholds were set at .3 and .021 respectively. The thresholds were too low
and resulted in 56,320 reserved decisions in the contingency table for classifica-
tion (Table VIII. 1). The resulting misidentification error rate was 28% and false
identification error rate was 291/o. The result on the best 2 band pairs with 4-fill,
8-fi11 1 4-shrink, 8-shrink, and compiete filling operations (Table VIII.2), was a
misidentification error rate of 15% and a false identification error rate of 17'/0.
The feature selection procedure chose band pairs .40 .44 and .65 - .69
micrometers, along with the best 2 band pairs for the best 3 band pairs. Using
alpha and beta thresholds of .6 and .-042, respectively, the number of reserved
decisions was 43,236, with 25,794 points reserved because no assignment was
possible and 17;442 reserved due to possible multiple assignments.
The largest cause of error for best 3 band pairs (Table VIII.3) was the
confusion between categories 2.3 and 2.5, different ages of loblolly pine, and
the confusion of each of these with category 4.1, low quality sweetgum. The
misidentification and false identification error rates (46% and 48%) for category
4.1 are high but the number of points whose true category is 4.1 is small. Figure
VIII.3 shows the resulting classification. There was such a small area of sweetgum,
category 4.1, on the timber stand map that the ground truth may not be adequate
to allow good spectral estimation.
The first post processing procedure we used was -a complete filling (Table
VIII.4 and Figure VIII.4). The errors were increased by the procedure, so one
4-shrink operation was performed on the image and this reduced the misidentifica-
tion error to 9% and false identification error to 4% (Table V1II.5 and Figure VIII.
5), but the low error rates were helped by the fact that there were 84, 828
reserved decisions. Table VIII.5 does show that the confusion with category 4.1, was
almost eliminated, though the misidentification error rate caused by assigning
i
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I	 ^	
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2.3 to 2,5, 21% was still high. Completely filling the image resulted in a mis-
identification error rate of 17% and false identification error rate of 13% (Table
VIII .6 and Figure VIII " 6) "
If on the raw classified image we do one 4-fill (Table VIII.7 and Figure
VIII.7) and then one 8-fill, the resulting contingency table (Table V111 .8 and
Figure VIII . 8) is almost identical to Table VIII.3. The error rates on each are
exactly the same. Then doing a 4-shrink (Table VIII.9 and Figure VIII.9) we find
a contingency table almost identical to Table VIII.4. But if instead of filling
we do an 8-shrink, we almost totally eliminate error (Table VIII.10 and Figure
VIII,10). Only 2 points are incorrectly identified. Now if we completely fill
the image we get our best results (Table VIII .11 and Figure VIII .11): 130/0
misidentification and 9% false identification error rates. Visual comparisons
show the closeness of the two operations. Following the fills with a 4-shrink
produces Figure VIII.5. Figure VIII .6 is the final classified image after complete
filling, a 4-shrink and then a complete filling, while Figure VIII.11 is the final 	 w
result of a 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete filling. From the
figures, we can see that the extra shrink allowed the categories to be more dense.
The contingency table of the image should show better results since the categories
on the timber stand map tend to be dense, which is the case.
The results of the shrinking operations indicate that the errors that did
occur were sparse enough to be wiped out with the shrinking. The reason that
a shrink operation is not performed first on the image is that it tends toeliminate
small area categories, even though correc tly assigned, on the image.
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rONTINGrKICY	 TABLE FOR	 SAMH4 GOT - 1	 SAMH4 A05 - 1	 SCALE FACTOR 10* s	0
COL.	 n ASSIFN CAT ROW n TRIIE	 CAT
j
R AFC 2 * 1	2.5	 491 7.2	 TOTAL FRR	 FRR	 Sr)
I I'IY YFI51893	 11418	 19856	 13565	 29402 123134 M	 0	 0
i 2.1	 1859	 1553	 739	 515 209	 4975 146 ,	49	 0
j 7.5	 958	 196	 3567	 19-4 64	 4978 45a	 11	 0
4.1	 765	 213	 147	 594 10	 1749 39n	 40	 0
7.7
	
745
	
81
	
158	 75 1855	 2914 314
	
14	 0
TnT A L5632')	10491	 24467	 14942	 31540 137750 2620	 26	 0
FAR
	
0	 51r	 1044	 783 283	 2620	 +^+►*** ***ss •**+^*
F?R
	
0	 25	 23	 57 13	 29 *as* * s*s******
a
Table VIII.1
	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021.
i
CONTINGENCY	 TAFILF FOR	 SAMH4 GOT - 1 SMH4F5H05 - 1	 SCALE FACTOR 10**	 0
COL*
	
= ASSIGN CAT ROW = TRUE	 CAT
R DEC 2.3	 2.5	 4.1 7.2	 TOTAL ERR	 ERR	 5D
_i
UNKWN	 U	 6857 41525 18750 56002	 123134 0	 0	 0
2.3	 U	 268v	 1234	 1 (11 61 0	 4975 2295	 46	 0
2.5	 G	 13f,,	 4848	 Q 0	 4978 130	 3	 0'
j 4.1
	
U	 0	 128	 1621 0	 1749 12R	 7	 0
7.2
	
Q	 U	 195	 c, — 2719	 2914 195	 7	 0
(
TOTAL	 1)	 9667 4793v 2143? 58721	 137750 274A	 15	 0
ERR	 1)	 13 0	1557	 I U61 0	 2748 •r* * *•xs* •**•+►
j ERR	 0	 5	 24	 40 0	 17 r• **^ r+xrw ***a
Table VIII.2	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH4 GDT - 1 SAMH4 906 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
COL. s ASSIGN CAT	 ROW n 	 MiE	 CAT
R DEC 2.3	 205	 4.1	 7.2	 TOTAL	 ERR	 ERR SD
3
3
UNKWN39754	 14646 23477 10471	 34766	 123134	 0	 0 0
2.3	 1568 1931	 782	 391	 303	 4975	 147A	 43 0
2.5	 717 364	 3725	 109	 63	 4978	 ''36	 13 0
401
	
664 323	 151	 590	 21	 1749	 49S	 _46 1
7.2
	
533 249	 218	 36	 1878	 2914	 50a	 21 0
TOTAL43236 17513	 2835'	 11597	 37051 137750 • 	101A	 30 0
ERR	 0 936	 1151	 536	 387	 301 0 ***** ***** • ***
ERR	 0 33	 24	 48	 17	 30 ****	 ***** **'^**
Table VIII.3 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs
9
for alpha —
beta thresholds of .6 and .042.
CONTINGENCY	 TARLF FOR	 SAMH4 GDT - 1
	
SMH4F1n06 -
{
1	 SCALE FACTOR 10**	 0
-COL. = ASSIGN CAT,	 R051	 MiE
	 CAT
R OFC 293
	 2.5	 41	 7.2
	 TOTAL
	
FRO	 ERR SD
tiqY WN	 0 21693 31719	 17212	 50473	 123134	 0 0
2.	 0 2.812	 1115	 576	 452
	
4975
	 214 1 	43 0
2.5	 0 497	 4227	 157	 97	 4978	 751	 15 0
4.1
	
0 507	 260	 951	 31	 1749	 79A	 '46 1
7.2
	
0 364	 289	 56	 2205	 2914	 70o	 24 0
TOTAL
	 0 27890 37630 18972	 53258 137750	 4401 	 32 0
FRR	 0 1368' 1664	 789	 580	 4401
	
*x*a • a**** •*r**
ERR	 0 33	 28	 45	 21	 31 ***** **rr* r****
F
Table VIII.4 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after a comp lete
i filling.
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Figure VIII.3 The classification of the three best band pairs for alpha-
beta thresholds of .6 and .042.
Figure VIII.4 The classified image of Figure VIII.3 after a complete
filling.
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iCONTINGENCY TAPLE FOR f,,AI•H4 GnT — 1 SMH4c1006 — 1 SCALE FACTOR 10•+ 0
COL. = ASSIGN CAT	 R0%- = TRIIF	 CAT
R OFC 7.l	 ?05
	
4.1
	
7.2
	
TOTAL FRO	 ERR	 SO
	
X175944 7744 126',	 ';?On 28497 123134	 n	 0	 0
2.	 4n9R	 697	 119
	
6	 58 4975	 181	 21	 0
7.5	 1977	 10 ?9?4
	 4	 3 4978	 1'► 	 1	 0
4.1	 14?1	 2(	 10
	
2A9	 0 1749	 3n	 12	 0
7,7
	 1301	 1n	 35
	
0 1478 2914	 4S	 3	 0
TOTAL84878 1 49^ 15708 35nA 30036 137750	 284	 9	 0
r p R	 n	 49	 164	 In	 61	 284 *• s*n •+rte**r**r
Fr.R	 0	 7	 5
	
4	 4 •sa ** ** a** *,tr^r*
Table VIII.5 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after complete
filling and 4
-shrink.operations.
	 I
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CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH4 GOT - 1 SMH4F2BO6
	
1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
1
COL*
	 ASSIGN CAT	 ROW = TRUE
	 CAT
R PFC 20	 2.5	 4.1
	
7.2
	
TOTAL ERP
	
ERR	 SD
IJNK fA,N
	
! 18379 368',`5 12408 55542 123134	 n	 0	 0
2.a	 C. 3728	 849	 75	 323 4975 1247	 25	 0
2.5	 U	 130 4810	 19	 19 4978	 16n	 3	 0
4.1
	
1)	 338	 162 1249	 0 1749	 500	 29	 1
7.2
	
90	 320	 0 2504 2914	 410	 14	 0
,-	 TOTAL	 - 0 22665 429'46 13751 58388 137750 232,	 I7	 _0
ERR	 0	 558 1.331
	 94	 342 2325 ***a eta #. s***
j	 FRP.	 0	 13	 22	 7	 12	 13 •ate* r+t+r*+t a*mac*
Table VIII.6 'The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after complete
filling, 4-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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Figure VIII.5 The classified image of Figure VII1.4 after a 4-shrink
operation.
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Figure VIII.6 The classified image of Figure VIII.5 after a complete
filling.
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CONTINGENCY TAPLF FOR	 SAMH4 OnT - 1 SMH4v3R06 - 1	 SCI.LF.	 FACTOR	 10 ** 	 0
CCL•	 a ASSIGN CAT ROW = TRIIE CAT
R DFC 2@ 1 	295	 4.1	 7.1 TOTAL ERR ERR SD
^'"Y,WN 2375 733 -2 31470	 16785 49202 123134 n 0
2.'T 23 2871	 1111	 573	 447 4975 2131 43 0
2.5 19 4%5	 4716	 154	 94 4978 74-1 15 0
401 16 5,2	 258	 742	 31 1749 791 46 1.
7.7 6 363	 289	 55	 2201 2914 707 24 0
T07AL 2439 27481 37 1 44	 18 rMO	 51975 137750 4377 32 0
FRR 1360	 1658	 7R2	 572 4372 ****+^ ****^ *****
FRR i1	 28	 45	 21 31 ***+* •**** a*a*r
Table VIII.? The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after a 4-fill
operation
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH4 GOT - 1 SMH4F4B06	 1 SCALE FACTOR 10+x* 0
l
COL, = ASSIGN CAT	 ROW _ M iE	 CAT
R DEC 2.1
	
205	 4.1
	
7.2
	 TOTAL FRR
	
ERR	 Sc
ONKWN 116 21687 31735 17192 50404 123134 	 M	 0	 0
2.1	 0 2832 1115	 576	 452 4975 2141	 43	 0
7.5	 U	 497 4227	 157	 97 4978	 751	 15	 C	 -:
4.1
	
0	 5C7	 260	 951	 31 1749	 791	 *46	 1
792
	
364	 289	 56 2205 2914	 700	 24	 0	 1
i
	
TOTAL 116-27887 37626 18912 53189 137750 4401	 32	 0
FRR	 0 1368 1664	 78q	 580 44^1 ***** ***** *a**r
FRR
	
0	 33	 28	 45	 21	 31 •^*** ^^t* ** . ^****
Table VIII.8 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill,
and 8-fill operations.
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Figure V1I1.7 The classified image of Figure VIII.3 after a 4-fill
operation .
Figure VII1.8 The classified image of Figure VIII.3 after 4-fill
and 8-fill operct ions .
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1CONT1N(F (CY TAPLF FOR ';A"'H4 GnT - 1 S M H4 < 3806 - 1 SCA'.E FACTOR 10 00 0
COL. n AS
R AFC 2.3	 2.5
t 1'!'('..' ^I 7 617, 1
	
2744  17.647
2.3	 4095	 697	 119
7.5	 1977	 10 2984
4.1
	 1421	 29	 In
7.7	 1391	 1u	 35
TOTAL850( lq
 149') 15795
FRR	 49	 164
FRR	 7	 5
5IGN CAT	 ROW n MiE
	 CAT
4.1
	
7.2
	 TOTAL ERR	 ERR	 SD
	
32 8 9 28363 123134	 n	 0	 0
	6 	 58 4975	 181	 21	 0
	
4	 3 4978	 1-P
	
1	 0
	
2R9	 0 1749	 'la	 12	 0
	
0 1478 2914	 45	 3	 0
	
35 ,w3 29907 137750	 284	 9	 0
	I n	 61	 284 *+^*rK ***• *r*rr
	9 	 4	 4 **a	 *r*sat**a*
Table VIII.9 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill,8-fill and 4-shrink operations.
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH4 GDT	 1 SMH454RO6	 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** 0
COL. = ASSIGN CAT	 ROW = TRUE	 CAT	 {
R I: C 2.3	 2.5	 4.1	 7.2	 TOTAL ERR	 ERR	 SD
i
	
1J'!KWN**.*x	 65 3448	 562 13030 123134	 n	 0	 0
	2,3	 4007	 8	 t)	 0	 0 4975	 n	 0	 0
	
2.5	 3700	 0 1270	 0	 0 4978 _ ,	 t1 ,	 0	 Q
	4.1	 1737	 c	 u	 12	 0 1749	 n	 0	 0
	
7.2
	
227"	 0	 2	 0	 642 2914	 2	 0	 0
4	 s
	
TOTAL****#	 73 4720	 574 13672 137750	 2	 0	 0
FRR	 0	 2	 n	 0	 2***+^ * *r:s** r**^r
E RR	 0	 0	 0	 n	 0	 0***** **+t*w **i ► *
Table VIII. 10 The contingencygenc table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill,
	
18-fill, 4
-shrink, and 8-shrink operations.
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Figure VIII.9 The classified image of Figure VIII.3 after 4-fill,
8-fill, and 4-shrink operations.
Figure VIII. 10 The classified image of Figure VII1.3 after 4-fill,
8-fill, 4-shrink and 8-shrink operations.
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COrtTINGENCY TAYLE FOR	 SAt1H4 GOT - 1	 SMH4F5806 — 1	 SCALE FACTOR 10w * 	0
COL• s ASSIGN CAT	 ROW :	 TRUE	 CAT
R DEC 2.3
	
2.5	 4.1	 7.2	 TOTAL	 ERR	 ERR	 SD
KVN ) 9922	 37868	 11186	 62158	 123134	 n	 0	 0
2.1 0 4488	 314	 173	 0	 4975	 487	 10	 0
7 * 5 3G6	 4672	 0	 4978	 306	 6	 0
4, 1 u t!	 179	 137 5	0	 1749	 370	 22	 0
7.2 u 0	 499	 0	 2415	 2914	 49q	 17	 0
Till AL 0 14716 45732
	
12729	 64573 137750	 1671	 13	 0
FRR 0 3G6	 1192	 173	 0	 1671	 *+^** *ra►** ***+r
ERR 0 6	 20	 11	 0	 9 ***** **	 ****
Table VIII.I I	 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs sifter 4-fill,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete filling operations.
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a
IX	 Spectral Analysis: Edit 3
As with the other edits, the same 6 spectral bands were chosen, .40 - .441
.588 .643, .65 -• .69, .72 - .76, .981 1.045, and 2.10 - 2.36 micrometers.
Figure IX.i shows the .72 - .76 micrometer band of edit 3 and Figure IX.2 shows
the selected ground truth training data.
The feature extractor chose bands .40 - .44 and .588 - .643 with .588 -p
.643 and .65 - .69 micrometers as the best 2 band pairs. To minimize the total
number of reserved decisions and to try and equalize the number of reserved
decisions due to more than one assignment and no assignment, classification for
the two best band pairs was done using a variety of alpha and beta thresholds.
Figure IX.3 is a graph of the thresholds versus the number of reserved decisions.
Table IX.1 is the contingency table for best 2 band pairs with .3 and .021
alpha and beta thresholds, respectively. The resulting error rates of 36% mis-
identification and 38% false identification aro better than the corresponding
error rates of 37% and 41% for the classification with alpha, beta thresholds
of .4, .028 (Table IX.2) and the corresponding error rates of 37% and 40 5/6 for
the classification with alpha, beta thresholds of .5, .035 (Table_IX.3). But
the total number of reserved decisions for the .3 and .021 thresholds is
47,749. This is the highest number of reserved decisions and the lower error
rates could be caused by lack of assignments. In this case, the fill operations
would tend to propagate the error. Therefore, we chose .5 and .035 thresholds
to work with. The raw classified image was post processed with 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete filling operations. The resulting contingency
table (Table IX.4) indicates an 18% misidentification error and 27% false
identification error. The major confusion was poletimber immature shortleaf 	 j
pine being classified as sawtimber immature,shortleaf pine or poletimber immature
loblolly pine. a
`	 The three best band pairs consisted of the two best band pairs plus band
pair .40 - .44 and .65 - .69 micrometers. To minimize the total number of
reserved decisions and to try to equalize the two causes for reserved decisions, 	 1
classification was done for the three best band pairs using a variety of alpha beta
thresholds. The resulting graph (Figure IX.4) indicates good alpha beta thresholds
are .5 and .035. Contingency table (Table IX.5) shows a 34 9/6
 misidentification
rate and 38% false identification rate with 48,475 reserved decisions. Figure
IX.5 shows the resulting classification. Category 1.2 was the largest cause of
error. It was confused with category 1 .3, sawtimber immature shortleaf pine
and categories 2.4 and 2.6, two kinds of Loblolly pine.
A 4-fill and an 8-fill operation reduces the misidentification error rate
but propagates the false identification error rate (Table IX.6 and Figure IX.6).
Doing a 4-shrink reduces the error rates to 18% and 23% for misidentification
and false identification. This is as expected since fewer assignments are made
to spatially uncertain categories but the misidentification error rate for category
2.1 was not reduced (Table IX.7 and Figure IX.7). The final 8-shrink and
then fill all the way up results in a misidentification error rate of 14% and a
false identification error rate of 25% (Table IX.8 and Figure IX.8). Most of
the error is due to category 1.2 being confused with categories 1 .3, 2.4, and
2.6. Thus, category 1.2 has a misidentification error rate of 609/o compared to
6% for the next most highly confused category. Most of the confusion is
between subclasses in the same class rather than between classes. Contingency
table IX.9 shows the resulting classification when categories 1.2 and 1.3 are
combined and categories 2.4 and 2.6 are combined. The misidentification
error rate is 10% and the false identification error rate is 14%.
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Number of reserved decisions as a function of 	 +,
probability threshold alpha for best 2 band pairs,
spectral only for edit #
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• A Q^	 J
T 1'Irr':r*Y	 TA n I. r 	rA't"tl	 r•^T —	 1 r A'"H1 P01	 — 1	 SrA..F FACTOR	 10 00	 0
r^L.	 =	 A.r,' . I r,•'	 r A T R(1:-'	 : TR , rF CAT
?	 ^rr 1.2	 1.'	 './,	 2.6 7.1 TOTAL FRR FRR Sn
f.r•^	 540 r, C, 	 ,,inp 7'1 11 70 n
1714
	
";';(, 109 1? r'6 0 a 77 q 61 0
t .'	 O1 :: ?';4	 5 + ?	 n-	 a 1 9 186, 414 44 p
r, r7	 171	 471!	 1471 244 O •^ 7 n 1147 19 n
2.6 "	 29 ; 7 ?h	 16 `7 6 14 Uc 1 772 5? 0
.1	 17? 21	 1')1	 36 1547 41A , 2501 7 O
r •	 r, L4774'1 '7 .	 77AA 	 7't 71, 171 5.. 104832 7154 06 p
;	 :(] car,	 1F'"'"	 °:'7P	 11/"? 7!1:3 71 r,4 *S*** iF if$^F OF FiFMYii
1 6	 41	 41 16 10 ai^^as *a**r w^^+r*
Table IX.1 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021.
r0riT 1'1G v 'IC Y	TAI?L7
	
FCR	 rA•rltl	 r; OT	 —	 I SANH1 811	 — 1	 SCALF FACTOR 10*+	 0
CO L .	 _	 AS I6*i	 CAT
	 R0'/! = TR, i E CAT
rl	 Oft
	 1.2	 1.1	 2.4	 2.6
	 7.1 TOTAL F.RR, FRR SD
^W v '•T	 72?	 55 5 2	 67' 4 4	 17', 01,	9128	 9454 701 rm 0 0 0
1.?	 7',	 ?'+17	 17	 ?	 1711	 1' S ?	 48b 12Rha 5281 64 0
I	 o	 c.7P	
'71
	
74/,	 !1,!	 81	 U 186- 541 42 1
2.4	 279P	 llh	 517	 ri	 IA	 11/-4	 '41 9 1t 7o 216 6 R0 p 1
2.6	 14.,,,	 ?13C	 78	 111„	 2771	 110 6 r, :	 2111 41 p a
7.1	 172
	 27,
	
? 5'1	 66	 06 5 3 41 An '44 9 0
!
T''T ". l	 64"• -	 n5l1•	 orl l ?	 ?6 1 r 't	 1 45/.A	 1407 ? 104832 1 r)450 17 n
t
Fury	 767	 2 1 74	 1f,0	 2A	 96r, 104 a n *#ara♦ rF*wx• K*r*s
rPr1
	 21	 76	 42	 49	 21 41 xrr+r at*+t+rw +F* j
Table IX.2
	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of ,4 and .028.
GE lS
a
j_	 71pp
tT , r cT.
	 J	
^	 ,.
r 0 ,T1'1 r, r ', rY TAPLr	 FCR	 c A"N1	 r•^T	 —	 1 SA "M X 21	 — I	 <rALF FACTOR 10•• 	 0
r C'L.	 =	 /,. —A 	 :	 rAr	 RO'•'	 = MiF CAT
R ncr 1.2	 1, e	 7.4	 2.6	 7.1 TOTAL FRR FRR Sr;
+•	 , ^74	 4 .. ;1 42
	 5 1 1 4	 1 7r r ?	 6:; F6	 P157 70, 1; n n n
l .'	 "7'r<, ?1	 5	 1 24 .1	 1 /4R	 H'1 r,	 441 17' ^, n 42 7 68 0
1.Z	 9r. 1,4	 5'A0	 1"2
	 96	 0 186 , 162 40 0
., .4	 "7.6 1"1	 171	 c'.r,q	 X21	 298 ^ ,r 71 1'1 4 1 19 0
2.6	 21,"' 265	 87	 17"8	 2- • 49	 107 640 a 2167 51 0
7.1
	
247 41	 272	 32	 3577 416n °45 9 0
T '	 TAI x '' 6 7 4 7 r;27	 7 1 47	 27? r-	 1 r)119	 12580 104832 8484 97 0
rop 5n '	 1744	 '1P 3	 1484	 84h R4 n 4 *** * *	 *u a+r**a
con 77	 76	 41	 42	 19 4n •aE* **rts t*x*
Table IX.3 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .5 and .035.
i
•	 1
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR 'SAMH1 CDT 1 SMHIF3001 – 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** t
COL. - ASSIGN CAT	 ROW - TRUE CAT	 j
R DEC 1.2	 1.3 2.4	 2.6	 7.1 TOTAL 4ERR y ERR % SD
UNF:WN	 0 11586 8018 25376 3425 21950 70355 	 0	 0	 0
1.2	 O 604 .1 2853 1727	 612 835 12068 6027	 50	 0
1.3	 0	 44 1760	 59	 0	 0 1863	 103	 6	 0
2.4	 0	 0	 0 9476	 0 496 9972 496	 5
2.6	 0 968	 0 269 4632 536 6405 1773	 28	 0
7.1
	 O	 0	 0	 124	 0 4045 4169	 124	 3	 O
TOTAL	 0 18639 12631 37031 8669 27862 104832 8523	 18	 0
#ERR	 0 1012 2853 2179 612 1867 8523 + ►**++ w+►*+# ***	 ,
X ERR	 0	 14	 62	 19	 12 	 32	 27far•r** srt#
Table IX.4	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha
beta thresholds of .5 and .035 after a complete filling.
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^n•'*l.Ir,r••rY
	 TA' L 	 FCC	 i—oj	 r r,• T —	 1 `A 1-'H1 P02 — 1	 FCALF	 FACTOR	 10+x *	 0
r '^L.	 =	 A	 I I •"'	 CGT '1Ut:'	 = TR II F CAT
U rFC 1.7	 1	 2.4	 2 7.1 TOTAL FRR F'RR Sr)
,•.•^:+^^1i '°^1	 5^<.a	 lv2,a	 71,	 r R6/;4 701rc 0 n
A
0
67' 1	 1	 1	 !17,1 474 12", f,a 4801 75 0
.	 a :' 1	 1	 7	 1	 ar.	 7ri 1 1 R 6 ,1 270 78 0
'^I^	 IU 1 ;1, r. •{	 r^l,4
	 424 E,	 67'' 102 Q077 1 g g2 27 0
'9 C74 141	 6,1	 b77	 2	 r 76 640s 1261 'A8 0
7.1	 142 21	 14°•	 77 1590 416 n 6 0
• 'TAL4847 r, o••a-1	 =1119
	 19 " P	 1 121', I I();A 104832 7164 'A4 0
2:.57
	
251 r	 1 FF' r, 8rl 7161 w**** +t	 of*k *1t	 +F
Table IX.5 The- contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .5 and .035.
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH1 GOT — 1 SMHIF21302 — 1 SCALE FACTOR 10** C
COL, - ASSIGN CAT 	 ROW - TRUE CAT
9
R DEC i.2	 1. 3	 2.4	 2.6	 7.1 TOTAL #ERR % ERR X SD
UNKWN 400 6172 11323 25736 15022 11702 70355	 O	 0	 0 1
1.2	 36 3689 3295 2503 1943 602 12068 8343	 69	 0
1.3	 0 265 1267 169	 160	 2 1863 596	 32	 1	 i
2.4	 O	 90 1032 7227 '1166 457 9972 2745	 28	 0
2.6	 0	 259	 147. 1921 3916	 162 6405 2489	 39	 0
i
7.1
	
0	 0	 36 247	 132 3754 4169	 415	 10	 0
TOTAL 436 10475 17100 37803 22339 16679 104832 14588	 35	 O
#ERR	 0	 614 4510 4840 3401 1223 14588 *+^*** + ►**** +^**+*
X ERR	 0	 14	 78	 40	 46	 25	 40 ***^r **** •*at+^*
Table IX.6
	 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill
and 8-fill operations.
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Figure IX.5	 The classification of the three best band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .5 and .035.
Figure IX.b	 The classified image of Figure IX.5 after 4-fill and 8-fill
operations.
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CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH1 ODT - 1 SMHISIB02 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10*s 0
COL. - ASSIGN CAT	 ROW - TRUE CAT
R DEC 1. 2 1.3 2.4 2.6 7.1 TOTAL #ERR X ERR X SD
UNKWN50182 1053 3338 7257 2358 6167 70:.•%55 0 O 0
1.2 8421 1073 1468 683 210 213 12068 2574 71 0
1.3 1 189 13 659 O 2 3 1 F:63 15 2 0
2.4 6350 0 56 3455 29 82 9972 167 5 0
2.6 5080 4 1 157 1161 2 6405 164 12 0
7.1 714 0 0 52 10 3393 4169 62 2 0
TOTAL71936 2143 5522 11604 3770 9857 104832 2982 18 0
#ERR 0 17 1525 892 251 297 2982 +*** *+** *+***
Y. ERR 0 2 70 21 18 8 23 **+^+ +^**+^* *****
.
I
Table IX.7
	 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fill and 4-shrink operations.
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH1 GDT — 1 SMHIF3002 — 1 SCALE FACTOR 10*• 0
COL. = ASSIGN CAT	 ROW = TRUE CAT
R DEC 1. 2	 1.3	 2.4	 2.6	 7.1 TOTAL *ERR X ERR X SD	 i
UNKWN	 0 5027 11407 23738 12077 18106 70355	 0	 0	 0
1.2
	
0 4785 - 3780 1427 1241	 8:35 12068 7283	 60	 0
1.3	 0	 0 1863	 0	 0	 0 1663	 0	 0	 0
2. 4 	 0	 0	 192 9346	 4 430 9972 626	 6	 0
2.6	 O	 0	 0 397 6008	 0 6405 397	 6_	 O s
i
ti
7.1	 0	 0	 0	 84	 0 4035 4169	 84	 2	 0
TOTAL	 0 9812 17242 34992 19330 23456 104832 8390	 14	 0
#ERR	 0	 0 3972 1908 1245 12,15 8390 ' ***** ***+* ****
X ERR	 0	 0	 68	 17	 17	 :24	 25 ar**** **tit ♦**+rte
i
Table IX.8
	 The contingency table .of the best 3 band pairs after 4- fiil,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
i
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Figure IX.7	 The classified image of Figure IX.5 after 4-fill, 8-fill and
4--shrink operations.
Figure IX.8	 The classified image of Figure IX.5 after 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete filling operations.
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Col. = Assign Cat. 	 Row = True Cat.
1 2 7 Total #Err- Err
Unknown
 16,434 35815 18106 70355 0 0
1 10428 2668 835 13931 3503 25
2 192 15755 430 16377 622 4
7 0 84 4085 4169 84 2
Total 27054 54322 23456 104832 4209 10
#iErr 192 2752 1265 4209
%Err 2 i	 15 i	 24 14 1
X	 Spectral-Textural Analysis: Edit 6
We began the spectral-textural analysis of the edit ^6 data by using five
spectral bands and two texture bands and letting the feature selection procedure
w	 pick the best two and best three band pairs for the table look-up decision rule.
The five spectral bands were:
.40 - .44 micrometers
.65 - .69 micrometers
.72 - .76 micrometers
.981 - 1.045 micrometers
2.10 - 2.36 micrometers
The textural transform was done on a 3x3 convolution of the .82 .88 micrometer
band. A second textural information band was created by doing a 3x3 convolution
of the initial textural transform image.
The feature selection procedure selected the two best band pairs consisting
of:
(1) .40 .44 micrometer band with the 3x3 convolution before
and after the textural transform of the .82 .88 micrometer
band
(2) .65 - .69 and .981 - 1.045 micrometer bands.
The alpha-beta thresholds were set at .3 and .021, respectively. This threshold
selection was too low for of the 159,500 points to be classified, 74,326 were
reserved assignments because of incompatible category assignments between the
first and second band pairs and 1,904 were reserved assignment because there
was more than one possible assignment common to the two band pairs. The
resulting contingency table, (Table X.1 and Figure X. i} shows a misidentification
error rate of 36% and a false identification error rate of 37%. After filling the
classified image to remove all reserved assignments, the misidentification error
rate was 38% and false identification error rate was 39%, Table X.2 and _Figure
X.2. This is worse than the best two band pair spectral results indicating that
3
either the alpha-beta thresholds used created such a high number of reserved
decisions that the classification accuracy was lowered or that a feature selection
procedure which minimizes a lower bound on the error rate does not necessarily
produce the features of the best classification.
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Spatial processing can improve the identification accuracy of the
initially classified image. For example, if the completely filled image is shrunk
for one iteration with a 4-shrink operator and then filled again, the misidentifi-
cation and false identification error rates improve to 33%, Table X.3 and Figure
X.3. The biggest cause of errors was category 2.4 being assigned to category 1.3
and category 2.6 being assigned to categories 1 .3, 2.3 and 2.5. A still
greater increase in identification accuracy results if the initially classified image
with reserved decisions is operated on with a 4-fill, then 8-fill, then 4-shrink,
then 8-shrink operations and then filled up completely (Figure X.4). The reailting
contingency table, Table X.4, shows a 32% misidentification error rate and 7%
false identification error rate. This is about the same as the best two-band
spectral results.
Doing two iterations of a 4-shrink followed by an 8-shrink (Figure X.5)
instead of just one iteration as described for the previous classification produces
not as good results. Table X.5 shows,a 349/6
 misidentification error rate and 79/o
false identification error rate.
Repeating the 2 band experiment with an alpha threshold of .5 and a
beta threshold of .035 reduces the number of reserved decisions to 42,226
with 25,173 reserved decisions due to no assignment and 17,053 reserved
decisions due to multiple assignments. The resulting classification (Table X.6
and Figure X.6) gives a misidentification error rate of 37% and a false identi-
fication error rate of 38%
A complete filling of the image (Table X.7 and Figure X.7) gives a
misidentification error rate of 38% and 39%. The main cause of error is
assigning category 1 .3 when the true category is 2.4 . and assigning 2.5 when
the true category is 2.6. If we do a 4-shrink on the filled image and then
completely fill it again (Table X.8 and Figure X.8) we get a misidentification
error rate of 320/ and a false identification error rate of 36%, but now categories
2.4 and 2.6 are completely misidentified. If instead we do a 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, 8-shrink and then completely fill up the raw classification (Table
X.9 and Figure X.9) we get a misidentification error 'rate 'of 30/o and a false
identification error rate of only 5%. This improvement over the (.3 and
.021) result is due to better thresholding. So, even though the raw classifica-
tion using an alpha threshold of .3 was a few percentage points better than the
raw classification using an alpha 'threshold of .5, the large number of reserved
decisions hindered classification accuracy with the fill and shrink operations.
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We also did a 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink and complete filling (Table X.10
and Figure X.10) on the raw classification using alpha threshold of .5 to see if
we were doing too much shrinking. The resulting misidentification error rate
of 32% and false identification error rate of 36% indicates that we were not.
The best 3 band pairs results did significantly increase the accuracy
over the two best spectral band pair accuracy and the two best spectral-textural
band pair results. The band pairs selected by the feature selection procedure were:
(1) .40 - .44 micrometer band with the 3x3 convolution
before and after the textural transform of the .82 - .88
micrometer band
(2) .65 - .69 and 2.10 - 2.36 micrometer bands
(3) .72 - .76 and .981 - 1.045 micrometer bands.
The alpha-beta thresholds were set at .7 and .049, respectively. This resulted
iM 25,590 reserved decisions due to no common category assignment and 43,889
reserved decisions because of more than one possible category assignment. The
thresholds were set just a Little too high.
The contingency table of the initially classified image with reserved
decisions is shown in Table X.11. It indicates a 35% misidentification error
rate and 37% false identification error rate. Completely filling the initially
classified image with reserved decisions yields a misidentification error rate
of 38% and false identification error rate of 37%. This identification accuracy
(Table X.12) is just below the best 3 band pair spectral results.
If the completely filled image is operated on with one iteration of a
4-shrink operation and then completely filled, the misidentification error rat,
improves to 29% and false identification error rate improves to 30% (Table X.13'
and Figure X.11). The results indicate that almost all resolution cells originally
assigned to category 2.4 were neighboring resolution cells of a different category.
Hence, the 4-shrink operation eliminated most of the assignments to category 2.4.
The basically scattered assignments to category 2.4 was manifest in the
next experiment in which we did a 4-fill, then an 8-fill, then a 4-shrink, then
an 8-shrink and a complete filling of the initially classified image with reserved
decisions. The contingency table (Table X.14 and Figure X.12) shows a 23%
misidentification error rate and a 6% false identification error rate. These results
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are definitely better than the corresponding three best spectral band pair results.
The main reason for the identification accuracy increase is that most of category 2.6
was assigned to category 2.6; only some of category 2.6 was assigned to category
2.5 and hardly any at al  to category 1.3. All of category 2.4, however, was
misidentified as category 1 .3,
Following the pattern of the previous results, if a double 4-shrink and
then 8-shrink operation is applied instead of a single 4-shrink and then 8-shrink,
the classification results are not quite as good: a 399/o misidentification error
rate and 12% false identification error rate. As shown in Table X.15, category
2.4 is misidentified as category 1.3 and category 2.6 is misidentified as category
2.3 and category 2.5.
y
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CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH22GOT - 1 SAMH28603
	
1 SCALE FACTOR 10**--0
COL . °_ ASSIGN _CA T 	 R0W n TRuE	 [AT
R DEC 1.3	 1.4	 2.3
	
2.4 _ 2.5 -
 2.6	 7,2	 TOTAL ERR	 ERR
UNKV.N63115 . 12915_1082.2 12152 1057 14505 188 A 104 67 1 2702 1 0 0
1.3 3721 2409 166 199— 79 :215 e 85 82 6956 826 26
1.4 981 14 1605 22 
-
14 __ _ 19 -
- -
6_ .	 9__•2670_ 84 5
2.3 4333 59 3.4 3000 23 157 11-4 28 7727 394
_
12
2.4 305 222 9 15 42 25 R 3 629 282 87
2.5 1647 273 49 171 16 1798 69 11 4034 589 25
2.6 666 68 16 145 0 441 68 10 1434 700 917 . 2 1372 60 181 15 77 ?-3917-• -5625 - 336 ---'8
TOTAL76140 16040 12862 15719 1308 17261
_2234 14527 156096 3211_ 36
ERR 0 716 435 567 209 858 28'4-- -143­ 32 1 ***** *****
ERR 0 23 21 16 83 32 81 4 37 **'^** *****
Table X.1	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021.
	 "--
CONTINGENCY	 TABLE FOR	 rAt, H22GOT -	 1 SMH2F7B03 - 1	 SCALE FACTOR 10**	 0
•
COL&	 = ASSIGN CAT ROW	 TRIIE CAT
j
R	 DEC 193	 •1.4 203 2.4 295 2.6 7.2 TOTAL ERR ERR
IIk004
	
0	 2914 0
	22^?8 28''10 2 1 97 24511 4 5 2l, 16400 127021 0 0
10 1 	 	 5053-	 432 502 144 476 17n 170 6956 1903 27	 I
1e4
	
0	 38	 2463 A6 2`0 50 2F 17 2670 207 8
2.3	 0	 128	 37 6720 115 322 297 108 7727 1007 13
29,4	 1)	 417	 16 27 89 53 19 8 629 540 86 j
i
2.5	 n	 519	 133 409 37 2732 16A 3F 4034 1322 33
2.6	 2r 6	 31 319 0 711 -14A 23 1 `414 1290 90	 a
7.2
	
0	 137	 416 78 107 3 a 4911 5625 694 1.2
TOTAL
	
r	 95667	 ? r,556 1071 2 9 09 28840 53s p 21695 156096 6963 38
ERR	 C	 1465	 1065 1341 423 1615 69n 364 6963 ***** *****
FRR
	
tt	 22	 30 17 83 37 83 7 39 ***+t* *** *a
_ 3
Table X.2	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021 after a complete fil'ling.
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Figure X. 1
	The classification of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021 .
WO- I Z
Figure X.2	 'rhe classified image of Figure X.1 after a complete filling.
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rCONTINGE VCY	 TABLE	 FOR	 SA;,"H226DT -	 1 SNF 1 2F8603 - 1	 SCILE FACTOR 10**	 0
C OL. =	 ASSIGN CAT ROW • M!F CAT
R AFC 1.3 1.4 ?..1 2.4 2.5 296 7.2 TOT AL ERR ERR
^ 29668 206'=4 30615 995 27226 990 16714 127021 0 0
1.3 0 6291 183 231 0 160 n 91 6956 665 10
1.4 10 2499 48 0 84 0 0 2670 171 6
9 0 7342 93 201 45 37 7727 385 5
2.4 0 550 0 0 70 1 A 0 629 559 89
7.5 1 424 79 290 32 3145 47 17 '4034 889 22
2.6 0 188 1 507 0 727 R 3 1434 1426 99
7.2 24 3,7 0 0 0 A 5294 5675 331 6
TOTAL 0 37184 23873 3901.3 1190 31544 111 22156 156096 4426 33
FRR '' 1225 570 1J76 125 1173 IOq 148 4426 ***** *****
FRR	 0	 16	 19	 13	 64	 27	 9,4	 3	 33 ***** *****
i
a
Table X.3	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021 after complete filling, 	 j
4-shrink, and complete filling operations.
f
f
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR
	 SAMH22GDT - 1
	 SMH2F9BO3 - 1	 SCALE I-ACTOR 10**	 0
COL.	 = ASSIGN CAT ROW _	 TRUE CAT
R DEC 10
	
1.4-	 2.3	 294 2.5	 2.6 7.2 TOTAL	 EVR ERR
:1"1 v +'N	 0 31 q 6 r` 18187 39949	 026251 37 16637 127021 0 Q
I  67G9	 C	 n	 0 247 n 0 '6956 20 4
104	 0 8	 2499	 163
	
0 0 A 0 2670 1'11 6
2.'A	 it 0	 0	 7727	 0 0 0 0 7727 0 0
2.4	 ,j 629	 0	 0	 0 ,	 0 0 629 629 100
E
205	 0 351	 0	 48-	 0 3635 n 0 4034 399 10
2 0	 824	 0 609 n 0 1434 1414 100
7.2	 r, 17	 230	 n	 0 0 n 5378 5625 2•^7 4
T OTAL 39675	
2^ 
916 42711
	
0 30742 37 2201. 156096 11 ! 7 32	 d
E _FRP	 n _1 Pr. 6	 230	 1015	 0 856	 ,., M 0 3127 ** *•r*	 s• ***
FRR
	
t 11	 8	 12	 0 19 n 0 7 ***4*****
i Table X.4	 The contingency table ofthe best 2 band pairs for alpha -	 3beta thresholds of .3 and .021 after 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink,
8-shrink:, and complete filling operations.
i
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Figure X.3	 The classified image of Fi ure X.l after complete filling,
4-shrink, and complete filling operations.
^.	 r
Figure X.4	 The classified image of Figure X.l after 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete filling  operations.
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F
r
r n ' 1Tj pj G r "CY TAn ►_ r 	 FOR	 r-A P-'H22(,nT	 -	 1	 5 M H2 C 3P03 -	 1	 SCALE FACTOR	 10**	 0
CCL.	 = ASSIGN CAT	 ROW n 	 TRUE	 CAT
R OFC 1 * 1	 1.4	 2.3	 2.4	 2.5	 2.6	 7.2	 TOTAL	 ERR	 ERR
n 2R?Ra	 15512 42 3 R 0 	0 20077	 M 20769	 127021	 0	 0
n. 6856	 C	 n	 0	 0	 n	 0	 6956	 0	 0
2	 2499	 169	 0	 0	 n	 0	 2670	 171	 6
n	 7727	 0	 0	 .n	 0	 7727	 0	 0
2.1.	 n 629	 C	 n	 0	 0	 n	 0	 629	 629	 100
7.5	 P 2R	 ^	 141('	 0	 2596	 (1	 0	 4034	 1438	 36
2.5	 ' ^•	 0	 825	 0	 609	 n	 0	 1434	 1434	 100
7.2	 0 ^	 19	 n	 0.	 0	 n	 5606	 5625	 19	 0
T':TAL
	
r, 15898	 1803 r 	52511	 0 23282
	
n 26375
	 156096	 3691	 34
F'•'R	 0 659	 19	 2404	 0	 609	 A	 0	 3691 i **** *****
r p R 9	 1	 24	 0	 19	 n	 0	 7 i*^t* *****
Table X.5 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021 after 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink,
8-shrink, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
CONTINGENCY TAKE FOR	 SAMMODT - 1
	
0.4412 B15 - 1
	
SCALE FACTOR 10* 0r
COL. = ASSIGN CAT	 ROW =	 TRUE	 CAT
R DEC 1.3
	 1.4	 2.3	 2- 4 	 2 5	 2- 6 	 7.2	 TOTAL IERF;	 X ERR
LWWN'35503 2441+ 13567 18099
	 1339 19459	 2&S 11772127021
	 0	 0
1.3 1706	 4328	 273	 140	 59	 276	 64	 110	 69,96	 921:	 18
1.4 621
	
19	 1894	 25	 23	 56	 10	 22	 2670	 1%	 8
-2.3 1875	 110	 12	 5165	 29	 296	 187	 53	 7727	 687	 12
2.4 177	 359	 20	 6	 24	 29	 11	 3	 629	 421;	 95
2 5 1064	 465	 44	 190	 _26	 2106	 131	 8	 4034	 W	 24
2.6 502	 157	 11	 155	 5	 534	 60	 10	 1434,	 872	 94
7.2 ' '775
	
1^1)	 201	 29	 43	 1	 5	 4388	 5625	 455)	 9
TOTAL42226 30032 16022 2:509 	 1548 22757	 3'.•.'-S 16661560964;'	 37
-IERR U	 1290	 561	 545	 185	 1192	 408	 206	 4s''87	 Ott
X ERR	 0	 23	 23	 10	 89	 36	 87,	 4	 38 tttt*,; ^ tf
Table X.6	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .5 and .035.
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Figure X.5	 The classified image of Figure X.1 after 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, 8-shrink, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete
filling operations.
Figure X.6	 The classifcation of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .5 and .035.
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CONTINGENCY TAE'T.E FOR SAMH22GDT - I W91BO5 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10," 0
COL. = ASSIGN CAT
	 ROW = TRUE CAT
R DEC 1.3 1.4 13 2 4 15 2 6 7.2 TOTAL IERR % ERR
LWWN 0 33786 19822 24926 	 1979 27212	 4298 149:2127021	 0	 0
1.3 0	 5639	 390	 220	 77	 365	 95	 170	 6956	 1317	 19
1.4 0	 31	 2436	 45	 30	 79	 17	 32	 2670	 234	 9
2.3 0	 169	 19	 6683	 48	 443	 295	 70	 7727	 1C44	 14
2 4y 0	 496	 24	 9	 35	 41	 19	 5	 6.79	 '.94 	 94
2 5 0	 625	 70	 295	 39	 2816	 186	 13	 4034	 11 18	 30
2 6 0	 256	 21	 250	 7	 784	 99	 17	 1434	 12Z	 93
7.2 0	 265	 2eA	 37	 62	 1	 7	 4969	 5625	 456	 12
TOTAL 0 41267 23066 32515	 2277 31741	 5016 202141560966:18	 38
IERR 0	 1842	 808	 846	 263	 1713	 619	 307	 6x98 ft;	 f}
X ERR 0	 25	 25	 11	 88	 38	 86	 6	 39 W** tt
Table X.7 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .5 and .035 after a complete fil ling.
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR	 SAMH22GDT - 1
	 SMi2F2BO5 - 1
	
SCALE FACTOR 10"	 0
COI. = ASSIGN CAT	 ROW =
	
TRUE,	 CAT
R DEC 1.3	 1.4	 2.3 	 2.4	 Z. 5	 2.6 	 7.2	 TOTAL #ERR	 X ERR
'Ut4,M 0 33077 18716 27493
	 227 3200
	 246 15032127021	 0	 0 I
1.3 0	 6849	 53	 24	 0	 15	 4	 15	 6956	 107	 2
1.4 0	 12	 2498	 47	 0	 112	 0	 1	 2670	 172	 6 i
2-3 0	 20	 0 - 7431
	 3	 260	 13	 0 	 7727	 296	 4
2-4 0	 629	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 629	 629	 100
f
15 0	 387	 10	 154	 0	 3483	 0	 0	 4034	 551'	 14 >
2.6 0	 130	 0	 330	 0	 974	 0	 0	 1434	 1434	 100
7.2
TOTAL
0	 112	 133	 0	 8	 0	 0	 5372 -5625	 253	 4
0 41216 21410 35479
	 238 37074	 259 204201560963442	 32^
^oj	 IERR
i
0	 1290	 196	 555	 11	 1361	 13	 16	 3442 tf++	 f t ^
X ERR' 0	 16	 7	 7'	 100	 28	 100	 0	 36 *++f *+eft
-	 Table X.8 ` The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .5 and .035 after complete filling,
s
4-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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1Figure X.7	 The classified image of Figure X.6 after a complete filling.
Figure X.8	 The classified image of Figure X.6 after complete filling,
°	 4-shrink and complete filling operations.
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CCNTIWENCY TAKE FOR SAM220T - 1 SW Y205 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10++ 0 	 1
i
COL. = ASSIGN CAT	 ROW = Thi1E CAT
R DEC 1.3 1.4 2 3 2.4 Z. 5 16 7.2 TOTAL IERR X ERR
IN14N 0 32495 17232 33954	 0 26684
	
0 16623127021	 0	 0
1.3 0 6956	 0	 0	 0	 0	 •0	 0	 6956	 0	 0
1.4 0 0	 2499	 140	 0	 31	 0	 0	 2670	 171	 6
23 0 0	 0	 7717	 0	 10	 0	 0	 7727	 10	 0
2 4 0 629	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 629	 629	 100
Z 5 0 351	 0	 0	 0	 3683	 0	 0	 4034	 351	 9
2.6 0 0	 0	 825	 0	 609	 0	 0	 1434	 1434	 100
7.2 0 18	 19	 0	 0	 0	 0	 5588	 5625	 37	 1
TOTAL 0 40452 19750 42666	 0 31017	 0 222111560962632	 30	 3
IERR 0 998	 19	 965	 0	 650	 0	 0 2632 ^+	 t++{	 a
1
X ERR 0 13	 1	 11	 0	 15	 0	 0	 5+
Table X.9 The contingency table of the best 2 band
	 airs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .5 and .035 after 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink,
8-shrink, and complete filling operation.,.
CUNTINGENCY TABLE FOR	 SAhW22GDT - i
	 SIIi2F6B05 - 1	 SCALE FACTOR 104+	 0
COL = ASSIGN CAT	 ROW	 TRUE CAT
R DEC 1.3	 1.4	 Z3	 2-4 	 2 5	 2 6	 7.2	 TOTAL IERF	 X ERR	 1
9
LN'WN 0
1
33077 18714 27493
	
229 32230	 246 15032127021	 C	 0
1.3 0 6849	 53	 24	 0	 15	 .0	 15	 69%,	 107	 2
1.4 0 12	 2498	 47	 0	 112	 0	 1	 2670	 172	 6-
2 3 0 20	 0	 7431	 3	 260	 13	 0	 7727	 296,	 4
r
2 4 0 629	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 629	 625	 100
2 5 0 387	 10	 154	 0	 3483	 0	 0	 4034	 551	 14
Z 6 0 130	 0	 330	 0	 974	 0	 0	 1434	 1434	 100	 j
C^ 7.2 0 112	 133	 0	 8	 0	 0	 5372	 5625	 2K-	 4
I
a TOTAL 0 41216 21408 55479	 240 37074	 259 204201560963442 	 32
IERR 0 1290
	
196	 555	 11	 1361	 13	 16	 3442 M" tft+t
S
X ERR 0 16	 7	 7	 100	 28	 100	 0	 ?6
t Table X.10 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha
beta thresholds of .5 and .035 after 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink,
r and complete filling operations.
Figure X.9 The classified image of Figure X.6 after 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
r	 i^
4 i or
Figure X.10
	 The classified image of Figure X.6 after 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink and complete filling operations.
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iCONTINGENCY TABLE FOR	 SAMH22GDT -	 1 SAMH28804 - 1. SCALE FACTOR 10**_ 0.
COL.	 ASSIGN CAT  ROW TREE	 C:AT
R DEC 1.3 194	 2.3
	
2.4 2.5 2*6 — 7,2 TOTAL	 ERRERR
UNKWN56517-15045 8859 14874 y 697 11310:_8036 9683 127021	 0	 0
1.3
	
3126 3130 83 - 	51	 66 157 244 99 6956	 7)0	 .8
1.4	 917 62 1577	 4	 7 53 47 ,;.	 3„ 2670	 176
~2.3	 2004 87 10	 4918	 14 276 374 42 7727	 8)5	 14
2.4	 339 199 4	 4 	 16 34 ---	 28__-. 5_ 629_ ry 274 - ^ 94
2.5	 2367- 217 14	 - 91	 -- 12 10387 5 40346? 	 3829(1
2.6	 781 53 7	 93	 1 242 241 16 1434	 412	 63
7.2	 1428 255 209	 42	 18 5 9 3659
-_
5625	 538	 13
TOTAL69479 19048 10763
	
20077
	
831 13117 926 0 13512 156096	 3534	 35
j ERR	 0 873 327	 285	 118 769 997 '- 170 - 3534 *** F* ****
ERR	 0 22 17	 5	 88 43 80 4 37
Table X .11 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of _.7 and .049.
CONTINGENCY; TARLF FOR	 SAFIH22GnT - 1 SMH2F7R04 - 1	 SCALE. FACTOR 10**
	
0
COL. = ASSIGN CAT ROW =	 TRUE CAT
R DFC 1-3 1.4	 2.9	 2.4 2.5 2.6 7.2 TOTAL	 ERR	 ERR
i
lNKWN
	 6 29197 16664	 21977	 1455 26104 1717n 14454 127021	 0	 0
1.3	 0 5589 162
	
96	 128 310 47n 201 6956	 1367	 20-
1.4	 0 125 2319	 1U	 9 99 103 5 2670	 351	 13
2	 0 141 21	 6352	 26 494 62Q 64 7727	 1375	 18
2.4	 0 404 12	 9	 39 75 77 13 629	 590	 94
2.5	 0 511 34 -	 1R9	 31 2556 706 7 4034	 1478	 37	 -`
2 * 6	 !' 1'	 5 19	 169
	
1 644 471 25 1414	 963	 67
7.2	 ;: 441 377	 48	 33 I3 17 4686 56?5	 q'19	 17
T:1TAL
	
0 3651 1 196u6 28A60	 1772 30295 19641 1945 5 156096
	
7063
	 38
F ;^R	 0, 1727 625-	 531	 22A 1635 2007 315 7063	 Ew*** *k***	
'
1
C tR 24 21	 8	 65 39 81 6 37	 *	 *	 +t*a*
Table X.12 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after a
complete filling,
:
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QUALM,
rr",T1"1 r.r TiCY TA,1LF FOR FAtr H22(.-,T)T - 1 SMH2F8BO4 - 1
	 SCALE FACTOR 10 x * 0
COL, n ASSIGN CAT	 ROW s TRi1E
	 CAT
R DEC 1 0 1	 1.4	 2.3	 2.4	 2.5	 2.6
	 7.2 TOTAL ERR	 ERR
f 11)K y01	 U 2916 , 17790 24..31
	
19 26491 14884 14646 127021	 0	 0
1.'	 n 6719	 23	 0	 0	 22	 6n	 112 6956	 217	 3
1.4	 18 2481
	
0	 0	 36	 135
	
0 2670	 189	 7
2. z 	 G	 C.	 0 7155
	
0	 276	 296	 0 7727
	 572
	
7
?:4	 «	 591	 0	 1	 0	 28	 l0	 0	 629	 629	 100
205	 C	 416	 0 •172
	 6 3172
	 26A
	
0 4034	 862
	 21
2.6	 ^	 0	 0	 106	 0	 715	 61A	 0 1434	 821
	
57
7.2	 C.	 279	 196	 0	 0	 A 5150 5625	 475	 8T(;7AL	 if 37193 2'?490 31465	 25 30740 16275 19908 156096 3765
	 29
EPR	 U 1294	 219	 279	 6 1077	 778
	 112 3765 +^**** *****
FRP.	 O•	 16	 8	 4	 100	 25	 56	 2	 30 **** •* +► +^
Table X.13
	
	 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after complete
filling, 4-shrink, and complete filling operations.
TAU^LE FCR e^riu •+2GnT —	 Gf,H2!-9501i — 1 SCALE F C• TOP In** 0
COL.	 ASSIGN CAT	 ROW = TRUE	 CAT .
R DEC 1.3	 1.4 . 2.3	 2.4	 2.5	 206	 7.2	 TOTAL EF!R	 ERR
wll - :N
	
0 31125 16788 29548	 0 26086 6792 16680 127021	 0	 0lo ll
	
() 6956	 0	 0	 0	 0	 n	 0 6956	 0	 0
104 	 6 2499	 67	 0	 0	 104	 0 2670	 1'11	 6	 92.1	 1	 n	 0 7727
	 0	 0	 A	 0 7727	 0	 0
2.4
	
0	 629	 0	 0	 0	 0	 n	 0	 629	 629	 100'
2.5	 351	 C	 0	 0 3683	 n	 0 4034	 3!i1	 9	
{
2.6
	
_ 1	
_ C	 2	 0	 609	 822
	
0 1434	 6:.2	 43
7.2
	
:i	 169	 52	 u	 0	 0	 0 5404 5625,	 2;!1	 4'_
TOTAL
	
'1-39231 19339 37344 	 0 30380 7718 22084 '156096 19114 	 23
ERR	 ►
 1150	 52	 69	 0	 609	 104	 0 1984 **•F* ***** I
l
F R R	 n	 14	 2	 1	 0 - 14	 11	 0	 6***•t+► ***r*
Table X.14
	
	
The contingency cable of the 'best 3 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete filling operations.
t
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Figure X.11 The classification of the best 3 band pairs for alpha - beta
thresholds of .7 and .049 after complete filling, 4-shrink,
and complete filling operations.
Figure X. 1 2)	 The classification of the best 3 band pairs for alpha - beta
thresholds of .7 and .049 after 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink,
8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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1. -REV.
CO14TP1GFNCY	 TAhLF FOR	 tA'nH22rOT -	 1 SNH2F3R04 - I	 SCA.E FACTOR	 10**	 0	 1
i
COL.	 - ASSION CAT ROW = TRuE CAT
R	 DEC	 1.3	 1.4	 2.3	 2.4 2.5 2.6 7.2 TOTAL ERR	 ERR
j
^K	 N	 78395	 111"5 47409	 0 16118 n 23994 127021 0	 0
n	 6956	 n	 n	 0 0 n 0 6956 0	 0
1.4	 1	 2499	 171•	 0 0 n 0 2670 171	 6
2.3	 7551	 0 176 n 0 7727 176	 2
2.4	 629	 a	 t:	 0
r
0 n 0 629 629	 100	
t
i
205	 u	 245	 t.	 2513	 0 1276 0 0 4034
1
2758	 68
2,6	 G	 G	 ti	 825	 0 609 n 0 1434 1434	 100
7.2	 ''	 87	 U	 0 0 n 5538 5625 87	 2	 l
T:,TAL	 u	 36225	 13691	 58469	 0 18179 0 29532 156096 5255	 39
f4R	 ^^	 874	 b7	 3509	 0 785 n 0 5255 **** *****
l
rRR	 11	 3	 92	 0 38 n 0 12
i
,^*	 *,t	 **«**	
i
Table-X.15	 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fill, 4 -shrink, 8-shrink, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete
1	 filling operations.
j
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ral-Textural Analysis: Edit 9XI	 Spect 
With this edit we experimented to find the best texture transforms. The
.82 - .88 micrometer band was chosen as the band having the most spatial in-
formation (Figure X1.1). Figure XI.2 is a 2x2 rectangular convolution of the
.82 - .88 micrometer band and Figure XI.3 is a 3x3 rectangular convolution of
the band. Each of these bands were used as inputs into the texture transform.
The resulting textural transform images are shown in Figures XI.4, XI.5 and
XI.6. Each of these were convoluted with a 2x2 window size (shown in Figures
XI.7, X1.8 1 XI.9). Finally the textured transforms were convoluted with a
3x3 convolution window giving us 3 more texture images (Figures XI. 10, XI. 11
XI. 12). Using our own visual discretion we chose the textural transform with a
3x3 rectangular convolution after and the 3x3 rectangular convolution before
transforming with a 3x3 rectangular convolution after transforming as the two
texture bands with the most information (these are shown in Figures XI. 10
I
and X1.12).
We combined these 2 texture bands with the spectral bands and the
feature selector chose band pairs .40 - .44 micrometers and the 3x3 rectangular
convolution before and after the textured transform with .65 - .69 and 2.10
	 1
1
2.36 micrometers as the 2 best band pairs for classification. Band pair .,72 .76
and .981 -- 1.045 micrometers was selected with the other two for the best $
band pairs. Figure XI. 13 and XI. 14 show the graphs of the threshold alpha
against the number of reserved decisions. For best 3 band pairs the best alpha
threshold was .7 with a beta threshold of .049.
To check the choice of thresholds we checked several results using different
thresholds. The best 3-band pairs classification with alpha, beta thresholds of .3
and .021 gave us a misidentification error rate of 20% and a false identification
error rate of 20% (Table X1,1 and Figure XI. 15). The error sate was low but the l
total number of reserved; decisions 104,531 is high. Only 89 of these points were a
3
reserved due to more than one assignment, while 104,443 points were reserved
because of no assignment. The largest cause of error was due to misidentification
of category 2.6 as category 2.5, both subclasses of loblolly pine,
ORTGiwAL PAGE
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Post processing with a 4-shrink and then a complete filling we obtained
misidentification and false identification error rates of 36% and 20%. Both
category 2.6 and category 3.1, laurel oak, had misidentification error rates
of 100% (Table XI.2 and Figure XI. 16). Though the shrink operation usually
reduces error, if a sparse category is assigned correctly, the shrink operation
here tended to wipe out the category. Table XI.2 shows us that this happened to
category 2.6 and category 3.1. If instead of a shrink we first did a 4-fill, then
a 4-shrink and then a complete filling, the resulting contingency table is Table
XI.3 (Figure XI. 17). The misidentification error rate was 18%n and the false
identification error rate was 16%, but the misidentification error rate for
category 2.6 was still high at 41%. The main cause of error is the confusion of
2.6 and 2.5. The only way left to eliminate the confusion is to change thres-
holds.
Values of .6 and .042 for the alpha, beta thresholds resulted in a mis-
identification error rate of 25% and a false identification error rate of 28%
(Table XI.4). The misidentification error rate for categories 2,5 and 2.6 were
31% and 34%, respectively. If .7 and .049 are chosen for the alpha and beta
thresholds we get error rates of 25% and 31%, but the misidentification error
rate for category 2.6 is only 24% and the misidentification error rate of category
2.5 is 31% (Table XI.5). The number of reserved decisions is 71,919 with
43,045 points being reserved because of more than one assignment and 28,874
points reserved 'because of no assignment. With thresholds for alpha and beta
of .8 and .063, the misidentification and false identification error rates were
28%:and 32%, respectively (Table XI.6). Though the misidentification error
rate for category 2.6 has been reduced to 19% and for category 2.5 it was
reduced to 21%, the misidentification and false identification error rates for
category 3.1 have grown to 62%/o and 62%, and for category 4.2 the rates have
gone up to 52% and 45%. In addition the number of reserved decisions has	 i
risen to 121,716 indicating that the thresholds have gotten too high.
Since the error rates for Table XI.4 and TableXI.5 were almost the a
same, the results from the classification with thresholds of .7 and .049 should	 l
be better for post processing. The main cause of error had been with categories
2.5 and 2.5 and this classification showed lower error rates for these categories.
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If we fill up the image with alternating 4-fill and 8-fills we get a misidentification
error rate of 27% and a false identification error rate of 33% (TableXI.7). This is
no improvement on the raw classification so the shrink operation is needed to
eliminate incorrect assignments. Post processing with a 4-fill and an 8-fill so the
shrink operations do not wipe out sparsely populated categories, then doing a
4-shrink and 8-shrink and finally a complete filling, we obtain a misidentification
error rate of 8% and a false identification error rate of 11% (Table XI.8 and Figure
XI. 18). The misidentification error rate for category 2.6 was reduced to 0 and
the confusion between category 3 1 and 4 2 was a
	 A as	 case with the9 Y
	
w small.. s w the c	 	 l
spectral analysis the misidentification of category 2.5 with 1.3 is the main cause
of error.. Though the texture analysis gives better overall results, it cannot over-
come the inability of the decision rise to separate categories 2.5 and 1.3 in the
lower right hand corner of the timber stand map.
The results of the best 2 band pairs classification were not as good. The
contingency table resulting from alpha, beta thresholds of .3 and .021 resulted
in a misidentification error rate of 25% and a false identification error rate of
31% (Table XI.9 and Figure XI.19). If we do a 4-fill, 4-shrink and fill up we
get errorrates of 23% and 29% (Table XI. 10 and Figure XI.20). If we shrink 	 !
first and then fill up, the results showed improvement with a misidentification
error rate of 15% and 'a false identification error rate of20% (Table XI.I I and
Figure XI.21). l
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Figure X1.1	 The .82 - .88 micrometer band used for the texture transform.
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Figure X1.2	 Shows Figure X1.1 after a 2x2 rectangular convolution.
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F igure XI.3	 Shows Figure XI.1 after a 3x3 rectangular convolution.
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Figure XI.4
	 The texture transform of Figure XI. I.
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Figure XI.5
	 The texture transform of Figure XI.2.
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Figure XI.6	 The texture transform of Figure XI.3.
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Figure XI.7
	 Shows Figure XI.4 after a 2x2 rectangular convolution.
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Figure X:.8
	 Shows Figure XI.5 after a 2x2 rectangular convolution.
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Figure XI.9	 Shows Figure X1.6 after a 2x2 rectangular convolution.
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Figure XI.10 Shows Figure XI.4 after a 30 rectangular convolution.
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Figure XI.I I	 Shows Figure XI.S after a 30 rectangular convolution.
r
Figure XI.12 Shows Figure XI.6 after a 30 rectangular convolution.
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Figure XI.13 Number of reserved decisions as a function of
probability threshold alpha for best 2 band pairs
with texture for edit #9
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Table XI.1
	
	
The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021.
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i	 Table X1.2	 The contingency table' of the best 3 band pairs for alpha 	 _
:beta thresholds of .3 and .021 after 4-shrink and complete
filling operations.
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Figure XI. 15 The classification of the best 3 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021.
Figure XI. 16 The classified image of Figure XI. 15 after 4-shrink and
complete filling operations.
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Table XI.3 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021 after 4-fill, 4-shrink, and
complete filling operations.
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_ Table X1.4
	 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha 
beta thresholds of .6 and 042.
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Figure XI. 17	 The classified image of Figure XI.15 after 4-fill, 4-shrink
and complete filling operations.
Figure XI. 18 The classification of the best 3 band pairs foi alpha - beta
thresholds of .7 and . 049 after 4-f i I I, 8-f i I I, 4-shr ink,
8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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Table XI.5 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .7 and .049.
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Table XI.6	 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha -
beta ,thresholds of .8 and .063.
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Table >/1.7	 Thecontingency table of the best 3bon6 pairsFmr oiohp -
bnhz thresholds of .7 and .049 after o comp lete filling.
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Table X1.8
	 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .7 and .049 after 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink,
8-shrink, and Complete filling operations.
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Table XI.9 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
y
beta thresholds of .3 and .021.
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Table XI. 10 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after 4-fill
4-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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2Figure XI. 19 The classification of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021 .
Figure XI.20
	 The classified image of Figure X1.19 after 4-fill, 4-shrink,
and complete filling operations.
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— Table XI. 11
	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after 4-shrink
and complete filling operations.
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Figure XI.21	 The classified image of Figure X1.19 after 4-shrink and
complete filling operations
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XII	 Spectral-Textural Analysis: Edit 14
The spectral texture analysis of edit # 14 began just like that of the other
edits except the feature selection did not choose a texture band as one of the best
I
2 or best 3 band pairs. We, nevertheless, did an experiment with 2 band pairs.
We chose bands .40 - .44 and .72 - .76 with bands .72 - .76 and the
texture transform image. The texture image was the result of a 3x3 convolution
of the .82 - .88 micrometer band as input into the texture transform and a 3x3
convolution after the texture transform. The alpha and beta thresholds were .3
and .021, respectively. Figure XII.1 shows the .82 - .88 micrometer band used 	 !
for the texture transform. The texture transformed image that was used for pro-
cessing is shown in Figure XII.2. Figure XII.3 shows the texture transform
result with no convolution before transforming and with a 3x3 convolution after.
The feature selector did not choose this band and visually we can see that it
has much Less spatial information than the texture transform that was chosen.
The contingency table that resulted from the table look-up rule (Table
X11. 1) shows a 43% misidentification error rate and a 44% false identification
error rate. This is not nearly as good as the spectral results. There were a large 	 y
number of reserved decisions, 72,804, due to too low thresholds.
The main reason for the larger error was increased confusion between all
categories and category 7.2, not site prepared. These errors were small on the
spectral analysis.
Using the same spatial post processing that we used in the spectral ,r
analysis we reduced the error most of the time but not always. After a 4-fill,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, we eliminated almost all errors in the spectral
analysis (Section VIII) but with this spectral-textural analysis (Table XII.2)
we increase misidentification error on category 4`.1 to 91%, and on category
2.3' it was about the same (59%) as before post processing.
The final filling of the image (Table XII.3) reduced the error rates to
35% and 31% but did not come close to the 85% classification accuracy of the
2-band spectral results. This might have been due to the texture function used
or to the fact that there was little textural distribution between the categories
in this image.9	 d
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Figure XII.I	 The .82 - .88 micrometer band used for the texture transform.
C,
Figure XII.2	 The texture transform of Figure XII.I with a 3x3 rectangular
convolution before the texture transform and a 3x3 rectangular
convolution after.
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Figure XII.3	 The texture transform of Figure XII.1 with no rectangular
convolution before the texture transform and a 3x3 rectangular
convolution after.
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Table XII.1
	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .3 and .021 .
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Table XII.2
	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after 4-fill8-fill, 4-shrink, and 8-shrink operations.
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Table X11.3	 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete filling operations.
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Spectral-Textural Analysis: Edit 3
In addition to the six spectral bands, we provided the feature selector with
two textural transform bands. The texture bands were created from the .82 - .88
micrometer spectral bands as before. We used a 3x3 convolution before and after
textural transform and no convolution before and 3x3 convolution after textural
transform. The feature selector chose bands .40 - .44 and .588 - .643 micro-
meters with .40 - .44 micrometers and no convolution before and 3x3 convolution
after texture bands for the best 2 band pairs. Figure XIII.1 shows how the alpha
and beta thresholds were chosen in an attempt to minimize the total number of
reserved decisions and to equalize the number of reserved decisions due to no
assignment and the number of reserved decisions due to multiple assignments.
For the best 2 band pairs the alpha threshold was set at .5 and the beta
threshold at .035. Table X III.1 shows the resulting contingency table for the
best 2 band pairs. There are 49,130 reserved decisions with 18,083 due to no
assignment and 31,047 due to multiple assignment. The misidentification error
}	 rate was 42% and the false identification error rate was 43%. The largest cause
of error was the misidentification error rate (90%) of category 1 .3, shortleaf
pine, mostly caused by assigning category 1.2, another sublcass of'shortleaf
pine. Post processing with a 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and a complete
filling results in a misidentification error rate of 34% and a false identification
error rate of 20% (Table XIII.2).
The band pairs used for the best 2 along with the .588 - .643 and
.65 - .69 micrometer band pair were chosen by the feature selector as the
best 3 band pairs. Figure XIII.2 shows the graph of the threshold alpha 	
3
against the number of reserved decisions. For the best 3 band pairs the alpha
threshold was set at .6 and the beta threshold was set at ..042. It is interesting
to note, that the number of reserved decisions due to no assignment was 25,878,
P	 and the number of reserved decisions due to more than one assignment was 	 1
26,566 which are very close indicating good thresholds.
Table XIII.3 shows the resulting contingency table for the best 3 band
pairs. The misidentification error rate was 38% and the false identification"
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error rate was 41%. The greatest cause of confusion is the misidentification of
category 1.3 and the false identification of category 1.3, a subclass of shortleaf
pine. As with the spectral analysis of edit 43 (Chapter IX), the confusion is
mostly within class types. Confusion between category 1.2 and category 1.3,
subclasses of shortleaf pine, and confusion between category 2.4 and category
2.6 cause most of the error. Figure XIII.3 shows the best 3 band pairs classi-
f ication.
Post processing with a 4-fill and an 8-fill (Table XIII.4 and Figure
XII.4) did not really change the error rates. The misidentification error rate
is 40% and the false identification error rate is 44%. A 4-shrink (Table XIII.5
and Figure XIII.5) and an 8-shrink (Table XIII.6) eliminate almost all of the
confusion between class types, but the error within class type 1 is still high.
This confusion within class type I was also present in the spectral analysis
(Chapter IX). The final post processing, a complete filling, resulted in a
contingency table (Table XIII.7 and Figure XILI.6) having a misidentification
error rate of 25% and a false identification error rate of 29%.
Note that the results of 4-fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete'
filling operations for the best 3 band pairs (Table XIII.7 and Figure XIII.6)
and the results of 4- fill, 8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete filling
operations for best 3 band pairs using the spectral analysis (Chapter IX, Table
IX.7 and Figure IX.8) shows less error in the spectral results. Yet, comparison
of Figure XIII.6 and Figure IX.8 show that the figure from the texture analysis
is actually truer to the timber stand and compartment map for edit 03 than the
spectral figure. It seems this is due to the area covered by the ground truth
overlay (Figure IX-.2), so that more ground truth would have resulted in better
classification accuracy for the texture analysis.
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Table XIII.1 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .5 and .035.
7
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH12GDT — 1 SMHIF3803 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10**
	 1
1
COL. - ASSIGN CAT
	 ROW • TRUE CAT
	
R DEC 1.2	 1.3 2.4 2.6 7.1 TOTAL *ERR % ERR % SD
UNKWN	 0 17749	 0 19587 14981 .15316 67633
	 0	 0	 0
1.2	 --0 8152	 0 1323 1692 836 12003 3851
	 32 	 0
1.3	 0 1418	 0	 0	 445
	 0 1863 1863	 100	 O	 a
2.4	 0 261	 0 6553 2919 239 9972 3419 	 34	 0	 a
2.6	 0 281	 0	 0 612. 4	 0 6405 281
	
4	 0	 1
t
7.1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 4020 4020	 0	 0	 0
TOTAL
	 0 27861	 0 27463.26161 20411.101896 9414 	 34	 0
*ERR	 0 1960	 0 1323 5056 1075 9414 *+►*^* ***** -^+^***
% ERR	 O	 19	 0	 17	 45	 21	 20 **+►** **r* *•***
Table XIII.2 The contingency table of the best 2 band pairs after 4-fill,8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete filling operations.
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Table X111.3 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .6 and .042.
7
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH120DT — 1 SMH1F2B04 1 SCALE FACTOR 10**
—	 i
9
COL. • ASSIGN CAT	 ROW	 TRUE CAT	 l
{
	
R DEC 1.2	 1.3	 2.4	 2.6 7. 1	 TOTAL #ERR % ERR % SD
s
UNKWN 96 14781 5624 16474 19209 11.149 67633 	 0	 0	 O
1.2	 5 6241 1873 1326 1976 '582 12003 5757	 49	 0
1.3	 2 907 666	 68 220	 0 1863 1195	 64	 1
2.4
	
13 1420 '340 5281 2453 465 9972 4678 	 47	 0
2.6
	
0 1075	 117 808 4270	 135 6405 2135	 33	 O
7.1
	
0	 0	 8 324	 44 36>44 4020 376	 9	 0
	
TOTAL 116 24424 8628 24281 28172 16:Z75 101896 14141 	 40	 0
#ERR	 0 3402 2338 2526 4693 1182 14141 +^+^**+^ +^*+ ► * +►*+► *	 _
% ERR	 0	 35	 78'	 32	 52	 24	 44	 r* a►a arrt t•*wt
Table X1II.4 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill
and 8-fill operations.
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Figure XIII.3	 The classification of the three best band pairs for alpha -
beta thresholds of .b and .042.
1
1 t w.
Figure XIII.4	 The classified image of Figure XIII.3 after 4-fill and 8-fill
operations.
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CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH12GOT - 1 SMHISIB04 - i SCALE FACTOR 10+ • C
	
COL. - ASSIGN CAT	 ROW - TRUE CAT
	
R DEC 1.2
	 1.3	 2.4	 2.6	 7.1
	 TOTAL #ERR X ERR Y. SD
UNKWN45873 5089 1607 3613 4983 6468 67633
	 0	 0	 0
1.2
	 7181 3264
	 633	 378	 318	 229 12003 1558
	 32	 0
1.3	 1189	 362
	 301	 1	 10	 0 1863	 373	 55	 0
2.4 7242 210
	 8 2017 408
	 87 9972 713
	 26	 0
2.6	 4393	 173
	 1 • '23 1813
	 2 6405	 199	 10	 0
7.1
	 640	 0	 0	 73	 0 3307 4020	 73	 2	 0
TOTAL66518 9098 2550 6105 7532 10093 101896 2916
	 25	 0
#ERR	 0	 745 642
	 475	 736	 318 2916 + ► +►*** **far*	 9X ERR	 0	 19	 68	 19	 29	 9	 28*+►** **rr •**
Table XIII.5 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fill, and 4-shrink operations.
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMH1200T - 1 SMH1S2BO4 - 1 SCALE FACTOR 10rw 0
	
COL.	 ASSIGN CAT	 ROW - TRUE CAT
R DEC 1.2	 1.3	 2.4	 2.6	 7.1	 TOTAL #ERR Y. ERR X SD
UNKWN62426 910 299 287 440 3271 67633	 0	 _0	 O
1.2 10897 805	 185	 24	 13	 79 12003 301	 27	 0
1.3
	
1732	 66	 65	 0	 0	 0 1863	 66	 50	 0
2.4 9622	 5	 0 341	 3	 1 9972	 9	 3	 O
2.6 6181	 13	 0	 0 211	 0 6405	 13	 6	 O
7.1
	
1140
	 0	 0,	 10	 0 2870 r 4020	 10	 0	 0
TOTAL91998 1799 549 662 667 6221 101896 399 	 17	 0
#ERR	 0	 84	 185	 34	 16	 80	 399* ^+t*** r+^*K«
X ERR	 0	 9	 74	 9	 7	 3	 20 *a*^* *t^^*
Table XILI.6 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fiII
8-fill, 4-shrink and 8-shrink operations.
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CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SAMHI200T - 1 SMHIF3004 — 1 SCALE FACTOR 104+ ►
COL. - ASSIGN CAT 	 ROW . TRUE CAT
R DEC 1.2	 1.3	 2.4	 2.6	 7.L	 TOTAL #ERR X ERR X SO
UNKWN	 0 15644 5385 13505 16484 16615 67633	 0	 0	 O
1.2	 O 7887 1238 1274	 697	 9)7 12003 4116	 34	 0
1.3	 0 1282	 512	 0	 69	 0 1863 1351	 73	 1
2.4	 0	 144	 0 8704	 821	 3•)3 9972 1268	 13	 0
2.6	 0 379	 0	 0 6026	 0 6405 379	 6	 0
a
7.1	 0	 0	 0	 109	 0 3911 4020	 109	 3	 0
TOTAL	 0 25336 7135 23592 24097 21736 101896 7223	 25	 0
#ERR	 0 1805 1238 1383 1587 1210 7223 4IF4* 1F44** 4444iF
% ERR	 0	 19	 71	 14	 21	 24	 29 4*#1Fw *444 44444
Table XIII.7 The contingency table of the best 3 band pairs after 4-fill,
8-fill, 4-shrink, 8-shrink and complete filling operations.
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Figure XIII.5	 The classified image of Figure XIII.3 after 4-fill, 8-fill
and 4-shrink operations.
Figure XIII.6	 The classified image of Figure XIII.3 after 4-fill, 8-fill,
4-shrink, 8-shrink, and complete filling operations.
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jXIV	 Conclusions
Use of textural features and spatial post processing has been shown
average classification error to less than half its initial value while tending
and equalize the equally weighted average misidentification error and equi
false identification error. The classified images resulting from spatial and
cessing have a more cartographic man-like quality than the typically salt c___
classified images using no textural features or spatial post-processing.
The simultaneous decrease in average classification error and increase in both
equally weighted average misidentification error and false identification error means
that more pixels whose true category identification is of a frequently occurring cate-
gory get reassigned correctly by the spatial post-processing than of an infrequently
occurring category. This is a natural consequence of the fact that the spatial pro-
cessing is more of a syntactic operation than a semantic one. Spatial processing
operations which use category labels-intead of just sameness or difference of category
labels could be designed which do not favor the larger categories over the smaller
categories.
Because of the strong interaction between average error, average misidenti-
fication error, average false identification error, and classified image appearance
and complexity, it is clear that further work can bear much fruit by analysis of these
interaction effects. In particular, we recommend that textural and spatial _post-
processing concepts be developed using classified image's local neighborhood contexts
as the independent variable and classification error as the dependent variable.
1
1
i
a
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i
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APPENDIX 1
Textural Transform Programs
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1.	 User Interaction
the routine TXINPT which asks for pars-
3
FUNC 1
FUNC 2
FUNC 3
FUNC 4
FUNC 5
neighboring cells	 I
tput error messages
i
in FPLXIT	 "i
User parameters are input by
meters by name:
NFUNC = 1	 use subroutine
NFUNC = 2	 use subroutine
NFUNC = 3	 use subroutine
NFUNC = 4	 use subroutine
NFUNC = 5 use subroutine
NDIS = distance between spaces of
IBOUT = logical unit number to ou
PCLCT = percent of point to count
FILNMP	 input filename
FILNMQ = output filename
II.	 Internal Program Description
The texture programs are set up so that after the call to
the beginning of execution the user does not interact anymore w
computer.
The user must know which function he wants to use. The us
1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 corresponding to FUNCI, FUNC2, FUNC3, FUNC4, a
respectively; where:
FUNCI. - computes the sum probability feature of the image
FUNC2- computes the gradient entropy feature of the image
FUNC3 - computes the entropy feature of the image
FUNC4 - computes the ,gradient feature of the image	 j
FUNC5 - prepares normalized lex arrays which have been equal proba-
bility quantized according to their diagonal elements.
The parameter NDIS is the distance between spaces of neighboring cells.
The texture transform works on the co-occurrence of grey levels on neigh	 y
boring cells. Each cell has a 0 neighbor, a 90 neighbor, a 135° neighbor,
and a 45° neighbor. This covers all the cells, since a cell's 180° neighbor
has that cell as a 0° neighbor.- Thus, for each grey level, there is a count
of the co-occurrences of grey levels as one of the four specified neighbors.
The parameter NDIS is the distance the algorithm gives to look for the
neighboring cells. If the user wants to perform the texture transform using
all co-occurrence counts, then the parameter PCLCT should be 1.00. If the user
only wants to count 80% of the cells, the PCLCT should be set to 0.80, and
so on.
The mainline TXJDM calls the (ASCII 1/0 routine TXINPT for input para-
meters. The TXJDM transfers control to TXTMN. This routine sets up the work
area, al-locating core to those arrays that need it. FPLXIT is then called
to compute the lex arrays where:
LEXI - array containing count over all grey levels of vertically
adjacent (90-degree) neighbor;
LEX2	 array containing count over all grey levels of horizontally
adjacent (0-degree) neighbor;
LEX3 - array containing count over all grey levels of left diagonally
adjacent (135-degree) neighbor;
LEX4 - array containing count over all grey levels of right diagonally 	 -	 a
adjacent (45-degree neighbor.
140
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When these counts have finished, control is returned to TXTMN, which
transfers control to the appropriate function as specified by the user.
jThe FUNC array which is passed as an arqufnent to the FUNC routines is
equivalanced to the lex arrays. For example
FUNC (l,l) = LEX1 (1)
FUNC (1,2) = LEX2 (1)
FUNC ( 1 ,3) = LEX3 (1)
FUNC ( 1 ,4) = LEA (1 )
After the appropriate function has been applied, control is again returned
to TXTMN. TXTMN then calls in PLXIT. PLXIT reads in the image data and
jdetermines the corresponding eight neighbors and applies the texture transform.
Let Z r x Z  be the set of resolution cells of an image I (by row-
column coordinates). Let G be the set of grey tones possible to appear on
image 1. Then 1	 Z x Z -} G. Let R be a binary relation on Z x Z
r	 c	 r	 c
pairing together all those resolution cells in the desired spatial relation.
i
The co-occurrence matrix P, P: G x G -} [0,1], for image I and binary
1	
relation R is defined by
{( (
a,b)',(c,d))eRJl(a,b) = i and I(c,d)	 j }
.^	 P(i,j) _
	 #Ri
I
	
	
The textural transform J,J: Z r x Z  (-^,^), of image I relative to function
f, is defined by
J (y ^ x )	 1 	 f[P(I(y,x),1(a,b))11/R y,x	 (a,b)eR(y,x)
Assuming f to be the identity function, the meaning of J(y,x) is as
follows. The set R(y,x) is the set of all those resolution cells in
Zr x Zc in the desired spatial relation to resolution cell (y,x) 	 For
any resolution cell (a,b)eR(y,x), P(I(y,x),I(a,b)) is the relative frequency
by which the grey tone I(y,x), appearing at resolution cell (y,x), and the
E
	
	
grey tone l(a,b), appearing at resolution cell (a,b),`co-occur together in
the desired spatial relation on the entire image. The sum
i
f
L.r	 P(I(y,x), I(a,b))	 -
r	 {^ b)t:R(y x)
is just the sum of the relative frequencies of grey tone co-occurrence over
j
OF jG^^ PAGE ISPQpR
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r
all resolution cells in the specified relation to resolution cell (y,x).
The factor #R (y
	
the reciprocal of the number of resolution cells in the
desired spatial relation to (y,x) is just a normalizing factor.
These data values are then written out in the corresponding place on
the output texture transformed image. When PLXIT exits, the texture trans-
form has been created. Control goes to TXTMN, which exits back to the
mainline TXTDM. This program returns to the beginning and brings back the
ASCII I/O routines to get the parameters for the next texture transform. If
none are desired, a carriage return will terminate the processing.
All ASCII I/O on our PDP-15 is 5/7 ASCII in double integer words. The
PDP-15 has 36 bits in one double integer word.
See Figure 1 for the program flow.
a
ar
1
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III.	 Non-Standard Subroutines
ADJI
ADJ2 Dynamic core allocation routines
ADJ3
The program can allocate memory by performing what essentially amounts
to a dynamic Fortran equivalence and dimension
KDPUSH - ignore (delete)
Error stack processing used in KANDIDATES.
SDKINL - KANDIDATS sequential file opener
Opens files for KANDIDATS routines. Uses `leek and Enter (STANDARD
Fortran routines) and can be modified to fit ;,our file structure.
SKPDSC - skip descriptor records
KANDIDATS creates descriptor records, containing processing history
information, before the image date. Since the file is sequential, these
must be skipped. If the user has random access on images, this can be
ignored.	 If not, be sure that image record numbers are advanced to first
image data record.
IMTRXP - Matrix print -out routine
An standard Matrix Tint routine will worky	 p
SREAD - sequential read (uses Fortran reads)
SWRITE	 sequential write (uses Fortran write)
Starting on the next page is an explanation of the ''ADJ routines
and several ideas on how to get around them.
i
1
i
i
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The included program segment may be compared to the following example:
1. INTEGER ARRAY (500), X(1)
2. REAL Y(1)
3. INTEGER XSIZE, YSIZE, YSTART, TTLSZE
4. READ (5 1 100) XSIZE, YSIZE
5. TTLSZE = XSIZE + YSIZE
6. IF (TTLSZE .GT. 500) CALL ERROR
l
7. YSTART = XSIZE + 1
8. CALL ADJ1 (X, ARRAY (1))
9. CALL ADJI (Y, ARRAY (YSTART))
10. .. TASK CODE
11. STOP
12. END
Within the task code, X and Y may be referenced as vectors with respective
hypes, integer and real. In addition references to X will access the first
XSIZE elements of ARRAY and references to Y wi ll
 access the lost YSIZE
elements of ARRAY.
I
F
4
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If X and Y are used only in contexts that functions may be used in, then the program
segment may be recoded using statement functions. (Check your particular imple-
mentation of FORTRAN for applicability.)
1. INTEGER ARRAY (500)
2. REAP. RL
3. INTEGER XSIZE, YSIZE, TTLSZE
4. X(I) = ARRAY (I)
5. Y(I) = RL(ARRAY (I + XSIZE))
I	 6.	 READ (5, 100) XSIZE, YSIZE
F
{	 7.	 TTLSZE = XSIZE + YSIZE
8. IF (TTLSZE .GT. 500) CALL ERROR
l 9. TASK CODE
10. STOP
11. VND
Where the function RL is coded as follows.
9
1. REAL FUNCTION RL(ARG)
2. REAL ARGjI	 3.	 RL = ARG
4. RETURN
5. END-
_,.
Within the task code, X and Y will have respective types integer and real
and will access those specified locations of ARRAY.
However, X and Y may only be used as functions.
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In the context of subroutine calls, adjustable dimensions is a
of FORTRAN as in the following example:
1. INTEGER ARRAY (500)
2. INTEGER XSIZE, YSIZE, YSTART, TTLSZE
3. READ (5, 100) XSIZE, YSIZE
4. TTLSZE XSIZE + YSIZE
5. IF (TTLSZE .GT. 500) CALL ERROR
6. YSTART XSIZE + T
7. CALL SUB (ARRAY(1), ARRAY (YSTART), XSIZE, YSIZE)
8. STOP
9. END
Where SUB is coded as follows:
1. SUBROUTINE SUB (X, Y, XSIZE, YSIZE)
2. INTEGER XSIZE, YSIZE
3. INTEGER X(XSIZE)
4. REAL ,Y(YSIZE)
5:	 TASK CODE	 r.
6.	 RETURN
This approach necessitates a division of storage allocation code and task code.
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e
Check the output of the FORTRAN compiler being used.
If the compiler generates and uses dope vectors it would be possible to produce
user written ADJ routines.
Keep in mind tihat all recoding must preserve the size, shape, type and
usage of the involved data elements.
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GENERAL MATRIX PRINTOUT PROGRAM
PROGRAM TITLE:	 SUBROUTINE IMTRXP
DATE OF LISTING:
	 February 13, 1973
PROGRAMMER:
	 Dinesh GoeI
DOCUMENTED BY:	 Dinesh Goel
PROGRAM LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN IV
COMPUTER REQUIRED: 	 PDP 15/20
PURPOSE:
This subroutine divides an integer matrix into sections
suitable for printer output and prints the matrix with
matrix title column designation row designation and/	 ,
column and row labels.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
CALL IMTRXP (IA, NROW, NCOL, NRWDIM, TTL1, TTL2,
TT'L3, CLBL, RLBL, ISTR)
INPUT ARGUMENTS:
IA Input array of matrix to be printed out.
NROW Number of rows in the printed matrix.
NCOL Number of columns in the printed matrix,
NRWDIM Row dimension of the entire matrix which is
stored by columns.
TTLI Matrix title of 13 words.	 i
TT L2 Column title of 2 words.
TTL3 Row title of 2 words.	 i
CLBL Array of column Labels.
RLBL Array of row lables,
ISTR This is an option
if 1, matrix will be printed as such.
if 2 1 transposed matrix will be printed out.
if 3 1 matrix is assumed to be symmetric having
I---- to Short storage in IA.
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z	 i
if 4, matrix is assumed to be summetric having
short to long storage in IA.
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS:
None.
OTHER PARAMETERS AND ARRAYS:
IROW
	
Array for any one row of matrix as finally
printed out.
I
I.VMMC Iv 1 J;
If the printed matrix has large number of columns which can
not fit on one page of printer output, it will be separated
I
	
	 into blocks, each of which is small enough to fit on one
page. The rows are printed in the blocks of 5. This
program takes only the integer numbers, for real numbers
RMTRX P can be used. File code 17 octal has been used
for printing the matrix which must be assigned to teletype
or MINA printer in the beginning as desired.j	 {
J
,
j
i
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Sequential Read
PROGRAM TITLE: SREAD
VERSION: B
DATE: June 22, 1973
UPDATE: April 29, 1975
AUTHOR: Robert M. Haralick
DOCUMENTED BY: Robert M. Haralick
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: 	 FORTRAN IV
IMPLEMENTED ON: PDP 15/20
PURPOSE:
This subroutine reads a set of Lines on a file of single image
data stored in standard bit compacted form.
	 SREAD assumes
that SDKINL has already been called to open the file on IDAT.
k
ENTRY POINT:
SPREAD (IDAT,"IARRAY, IDY, IDENT, IEV, ERRRET)
ARGUMENT LIST:
IDAT	 the file code on which the image resides
IARRAY	 2-dimensional array (row x column) which
subimage is retomed in
'l
IDY
	
number of records in subimage. 	 The number
i
of rows and columns for a record will be taken
from IDENT (14) and IDENT (13), respectively
IDENT	 identification array of 20 words.
IEV	 integer event variable
IEV =	 l success
IEV = -2001 illegal file code
IEV = -2006/LO/too small
IEV = -2007 EOF
IEV = -2009 READ ERROR
IEV = 2012 illegal data mode
152.	 i
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ERRRET	 alternate return taken if an error occur'.:
SUBROUTING REQUIRED:
ADJ 1
KDPOP
KDPUSH
Skip Descriptor Records
a
PROGRAM TITLE: SKPDSC
VERSION: A
DATE: July 10, 1973
UPDATE: October 15 1 1974
AUTHOR: Robert M. Haralick
DOCUMENTED BY: Robert M. Haral ick
PROGRAM LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN IV
IMPLEMENTED ON: PDP 15/20
PURPOSE:
This program skips the descriptor records of images stored in
standard bit compacted form. SKPDSC assumes that SDKINL
has been called previously.
ENTRY POINT:
SKPDSC (1DATP, IDENT, IEV, ERRRET)-
ARGUMENT LIST:
IDATP	 file code on which the image resides.
IDENT	 identification array of 20 words for the image.
IEV	 =	 l success
=`-2001 illegal file code
-2007 E OF
= -2009 read error
ERRRET	 Alternate return taken if error occurs
SUBROUTINES REQUIRED
KDPOP
KDPUSH
t
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<.	 s
tSequential Disc Initializer
PROGRAM TITLE: SDKINL
r	 VERSION: B
DATE: June 30, 1973
t
UPDATE: October 15, 1974
AUTHOR: Robert M. Haralick
-	 DOCUMENTED BY: Robert M. Haralick
PROGRAM LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN IV
IMPLEMENTED ON: PDP 15/20
PURPOSE:
This subroutine initializes a PDP 15/20 sequential disc file
for input or output.	 The file is used to store image data in
standard bit compacted form.	 The number of data words will
be written in a logical record of at least 20 and the number
of bits per data word should not be more than 18,
ENTRY POINT:
SDKINL: (IDAT, t iLNM, iDEN T , iKDWRT, iEV, ERRRE T )
ARGUMENT LIST:
IDAT
	 file code on which file resides.
FILNM	 array containing the fil name.
IDENT	 identification array of 20 words,
IRDWRT
	 read/write indicator.
IRDWRT =1 initialize as input file,
IRDWRT =2 initialize as output file
IEV	 integer event variable.	 I
_1 Success'
= -2001 Illegal file code
= -2002 Number of bits per point has a
illegal value
_ -2003 Frame coordinate and image dimension
information not specified in-Ident-array
= -2004 Illegal request 	 l
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Sequential Write
PROGRAM TITLE: SWRITE
VERSION: C
DATE: June 22, 1973
UPDATE: October 15, 1974
AUTHOR: Robert M. Haralick
DOCUMENTED BY: Robert M. Haralick
IMPLEMENTED ON: PDP 15/20
PURPOSE:
This program writes a set of lines or a, file of single image data stored
in standard bit compacted format.	 SWRITE assumes that SDKINL
has also been called to initialize the file on IDAT•.
ENTRY POINT:
SWRITE (IDAT, IARRAY, IDY, IDENT, IEV, ERRRET)
ARGUMENT LIST:
3
7DAT	 file code on which 1 image resides.
IARRAY	 2-dimensional array (row x column)
in which subimage is transferred to program.
IDY	 number of records for subimage.	 The number
of rows and columns for a record will be taken
from IDENT (13) and IDENT (14) •
	I
IDENT	 identification array of 20 words.
IEV
	
integer event variable
IEV =
	
1 success	 j
IEV - -2001 illegal file code
IEV _ -2006 /10/ too small	 a
IEV = -2007 EOFw
IEV = -2008 WRITE ERROR
IEV = -2012 illegal data mode
a
ERRRET	 ATTENATE RETURN TAKEN IF ERROR OCCURS
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SUBROUTINE REQUIRED:
ADA	 KDPUSH
KDPOP	 PACK
COMMENTS:
]ARRAY	 must be a two dimensional array.
IDENT (13)* IDENT (14) must not be greater than 256
unless the user has a block data program to allocate more
memory to labeled common area /IO/.
3
i
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V.	 Listing
1CERROR E-R-R- 1 1 -R
C ASC II ERROR 1 /0 FOR TEXTURE PROGRAM
C PROGRAM TITLE	 ERROR 
VERSION 	 A 
AUTHOR
	
CHIN-HUANG CHEN
»-	 C DATE	 FEBRUARY 1975
C PROGRAM LANGUAGE	 FORTRAN IV
C IMPLEMENTED ON	 PDP 15
C DOCUMENTED BY	 i :H I N-HUAN G C HEN
i-: PURPOSE
C THIS ROUTINE TELLS THE USER EITHER LSTID iiR TXTMN I:='. 	 ^	 !
i : IN ERROR ON	 DAT SLOT  I OU .i OR IL-,OUT	 1
t	 : ENTRY POINT	 ERROR (I ERR, I EV, I it IT	 I1=;1=U IT ) 
ARGUMENT L. I ST
	
--
C I ERR	 PARAMETER USED TO DETERMINE EITHER LST I D
C. OR TXTMN IS IN ERROR
i7: IEV	 INTEGER  EVENT VARIABLE
C. IO IT
	
ERROR MESSAGE OUTPUT
	
DAT SLOT
C:	 IE.oij-r	 ALTERNATE ERROR MESSAGE OUTPUT DAT SLOT
C
SUBROUTINE ERROR (I ERR, I EV, 1 1_UUT, I BO tT
DOUBLE  I NTEGEI =+', FDATE (3)	 -
GO TO (304, 210) I ERR
CALL AGATE (FDATE
WRITE (I OUJT, 405) FDATE
405	 FORMAT (1. X, 3A5 )
IF(Ii-,i=U.IT. NE. IOUT)WRITE(11a=UT, 405) FDATE
00 TO 200
304	 WRI TE:i Ii U_i 'T, i,5) IEV
IF(IiU..(T. NE. IC,OUT) WRITEKB it IT, 05) IEV
205	 FORMAT (: LST I D ERROR I5 )
00 TO 400
_310	 WRITE(IB U_1T, 311) IE4'
IF(IC;OUT. NE. IirU.IT) 'WRITE'(IB UUT, -x,11) IEV
311	 FORMAT(" TXTMN ERROR I EVE ''', 15)	 _.
400	 CALL i_:L i SE (I B U: IT
200 RETURN
END	 ^-
t
3
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C:FPLX I T
i ".
F—P—L—X — I —T
C
C: PROGRAM SUBROUTINE FPLXIT
TITLE.
C: PROGRAMMER A.	 S I NGH	 NOVEMBER 1972
C UPDATE ROBERT M HARAL.ICF	 FEBRUARY 1'.;74 j
C: GE 1^ICil+aAlhlAhl	 9f2074
C: RM HARAL I i_ F :<	 10/10/74 
C CHIN—HUANG CHEN	 2/22/ 75
w,	 C: PURPOSE ADD PCLCT IN ARGUMENT LIST
C CHANGE LEX ARRAY TO SINGLE INTEGER
C ADD OVERFLOW CHECK ON LEX ARRAY
°..C
C: Ln_nCUlvlE.N— A.	 S I NGH
C TAT I ON
COMPUTER ANY
C: REQI,IIRED
C:
C PROGRAM FORTRAN IV 
LANGUAGE
C:
PURPOSE
FPLX I T COMPUTES THE FOUR NEIGHBOUR CRAY TONE
iw: MATRICES L.EX 1, L.EX2, LEX3 AND LEX4 FOR ANGLES 90, 0, 1:_c
C: AND 45 DEGREES RESPECTIVELY.	 IT WORKS FOR ALL -^
C DISTANCES.
C: METHOD FPLX IT CHECKS THE GRAY LEVELS OF THE NEIGHBOURS i^ F .^
C A_ CELL,	 AND INCREMENTS THE CORRESPONDING ELEMENT IN
C: THE ASSOCIATED  LEX ARRAY. 	 THE NEIGHBOURS UNDER 
CONSIDERATION ARE A DISTANCE  &D& AWAY, WHERE QD°
C: IS THE DISTANCE  FOR THAT RUN OF FPLX I T.
C
C: CALL I Ni7 CALL FPL:X I T (I DAT I , IDATA, LF_X 1, LEX'2, LEX:., LEX 4, I PT, I DENT,C : ,EI-79JFNCE MM 1, `PCLC:T, I EV, IERR 1 )
c: ARGUMENT:-,
i	 s I DAT I	 INPUT FILE  C ODE
C: I DATA	 SCRATCH ARRAY FOR MM 1 LINE._; OF THE IMAGE
C: IMAGE.
c: L.EX 1, LEX' , LE X3 AND LEX 4 	 ARE THE FOU R LEX ARRAYS
FOR THE GRAY TONE_ MATRICES.
I PT	 ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS  THE POINTERS FOR
C: THE IDATA ARRAY
I.: I DENT	 IDENTIFICATION  ARRAY FOR THE IMAGE
i_ MM 1	 SPATIAL DISTANCE + 1
r	 i. PC:Li':T	 PERCENT OF LINES COUNTED
IEV	 INTEGER  E.iENT VARIABLE
C: I F_V = 5011 IF	 NI IMPPL OR NUMLI N IS LESS v
C: THAN TWICE SPATIAL DISTANCE PARAMETER
'	 I I EV=-5i i 1 t_r IF LEX ARRAY 	 IS OVERFLOW
C:
C:
I ERR I.	 ALTERNATE RETURN TAKEN IF ERROR OC CU RS -r
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muncmn vr WIN= IN /nc mHvc
NUMBER OF POINTS PER LINE IN THE IMAGE
LARGEST GRAY TONE
LEAST GRAY TONE
=IMIN-1. LEAST1 IS USED FOR NORMALISING
THE GRAY TONES.
NUMBER OF GRAY TONES
NOBL=IMAX-IMIN+1
SIZE OF A LEX ARRAY
N8UBL=NO8L*(NO8L+1)/2
NUMLIN
NUMPPL
IMAX
IMIN
LEAST 
NOBL
N8U8L
^
!
	
[	 PARAMETERS
C
C
i C
^ C
i^
 C
C
C
! C
i C
C
	
^ C	 INPUT AND
	
' C
	
OUTPUT
C
	
C	 RETURNS
IMAGE READ IN FROM FILE (02).
NORMAL AND ALTERNATE ERROR RETURNS
	
C	 SUBPROGRAMS INDEX	 .
	
C	 REQUIRED
C
	
| C	 CALLED BY	 TXTMN	 !
C
^
	
! C	 COMMENTS	 FPLXIT WORKS FOR ALL SPATIAL DISTANCES 	 IT DOES THIS
	
C	 BY HAVING NDIS+1 LINES OF IOATA IN CORE, WHERE NDIS
	
C	 IS THE SPATIAL DISTANCE PARAMETER.	 ^~	 '
SUBROUTINE FPLXIT(IDATI,IDATA,LEX1,LEX2,LEX3,LEX4,IPT,
|-	 1IDENT, MM 1, IMGNO, PCLCT, IARRAY, IEV, I ERR 1 )	 ~	 `
DOUBLE INTEGER INT,LEX1,LEX2,LEX3,LEX4
DIMENSION IDATA(1,1),LEX1(l),LEX2(1),LEX3(1),LEX4(1),IPT(1)
_	 DIMENSION IDENT(20),IARRAY(1,1,1) 	 ~	 '
^
	
C	 .	 ^~
	
C	 `	 !
	
C	 IDATA(NUMPPL,MM1),IPT(MM1)
	
_ C 
	
``
	
^~
`
	
C	 STACK SUBROUTINE NAME IN ERROR STACK
	
C	 `
CALL KOPUSH('FPLXI/,'T/)
C| . ` C'	 SET PARAMETERS|
^ C
	
'	 N MPPL=IDENT(6)|	 `	 NUMLIN=IDENT(7)	
' 
~ 	 ' I I =IDENT( 15)
IMAX=IDENT( 16)
LEAST1=IMIN_1
'NO
	
X_LEAST1
N8U8L=NOBL*(NO8L+1)/2
^ c-
`INITIALISE THE LFX ` ARRAYS TO ZERO
|	
. DO 14 T=1,iM8Vn/
	
`	 `	 ^|	 `	 `^
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iLE:X 1 ( I) =t
LEX2(I)=(D
LEX3( I) =Q
1:4
	 LEX41 I)=0
C
C.
-HECK IF SIZE OF IMAGE IS TOO SMALL,
C-1 TO THE DISTANCE PARAMETER MM
I"11	 MMl-1
I F ( P,.1UMPF'4. LT. MM2. OR. NUML I N. L.T. MM2) 00 TO 9995;
P, UMPMM =NUI't PPL- 111"I
NUMLMM= NI_IML I N-1,1111
C: REAL i IN THE F IRST 1,111'11	 LINES OF THE IMAGE
C: AND SET LIP POINTERS
00	 110 IY=1, MM1
IPT(TY)=IY
CALL RREAD (IDAT I , I ARRAY, I Mi LNG, I Y, 1, I GENT, I EV, ERR 1 )
DO	 1.11	 LY=1, 1` l-lMPPL
111	 IDATA(LY, IY) = IARRAY(1, 1, LY)
11 0 	 CONT INUE
^: 
C SETTING UP POINTERS FOR THE FIRST AND 
LAST ROWS OF THE IMAGE  ARRAYS
IST= IFT(l )
LST=IPT (MMI )
C
i50 THROUGH ALL BUT MM ROWS OF IMAGE
NOVFLO=13101 T
NEXT=MMI+1 
I^
Erie	 1(::)5 LCl,,JT = NEXT, NUMLII'a
IF(RCM (INT). GT. PCLC:T) 1=0 TO	 10
iM
C SK IP LINES
1
RANDOMLY BY USING R AN DO M NUMBER
C : GENERATOR RCM EXTERNAL FUNCTION
60 THROUGH EACH ROW MM TIMES.	 THE FIRST
C SET - OF MM COLUMNS ARE HANDLED SEPARATELY
DO 120 IRW=1, MM
I.:
(j^LIGIi^
UAL^`yPOOR Q0-F
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^ ^
^	 .	 .i	 |	 |	 |	 i
IRM=IRW+MM
SET I, L, J AND K EQUAL TO THE
(NORMALISED) VALUES OF GRAY TONES OF
RESOLUTION CELLS IN POSITIONS A, 8/ C
AND D AS IN THE DIAGRAM --
AC
8Q
WHERE A INITIALLY IS THE UPPER LEFT
CORNER CELL. THE CELLS ARE A DISTANCE
MM APART,
I=lDATA(IRW,IST)-LEAST1
L=IDATA(IRW,LST)-LEAST1
K=IDATA(IRM,LST)-LEAST1
J=IDATA(IRM,IST)-LEAST1
C
^C
C
^C
^ C
!
~ C
C
^ C
/
C
^
^C
_C
! C
` C
C
-
C^ C
|	 `
^	 C
'	 C	 .
F C	 `
|	 C
^	 C|^
 C	 '
.^ C!	 'C
'C
i	 C	 ^
C'
'C
C
C
^
| C
^	 '
~
^ C
!	 C'
.	 .`
-
PUT THE TWO DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION
INTO ONE DIMENSIONAL FORM. THE FUNCTION
NEEDED TO CONVERT A DOUBLE SU8SCRI-TED
ARRAY/ IMM(X,Y), INTO A SINGLE
SU8SCRIPTED ARRAY, IMM(Z), IS OF THE
FORM G(X) + F(Y), WHERE G(X) = (X-1)*X/2
AND F(Y) = Y. THEREFORE
Z = (X-1)*X/2+Y
THIS IS DONE IN THE PROGRAM BY THE
EXTERNAL FUNCTION INDEX(X,Y).
SINCE THE ORDER OF OCCURRENCE OF THE
GRAY TONES BELONGING TO A RESOLUTION
CELL PAIR IS IMMATERIAL, THE ARRAYS ARE
SYMMETRIC. WE LET THE LARGER OF THE TWO
HAVE THE FIRST SUBSCRIPT, I.E., THE ARRAY
IS STORED IN LOWER TRIANGULAR FORM, THE
ORDER OF THE SUBSCRIPTIWG IS AS FOLLOWS -
IM (1,`1) = IY1(1)^
IMM(2,1) = IMM(2),
IMM(2,2) = IMM(3),
IMM(3,1) = IMM(45
`
IMM4NO8L,NO8L} = IMM(N8U8L).
THE SCANNING PROCEDURE, THAT IS THE
METHOD BY WHICH THE PAIRWISE COMPARISONS
	
-
ARE MADE, IS DESCRIBED BELOW FOR THE
	
' !
`
GENERAL A
	
'
.  CONSIDER 
'	 COORDINATES (M/N), AND CALL THIS CELL I.
' THE SCANNING OPERATION BEGINS IN THE
UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER OF THE IMAGE  AND
IT THEN PROCEEDS BY COMPARING THE GRAY
^ 164
/
`
|	 -^	 [	 |	 ]	 \	 ^	 /	 ^
TONE OF &I& WITH AT MOST FOUR GRAY TONES
OF ITS NEI8HBOURING RESOLUTION CELLS.
|	 ^^ THAT &I& NEVER NEEDS TO CONSIDER MORE
^	
:C THAN FOUR NEIGHBOURS CAN BE SEEN FROM
C THE DIAGRAM OF THE SEARCH PATTERN SHOWN
C
C
BELOW --
~	
(^ I J
C
!{^
MLK
C ON A GIVEN ITERATION,	 &I& WILL LOOK FIRST
'	 C AT ITS VERTICAL NEIGHBOUR <&L&),	 NEXT
^C AT ITS HORIZONTAL NEIGHBOUR (&J&), 	 THIRD
C AT ITS LOWER RIGHT NEIGHBOUR (&K&) AND
'C FOURTH AT ITS LOWER LEFT DIAGONAL	 -
!C NEIGHBOUR (&M&). 	 &I& THEN MOVES INTO
|C THE POSITION OF THE RIGHT RESOLUTION| C CELL OF THE PREVIOUSLY SCANNED FIRST 	 -
C ROW (THE POSITION OCCUPIED BY &J&)'
THE OPERATION IS REPEATED UNTIL ALL/
[	 |C NEIGHBOURING PAIRS OF RESOLUTION CELLS	 -
HAVE BEEN EXAMINED.	 THE PROCEDURE IS
. ^ C FURTHER REPEATED FOR CELLS SKIPPED OVER|	 ^	 C _IF THE SPATIAL DISTANCE IS GREATER THAN
	
~
C ONE,	 TILL ALL CELLS HAVE BEEN EXHAUSTED.
^ TI	 IN[/EX(I,L) -
C  .
COUNT VERTICALLY ADJACENT (90-DEGREE)] 
	 C NEIGHBOUR	 -
C
^ LEX1<IL)=LEX1(IL)+1
IJ=IHDEX(I,J) .
'	 C
^	 C ` COUNT HORIZONTALLY ADJACENT (0-OE+REE) 	 -
C
!
NEIGHBOUR
^
LEX2(TJ)=LEX2(IJ)+1
'
,
^
^
^ | `C	 '	 '	 '
	
NOW  ITERATE DOWN THE ROW
!	
'	
DO 130N=TRM,1\1 U11PMM'MM
^	 )	 '_^^MM=N+MM	 ,	 `	 `	 _	 '`	 `
^	 |	
.	 I==J
^
'
\65
^
C
IK==INDEX/I,|()
+ C
	 C	 LEFT DIAGONALLY ADJACENT
^ 135-nEAREE) NEIGHBOUR'	 '	
`
.	 LFX3(TK)=LEX3(Ik)+1
-
^
,
u
`
M=L
L=K
i
_I=IDATA(NMM, IST)—LEAST1
K= I DATA (NMM, LST) —LEAST1
IL=INDEX(I, L)
c COUNT VERTICALLY ADJACENT (90—DEGREE) 
NEIGHBOUR
L.EX1(IL)=LEX1(IL)+1
k
it
I,J=INGEX(I, J)
-
i^: COUNT HORIZONTALLY    AD JAi_ ENT (0—DE+REE )
c NEIGHBOUR
LEX2(I.J)=LEX2(IJ)+ ,
c:
w.
I=;
IK=INDEX ( I, E:)
I
—
a 	: COUNT LEFT DIAGONALLY  ADJACENT
c (135—DEGREE) NEIGHBOUR
LEX3(IK)=LEX: (!K)+1
IM=INDEX ( I, M)
,.	 c	 ; COUNTUNT RIGHT DIAGONALLY  AD IACENT 
(45—DEGREE) NEIGHBOUR
is
LEX4(IM)=LEX4(IM)+1 -
1:I0	 CONTINUE
—c
i_: COMPUTE THE LAST :_.ET OF MM COLUMNS
C SEPARATELY
lM=1.
— L=k;;
IL=INDEX( I, L)
=: COUNT VERTICALLY ADJACENT (90—DEGREE)
C NEIGHBOUR  
LEX1(IL)=LEX1(IL)+i
IM=INDEX (I, M) -
COUNT RIGHT DIAGONALLY ADJACENT
=;
(45—DEGREE) NEIGHBOUR	 —	 a
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r	
~*^ .n^^^
	
|	 y	 |	 |	 \
LEX4(IM)=LEX4(IM)+1
!	 C
^	 120 CONTINUE
` C
C
C
C
|	 ,C
^
	
	 C
C
'	
C
'	 i~C
`	 |^
	 C
^	 i	 C|
^	
.	
C
`	 IF(LCNTEQ.NUMLIN)/	 C
^ C
C
SHIFT THE POINTERS FOR THE TWO ARRAYS.
THIS IS DONE BY A CYCLIC ROTATION.
THE POINTER ARRAY IPT IS SUCH THAT AT ANY
TIME THE ITH LOCATION OF IPT CONTAINS
THE POINTER TO THE ITH POSITION OF THE
LINE IN IDATA OR JDATA ARRAY, FOR
EXAMPLE, IF IPT(2)=4 THEN THE FOURTH LINE
OF THE PHYSICAL JDATA ARRAY IS ACTUALLY
THE SECOND LINE, AT THAT MOMENT.
GO TO 105
ROTATE IN A CYCLIC MANNER
` ITEMP=IPT(1) 1
^ DO 135 18=1, MM
135 IPT(I8)=IPT(I8+1)
'
,
	
.
C
IPT(MM1)=ITEMP
:
.
C
' SET UP THE POINTERS TO THE FIRST AND
'^	 C LAST ROWS OF THE TWO IMAGE ARRAY!:-:;
IST=IPT(1)| LST=IPT(MM1)
C
^	 C READ IN A NEW LINE INTO THE IDATA ARRAY
[ `	 CALL RREAD( IDATI, IARRAY, IMGNO, LCNT, 1, IDENT,IEV, ERR1)
-' DO 112 LY=i/ NUMPPL .
112 IDATA(LY LST)=IAR	 1	 1 LY)/	 .,`.`	 '	 '
IF(LEX1(IL).GT.NOVF	 j GO TO 106
-	
^ IF(LEX2( IJ). G'[ NOVFUl) GOTO  106
IF(LE	 ( IK). GT^ NOVFLO), GD TO 106
.
C
IF(LEX4(1M)-GT.NOVFL8) ^GO TO 106
.	
105 CONTINUF
GO TO 108
106 IEV=-5010 ^
~ RETURN ]ERR1
C
i	 !	 C THE LAST MM ROWS ARE COMPUTED SEPARATELY.	 `
C
C DO LOOP TO GO THROUGH THE MMROW^' 	 -` |	 108 DO 140 LR=1, MM
'
ISR=IPT(LR+1)
 `C
DO LOOP TOGO THROUGH EACH 
	
MM TIMES
'
DO 142 IRW=1,MM `	 ^	 ~
I=IDATA( IRW`'	 ~^ISR)	 1
`	 ^ ~^~'
`
'
-
op ^cK 1^ QuALM
-
l67`'
.DO LOOP TO WORK DOWN A ROW, COMPUTING
THE 0-DEGREE NEIGHBOUR ONLY
^
C
 C
^	 C
'	 C
DO 144 N=IRW.NUMPMM,MM
.	 NMM=N+MM
^
	
	 J=IDATA(NMM,ISR)-LEAST1
C
-	 IJ=INDEX(I,J)
C
C|
._ C
/	 C
!	 LEX2(IJ)=LEX2(IJ)+l
^ C
 144 I=J
^	 142 CONTINUE
C
^	 140 CONTINUE
C
DOUBLE THE DIAGONAL TO MAKE EVERYTHING	 -^- C
^ C	 COME OUT RIGHT_--_ --	
-_
C
^ -
	 NO8L=I MAX -IM IN+1	 -
'.	 DO 12 I=1,NO8L
 ' 	 |
^	 C	 ]
^ -	 II=INOEX(I,I)	
^C
	
	
:LEX1(II)=LEX1(II)*2
'	 ^
^ -
	 L]EX2(II)=LEX2(II)*2
i	 !	 LEX3(II)=LEX3(II)*2	 |
12 LEX4<II)=LEX4(II)*2
^	 CALL CLOSE(IDATI)
'	 CALL KDPOP
RETURN
ERROR
9999	 CALL CLOSE(IDATI)	 .	 `
^RETURN IERR1
'
|END
~
'
`	 ~
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`
LL	 ^^ ^ `^ ^	 ^	 ` 	 "' ^	 ^= ':2^ ^ ' ^ '^ ^	 ^^^	 ^	 ^^ ^ `
COUNT HORIZONTALLY ADJACENT (0-DEGREE)
NEIGHBOUR
{rCTi,
t-RINC:1
C
F—i._I—N—C—:L
t"
tM PROGRAM SUBROUTINE FI.1h.IC I
t=:
t-
TTTI_.F
PRC14IJAMMER k:- :I hit. H	 OCTOBER	 1972 	 r
C UPDATE ROBERT M HARAL I tr K
	 FECRUAR`Y' 1974 
C: GE MONAGHAN	 AUGUST =,
	 1974 
CHIN—HUANG t_:HEN
	 FEBRUARY 22,	 1975 
Eu-u-:i_ MEN-• A. =; I NGH
C:
t-
TA'CTt:th1
t': t.:0I'llPIJTER ANY
C REQUI R EDf1.
t.
C PROGRAM FORTRAN IV
C: LANGUAGE
i,
C: PURPOSE 1='i:.Ih.IC I COMPUTES THE SUM PROBABILITY FEATURE OF THE
	 -
t^:
t-:
IMAGE,
r: METHOD FL.ENC I. FIRST  COMPUTES THE TOTAL h•It_tMBER OF PAIRS FOR
C EACH DIRECTION.R :T IO 	 "THEN P (I , ,_I)
	
FOR THE K LEX ARRAY
	
I:=:
t,_ P (T., J)	 = i._.E :f K (I J) I (TO T'AL. NUMBER OF PAI RSIZ  FOR THE K
C LEX	 ARRAY) .	 I J =	 I NDEX (I , J) .	 -
i1-ALLING CALL	 FUN :1. ( LEX I , LE:X e, LL- X3, L...EX 4, FFJI` ,1C:, h.IBUBL )
I'_
C:
SEQUENCE —
t_: ARGUMENTS LEXI,	 LEX 2.	 L EX:3 AND LEX4 ARE THE FOUR TRIANGULAR
t: GRAY  Tt-tNE MATRICES.
C FLthaC	 THIS IS: A TWO DIMENSIONAL     ARRAY WHERE THE
t RESULTS OF SUBROU TINE FUN CII ARE STORED, 
THESE ARE STORED IN TRIANGULAR FORM LIKE
C THE LEX ARRAYS.	 THE ..F_CCtND SUBSCRIPT
t`: CORRESPONDS TO THE DIRECTION    (K=1)2::=; OR 4
C IS ': 0 , 0, 1 :, 5 OR 45 DEGREES RESPECTIVELY),	 _.
I-_,. WHILE	 THE	 FIR.:;'T
	
'.,I,LC._CRIPT,	 IJ=INDEX(I, J),
t': IS THE LOCATION OF THE GRAY TONE PAIR (1,J)
AS IN THE LEX ARRAYS.
111_,1, tBL
	
_SIZE OF A LEX	 ARRA Y
d c: NBt-t1M I:_=•P.IOt_ L_.* (N1OBL_ t-1) /2 
PARAMETERS - haOBL	 NUMBER OF GRAY TON E'.3
c: AI,,ID ARRAYS R 1, R2 R3, R4 ARE THE REC I PR I CAL. OF	 THE TOTAL NUMBER
t	 , OF GRAY TONE PAIRS FOR EACH OF THE FOUR
i DIRECTIONS.
C INPUT AND NONE
c IDUTPUT
C: RETURNS NO ERROR RETURN:_;
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1c	 SU BPROGRAMS  INDEX
c	 REFAII I RED
C	 i=:ALLED BY
	
TXTMN
i
SUBROUTINE  FI INC i ( LEX 1, LEX'.: , LEX3, LEX 4, FUNC, Nl-'-UBL, NOBL )
DOUBLE INTEGER FUN C, LEX1, LEX:•:, LEX:=,, LEX4
C
DIMENSION LF_X1(1),LEX2(1),LEY,3(i),LEX4(1),FIJNC(1,4)
C
FUN _ (NBIJC.L, 4)	 --
c:
C
^-:	 NOW COMPUTE FIINi
C
i :
	 TO DETERMINE THE TOTAL NUMBER  i F PAIRS IN A GIVEN DIRECTIONI`
R 1. =0,
R2=0.
R3=0.
R4=(--).
DO5 I=1, NOBL
DO 5 , J=1, NOBL
IJ=INDEX ( I, J)
TEMF'=LEX 1 ( I, J)
R1=Ri+TEMP	 -
TEMF'=LEX'; (I,J)
F:2=R2+TEMF'
TE' P=LEX3( IJ)
F . , =R3+TEMF' i
TEMF'=LEX4( I,J)
R4=R4+TF_MF'5
	 CONTINUE
iw:
iM:	 Ti J COMPUTE AVERAGE
I;
AV131=0.
AVC-32=o.
u	 AVi33=0. 	{
AVi 4=0.
DO I-, I=1, NOBL
DO 6 .J=1, NOBL
TEP'IP=LEX 1 ( 1, J )
AVG I=AVM ^ 1 +TEMF'#TEIIP
TEMF'=LEX2( 1,J)
AV0 AV6'.:_+TEMP TEMF'
TEMF'=L-EX:=( I,J)
AV1 3=AVG3+TErIF'#TEMF'
170
IT F MP r: l .1- X •'I ( I I)
AVO4-1't 4yll I'i-TEr` ► F* f°.MP
6	 CONTINUE
AV0 _ AV02/R2
AV..;::. -AVID;:	 R::•
h
Ir
00 7 I=1, NOBL..
I,_ ►
-INDEX { I, J)
I_
TEJ4P L.EXI{T,_I}
F I IP.p-: { I J, l) = ( TEMP—AVI l) * 1. c°,00. i R l
TEEM LEX TJ)
F ► P C(I ► , 2) = ( TEMP—AV02) * l I_;0 0, :i Rte::
TEMP LEX = ? I,_ ► )
FI_INC( t,_ ► , 3) =('TEMP—AVG3) *1 c:l: 0. /R3
TEMP=LEX4t T_► )
F ► II' C C I J, 4) = ( TEMP --HVG4) * 1 C:00. F R4
7	 CONTI NUE
1-
RETURN
END
j	
^	
i
.^Q
BFI fr.p_:°
C:
F-i_I-N-C-2
_	
C:
is PROGRAM SUBROUTINE FI, INC2
C: TITLE 
i.: PRO RAMMER A. t:_; i Ni H	 OCTOBER	 1,:'1'72
C: UPDATE ROBERT IyI HARALIC:I:	 FEBR UARY 1974
C: CIE MOI ,,lAGHAI*I	 OCTOBER	 1974	 -
:=: C:H I N-HUANi7 C:HEN	 FEBRUARY 22,	 1975
F:
c DO UMEN- A. =; I N 	H	 -
i_: TAT I ON
C: COMPUTER ANY
C: REi!I_!IR:EL:
C
_	 C: PROs R(^4lV l FORTRAN IV
C LANGUAGE
_	 C: PURPOSE FIJNC_:' _ COMPUTE'_ THE GRADIENT ENTROPY FEATURE OF THE 	 --	 I
C IMAGE.
C
METHOD FI_INi :w FIRST F-F.iMPUTES THE TOTAL NJMr:ER: OF PAIRS FOR
C.AC:H DIRECTION.	 THE GRADIENT ENTROPY COMPONENT I:=;
C: ALC G (1. +AC S (I --.J)) * ALOia (F' (I , J)) , WHERE THE PROBABILITY
0 I:-=,. P( I, J)
	
= I_.EXK*, (I,J) ,r ( TOTAL NUMBER i ^F PAIRS FOR THE 	 `-
C t.::	 LEX	 ARRAY) .
	
I,J
	 =	 INDEX (I, J) .
C
C CALLING CALL FUNC 2 ( LEX 1, LEX2, LEX:=„ LEM FL INC:, NL- UBL )
i	 s
C:
:_;Ei-!I_IENlF_ E
ARGUMENTS, LEX1,	 LEX'. ,	 1--I-X:I: AND L.EX4 ARE THE FOUR TRIANGULAR	 I
C: CRAY TONE MATRICES,
i: FUN=:	 TH I	 IS A TWO D I MEN:=; I ONAL ARRAY WHERE THE
RESULTS OF SUBROUT INE FI INS_:2 ARE STORED,
	
-	 J
it THESE ARE STORED IN TRIANGULAR FORM L I k E
THE LEX ARRAYS.
	
THE SECOND SUBS_,CRIFT
i OR,R k JPONDS TCi THE DIRECTION ( K=1,2,3 O R 4	 -
i: I,=,	 >, 0, 135  OR 45 DEGREE:_ 	 RESPECTIVELY),
c: WHILE THE FIRST SUBSCRIPT,
	
I,J=INDEX(I, J),
i=: I'=_; THE LOCATION OF THE GRAY TONE PAIR
	
(I , ,J )
AS IICJ THE LEX ARRAYS.	 j
NBUIR:L	 =; I :? E OF A LEX ARRAY
C:
C
I\IF:LIC;L=NOBL*,(NOBL+1 )/2
C: PARAMETERS NO BL	 NUMBER. OF GRAY l ONE:;
C AND ARRAY'S R1, R'.:_', R3= R4 ARE THE REC:,I'PRIh:AL OF THE TOTAL NUMBER
	 -
i-: OF GRAY TONE PAIRS FOR EACH OF THE FOUR
L: DI RECT IONS.
J1 RL1: `, :I;, 4	 ARE THE PROBABILITIES F(I, J), 	 FOR THE
L": FOUR D I REI T I ON:c;, , FOR :TRAY TUNE I TO OCCUR
NEXT TO GRAY Ti=:NE ,_I I N A PARTICULAR
i=:
C:
DIREC:TICiN.`
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Vii.
INPUT AND
OUTPUT
RETURNS
AUMPRUGRAMS
REQUIRED
CALLED BY
SUBROUTINE FUNC2(LEX1'LEX2,LEX3,LEX4
DOUBLE INTEGER FUNC,LEX1'LEX2,LEX3,L
DIMENSION LEX1(1),LEX2(1),LEX3(1),LE
FUNC(NBU8L,4)
NU ERROR RETURNS
lNDEX
TXTMN
_
'
NOW COMPUTE FUNC
`
T0 DETERMINE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PAIRS IN A GIVENDTpFCTlON --
^
|
	
	
|^4=0 	 ^	 ,^
C
!	 DO 5 I=1,NO8L
DO 5 1=1,NO8L
IJ=INDEX(I,&
TEMP=LEX1(IJ)
,	 R1=P1+TEMP
^	 TEMP=LEX2(IJ)
'	 Fl2=R2+TEMP	 .
^	 TEMP-LEX3(IJ)
'	 R3=R3+TEMP
TEMP=LEX4(I`.}
R4=R4+TErP
5 CONTINUE
^
TO GET R1,R2,R3,R4 TO SAVE DIVISION.''!	 '	 '
Rl=1./R1
RZ=1 FR2
^ 	 ^ 
^	 R3=1
`	 R4=1 /R4
(
173^'^^^^^^^^'^^^^.^^^^^	
-
TO COMPUTE ANGULAR MOMENTUM COMPONENT
c
_	 Li+_+	 :1	 I=1, NOB-L
DO .,.. J =I, NOBL
IJ=INDF_X(I, J)
TEMP=LEX i (I,J)
RLI=TEMP*Ri
TEMP=LEX2 (I , J )
RL ':=TEMP*R2 —
TEMP= LEX:=; (I .J)
RI__:I,-TEMF'*R.3
TEMP=LEX4 (I.J )
RL4=TEMP*R4
FI_INC ( 1J, 1 ) =ALOG ( 1. +AB.c-; ( FLOAT ( I— _I) ) ) *ALCiG t 1. E-9+RL1) *200.
FUN : { I J, 2) =AL=n ( 1. +ABS (FLC+AT ( I —,J) ) ) *AL=+i_ ( 1. E—'=l+RL',') *20'" .
FU NC ( I .J, 3) =AL G ( 1. +ABS (FLOAT ( I — ,_I) ) ) *AL G ( 1. E-9+RL =t) *200.
FI_iNC-, ( I , J, 4) =ALOn ( 1. +ABS ( FLOAT ( I-,J) ) ) *ALOn^ t 1, E-9+RL4) *200.
+^
2 CONT I NNE
t_
^.
RETURN -,
END
i
T—
^.
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j	 ^	 rj
is
PPI lf; Po141 r1 11:'R' I " U T I N F	 FUNC -,
is
1^
T ITLE
FN R &RmMMER A. S I h• GH
	
OCTOBERR 1972
17 U EIA TE ROBERT M HARAL I C K	 FEBRUARY 1974	 3
I: GE MONAGHAN 
	 1=CTOBER 1974
1^.
C:H I I\.I — HI.IAI\II=;	 I. HEN	 FEBRUARY 	 :_'2,	 1975
DI'It::1.1MEN— A. SIN H
h: TAT I'I:fl'.E
L r'•Ia1hiPUTER ANY
0 R:EI` U I R ED {
C'
I`: FF.ID17Rr=M FORTRAN I ll
h
I':
L.ANJGUA13F
C: F'i_ RPl:lSE FI_ NC _: COMPUTES  THE ENTROPY FEATURE OF THE IMAGE.ti
I_
r	 r::: METHOD FIJNC3 FIRST COMPUTES THE TOTAL ha I_1MBER: OF PAIRS FOR 
EACH DIRECTI ON. 
	 THE ENTROPY C:OP'I'='ONE NT IS THEM
C : — F'( I, ,J)*ALOG(P(I, ,_I) ),	 WHERE THE PROBABILITY F'( I, J)
1, IS	 P( I., J)	 = LFXK(Ij")!'(TOTAL rtllJMBE.R OF PAIRS FOR
t
I`
THE L;:	 LEY	 ARRAY).	 I,_I	 =	 I INDEX ( I, J)	 —
I,:AL.I	 INO FUNC3(LEX1, L:EX2, LF_XT, LEX4, FUNC, r,II:.I_IE,L)
r.: r.,-,IIENCE -
AR I, l-IMEN T' , LEX I,	 L_EX ,	 L_E:,t 3 AND LEX4 ARE THE FOUR  TRIANGULAR 
GRAY TONE MATRICES,
C FUNC	 THIS IS  A TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY WHERE THE
c: RESULTS OF 'mUTROUTINE FI_Ibal. 3 ARE STORED. 
THESE ARE STORED IN TRIANGULAR FORM LIKE
THE L.EX ARRAYS.
	
THE SECOND SUBSCRIPT
i, CORRESPONDS TO THE DIRECTION 	 (K=1,. ',:_I OR 4
1- IS 30,0,135 OR 45 DEGREES RESPECTIVELY), 	 i
r: WHILE THE FIRST '..L,IG:=CRIPT, 	 I.I—INDEX { I„J),
h: IS THE LOCATION OF THE GRAY TONE FAIR (I, ,J )
c
AS IN THE LEX ARRAYS.
NT".UBL.	 SIZE  OF H L,EX ARRAY
:.:	 1: PAR:I"ME"E"i*:RS NI.:IBL	 NUMBER  OF GRAY TONES
C AND ARRAYS Rl, R..., R3, R4 ARE THE RE C IPRIt_AL	 THE TOTAL NUMBER
I, OF GRAY TONE PAIRS FOR EACH OF THE FOUR
	
w.
`	 h
'
DIRECTIONSIV
RL1:,2
	
..t:4	 ARE THE PROBABILITIES P(I,	 ) :x	 FOR THE 
FOUR DIRECTIONS, 	 FOR GRAY TONE I TO OC CUR
4	 C; NEXT% TO GRAY TONE J IN A PARTICULAR
i — DIRErTIM
C: INPUT AND NONE
ORIGINA,L PAGE I
OF POOR QI A L-F
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I	 {
l
I
C	 01 ITPI IT
c:
C	 RETURNS	 NO ERROR RETURNS
iw
i :	 SUBPR OGRAMS  INDEX
C	 REQUIRED
C	 CALLED BY	 TXTMN
r	 Y
h. SUBROUTINE FUNi 3(LF_'X1, LEX'2, LEX3, LEX4, FIINC, NGUBL, NOBL)
DOUBLE INTEGER F^ ANC, LEX 1, L.EX2, LEX3, LEX4
DIMENSION  LEX 1 (1) , LEX'2 (1) , L_EX 3 (1) , LEX 4 (1) , FI INS : (1, 4 )
FUNC (NB BL, 4 )
c
NOW COMPUTE FUNC
'T
I-
I::	 TO DETERMINE THE TOTAL NUMBER O F PAIRS IN A GIVEN DIRECTION
C
R1=0.
R2= ^^
R3=0. 
R4=0.
DO 5 I=1, NOBL
DO 5 ._I=1, NOBL
I.J=Ii' DEX ( I, .-► )
TEMP=LE X 1 (I _I )
RI=R1+TEMF-'
TEMP=LEX2 (I J )
` R2=R2+TEMP
TEMP=LEX 3 (I J )
R -,=R +TEMP
TEMP=LEX4(I_I)
R4=R4+TEMP
C,
5	 i--.'IiNTINI E
i.
c:
a
TO GE T
 R1,'Fi2, R3, R4 TO SAVE DIVISION::,
c
R l= i..iR1
R2=1. 1'R':'	 3
R4-1. /R4
is
C. Ti 	 COMPUTE ENTROPY COMPONENT:;,I»
DO 2 I = 1, NOBL
i	 — DO	 2 .I=I, Ni--ILL
I J=INDEX (I, J)
1
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I"EIylP	 L E_:X 1( I J )
RL t --	 TL MP RJ
ILL	 = 1 EMf *R2
T F M	 I r }; .	 i; ,.!
RL	 3	 ^	 1 FMP*	 .,, I
LFME-	 L:Lk4(I,_))
RL4 —
	
>"F.MP*R4
I	 (RL 1
	 LT, 0. t,00001)	 00 TO 81.
FI. [h.Ji': { I , I 1 1)	 =	 { —RL..MLi,'nA RL:I.M ;00.
FUNIt" ( 10, 2)
	
=	 ( —RL2*AL O G ( RL2) ) *200.
2	 I F r RL.... LT, i",), 000001)	 00	 TO
FIJNC { I ._I, ..,)
	 =	 (	 R L_3*AL_n (RL _.)) *'2'00.
33 INRL&LY0.000001)	 00 TO 2
FLING ( I,_,I, 4)
	 _	
(
	
RL 4*ALI_ G ( RL4) ) 'k 2(. 0,
CONTIN UE i
y	 ^
I RETURN a
iEND —	 ?
i
t
1
3
f
pl
POORF+'
up
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SUBROUTINE FUNI,­.4
ROBERT M HARALICK MAY 1973
ROBERT M HARALICK FEBRUARY 1^
GE MONAGHAN	 OCTOBER 19-,
CHIN—HUAN13 - ;HEN	 FEBRUARY 2,.,
ROBERT M HARALIO<
ANY
FORTRAN IV
FUNC4 COMPUTES THE GRADIENT FEATURE OF THE	 ~
IMAGE
FUNC4 FIRST COMPUTES THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PAIRS FOR
	
^^
EACH DIRECTION. THE GRADIENT COMPONENT IS
|S(I—J)/P(I,J) WHERE THE PROBABILITY P(I,J) IS
P(I,J) = LEXK(IJ)/(TOTAL NUMBER OF PAIRS FOR THE 	 --
K.LEX ARRAY). 	 IJ = INDEX(I,J).
CALL FUN04(LEX1,LEX2,LEX3,LEX4,FUNC/N8U8L)
`
|	 C ARGUMENTS LEX1/ LEX2/	 LEX3 AND LEX4 ARE THE FOUR TRIANGULAR 	 ^	 /
^	
C GRAY TONE MATRICES,
/	 C . FUNC THIS IS A TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY WHERE THE
-/	 C RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE FUNC4 ARE STORED.
C THESE ARE STORED IN TRIANGULAR FORM LIKE
!	 C^ THE LEX ARRAYS,THE SECOND SUBSCRIPT
^ C `	 ` CORRESPONDS TO THE DIRECTION ( 	 2,3 OR 4
^	 C `	 ' IS 90,0/135 OR 45 DEGREES RESPECTIVELY),
^	 C WHILE THE FIRST SUBSCRIPT, 	 IJ=INDEX(I,J),	 ^J'
IS THE LOCATION OF THE GRAY TONE PAIR (1, J)
C AS IN THE LEX ARRAYS.
C `	 ` N8U8L SIZE OF A LEX ARRAY
C
N8UEL=NO8L'w(NO8L+1)/2`
'
C PARAMETERS NO8L NUMBER OF GRAY TONES
[	 C AND ARRAYS R1,R2,`R3,R4 ARE THERECIPRICAL OF
	
THE TOTAL NUMBER
C OF GRAY TONEPAIR8 FOR EACH OF THE FOUR
11IRECTI8NS
C RL1,2,4 ARE THE PROBABILI
T
IES
'
	(I) J),	 FOR THE
C / `	 ` FOUR DIRECTIONS,	 FOR GRAY TONE I TO OCCUR
C ^ ''' NEXT TO GRAY TONE `L_IK1 A PARTICULAR
C
.
 DIRECTION.
-	
CFUNC4
^C
—^C
^C PROGRAM
^C TITLE
C PROGRAMMER
^C
_^ C
! C
UPDATE
^C
-^C DOCUMEN-
!C
^C
TATION
-^
	 C COMPDTER
! C
'
REQUIRED
C
C PROGRAM|^ C LANGUAGE
-
C
^ C
PURPOSE
C
C
^	 C
^C
i
METHOD
-; C
|	 C|C
^	
C CALLING
^	 C SEC-."UENCE
17 8 	
~
|	 ---	 '	 -- 	 ---'-	 ---
^
'
C	 INPUT AND
	 NONE
C	 OUTPUT
C
C	 RETURNS
	
NO ERROR RETURNS
C	
`
C	 SUBPROGRAMS INDEX
C	 REQUIRED
, C
C	 CALLED EY	 TXTMN
SUBROUTINE FUN04(LEX1,LEX2,LEX3,LEX4,FUNC,N8U8L,NO8L)
	
~	
.
DOUBLE INTEGER FUNC,LEX1,LEX2,LEX3,LEX4	 .
DIMENSION LEX1(1),LEX2(1),LEX3(1),LEX4(1),FUNC(1/4)
	
-
FUNC(N8U8L,4)
-	 "
`	 ^
AF=1./FL0A7(N8U8L)
	
C	 NOW COMPUTE FUNC
.	 `	 ^
'	 C
	
C	 TO DETERMINE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PAIRS IN A GIVEN DIRECTION
~	 R1=[\
R2=0	
'
|	 ^
R3=0.
R4=0
!	 DO 5 I=1,NO8L
^	 |	 DO 5 J=1,NOEL.
^ -
	 IJ=INDEX(I,J)
TEMP=LEX1(IJ)
R1=R1+TEMP
'	 TEMP=LEX2(IJ)
R2=R2+TEMP
^	 TEMP=LEX3(IJ)|	 .
	
`	 R3=R	 P!
	
	
"' '`-'' 
 TlEMP=LEX4(lJ)
R4=R4+TEMP
5 CONTINUE
C
! ` C '.
	
TO GET R1 ^ R2,R3,R4 TO SAVE DIVISIONS
 |	 C	 '	 ` 
^	 R1=l^/^1|	 `	 ^
~	 `	 R2=1-R2
'-
	
	 R3=1/R3
R4=1. /lR4
.0	 TO COMPUTE ANGULAR MOMENTUM COMPONENT	 ~
lD[) 2 I=1, NOE1-
'[o] 2 J =I, N[4BL
!^	 ' IJ= IND^X<I ' J) `	 ' ''	 ^ ^
,	
-
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^	 `^	 ^ ^	 ^` ^ ' '	 ~.^`	 ^ 
s	 i
TEMP=LEX 1 (I J )
TEMP=LEX 2 (I J )
FUNC: (I, I, i) - (ABS (FLOAT (I -J)) i (AF+TEMP#R 1)) *200.
TENIF'=LEX. (I,J)
	 j
FIJNC (I.J, 2) = (Al* S (FL OAT (I -J)) .r • (AF+TE.MP *R'2)) *'.x'00.
TEMP=LF_X4 (I J)	 -.
FUNC: (I J, ._,) = (ABS ( FLOAT (I -J)) i ( AF +•TEMP#R:3)) #. 't: 0.
FUNC: (I J, 4) = (ABS ( FLOAT (I -J)) .i (AF+TEMP*R4)) *20 .
2 CONTINUE
RE.TURI'•1	 §
END
i
1
r.
S
•	 f	
9
i_;
i
F'L..EX	 OUANTIZIMO FUNCTION 
c PROGRAM T I TLL	 FUhaC5
C VERSIC"N:	 A
G LATE::	 NOVEMBER 23,1973
):: AUTHOR:	 ROBERT 1•rl HARALIK:
C. I_IPDATF	 CHIN-HUAN	 I_ HEN	 2/22/75
c _Cii-CUMENT1^D BY:
	
ROBERT M HARALICk;.
i	 s IMPLEMENTED; 'ME  FDN :
	
PDP 1
i	 s LANGUAGE-,	 FORTRAN 
PURPOSE:
C: THIS SUBROUTINE PREPARES NORMALIZED LEX
C ARRAYS WHICH HAVE BEEN EQUAL., PROBABILITY QUANTIZED ACCORDING 
TO THEIR DIAGONAL ELEMENTS ' AND PUTS THE RESULTS IN FU NC ARRAY.
W.
c ENTRY POINT:	 FilluC5( LEX 1, LEX2, LEX T, L.EX4, F'L.INC, hlBUBL.)
c
C ARGUMENT LIST:_
r	 lµ,
LEX 1	 IS VERTICAL CO—OCCURENC E- MATRIX
i	 : X,	 fLEX:'_	 IS HORIZONTAL CO O C IRENCE ' MATRI
i_: LEX:';	 IS 135 DEGREE CO OCi=URENCE MATRIX
C: LEX 4•	 IS; 45 DEGREE C i i-i_U._ i.. URENCE MATRIX
C FLiNC	 IS THE NORMALIZED AND QUANTIZED
i CO--i. iCaCURENC:E MATRICES
iT:
IM. r.IBUBL	 IS THE SIZE OF THE LE:X ARRAYS
;_U BROU_ TI NE F ► INCS ( LEX 1, LE X2, LEX , LEX 4, FI_ ►NC, !`aBUBL, baOBL')
DOUBLE INTEGER FLll+ai^, LEX1, LEX	 , LEX, LEX4, F
i
DIMENSION	 LEXI(i.),LEX2(1),LEX (l),LEX4(1),FlJNC(1,4),F'(i.) 	 —	 3
DATA INTVD 3 4.t
CALL_	 AD,_J1 ( F, FUNC (l, 1.) )
CALL
	
LE,XI^a.:!I- ( L.EX 4, h...U BL., ,I' NTVD, F )
iD  	 I	 1, hfr;U;,L
12 FI_INC ( C , 4) -F t 'L
L:
CALL ' LEKEQ {LEX=:, h]i BL,;INTV0, F)
- DO 13 I=1. hdrUBL
!.	 1 FUN :-; T, 3) =FC .l'
_• -	 3
CALL I EXF-_i. P( L:EX'2, ht QBL, I NTVD, F )	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
14
DO	 14	 I	 I; i i> ,Lrr_L	 OF POOR QUALITY,
	
= r ;
FUNC ( G , 2) = F• ( I )
CALL. LE X EQ ' ( LEX 1, l`Ji._i1.:,L, I NT H, D, F )
RETURN 
DO	 15	 I=]., riL"-;I BL.
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C:LEXEQP L-E-X-E O-F'
iT EQUAL PROBABILITY QUANTIZE  THE DIAGONAL  OF THE LEX ARRAY
PROGRAM TITLE:
	 LEXEQP
C: VERSION:	 A
C LATE:	 NOVEMBER 23,127-3
C: AUTHOR:	 ROBERT, M HARAL I CK
C: UPDATE	 CHIN-HUANG C:HEN
	 2/22/75
c DOCUMENTED BY:	 ROBERT M HARAL I i:::F::
C: LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN IV
C;
F'I_IRPOSF_
c
THIS SUBROUTINE EQUAL PROBAB ILITY QUANTIZE'
C:
i'
THE LEX ARRAY ON THE BASIS OF THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS.
'-t	 C: ENTRY POI-NT:
	 LEXEOP ( LEX, NOBL, I NTVD, Ft_INC: )
C: ARGUMENT LIST:
C LEX	 IS THE LEX _ARRAY
C: Ni BL	 IS THE NUMBER OF BRIGHTNE._S -LEVEL=
C: I NTVD	 IS THE NUMBER ^^ F DESIRED QUANTIZED	 -
C LEVEL: ; 
FU NC	 IS THE NORMALIZED AND QUANTIZED LEX 	 I
C ARRAY.
is
wu S U BROUTI NE LEXE` P ( LEX,_ NOBL., I NTVD, F ZINC: )
DOUBLE	 INTEGER F I INC :, _LEX	 i
_.
^. DIMENSION LEX (1 ), FI INC:(1 )
COMMON	 /I O NSIZE, F(16), FLQ(16), MEX (1._,L), IT(17r_-.),
C:
%: PUT CUt"IULATIVE DISTRIBUTI ON OF	 —
C: DIAGONAL  ELEMENTS OF LEX ARRAY ` INTO F.
IF(INTVD. GT; 16)	 INTVD=16	 -
NS I Z E=1 .x`24
NB IC:L=NOBL* (NOBL:+1) "Z 	 '.
S=O
DO	 i	 I-1, NOC-,L.
II=INDEX(I,I)
TEMP'=LEX(II)
.	 1 ,-...,-+•TEMP{ _.
_
TEMP=LEX (a )
F(I)=TEMP*
..' DO 2 I -2, Ni BLS	
-
€
,_i =INDEX (I, I )
TEMP'=LEX'(. I )
2 F(I)=F(I-1)+TEMP*:=;
F
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1i
I
ROBL,=FLOAT (NOBL )
C
CALL E1-!PQNT (NI_ BL, I NTVD, F, FL+-!, ROBL, 0, 01) 
-
I=: CONSTRUCT THE 1-U JANT I Z ED LEX MATRIX
-
I_
t1 =1
[HMI 4 , I=I, INTVD 1
IF(,J	 E+,!.` 1 ),	 l;I,I
	 TO	 12
J1=FLO(Y_t-1)+1.
12 CONTINUE
2=FLIJ W)
Di J	 7	 K=1, , ,_t
^. IF ( F:.	 EQ. 1)	 CK,
	 TO	 13
Kl=FLI_!(K-1)+1.
1 3 C--ONT I1Vt_IE
k2=FLQ( K)
MM= INDEX (Y_i, K)i MEX (MM) .=h;
Do W
LL=I NDEX (, J J,
s MEX(MM)=MEX(MM)+LEX(LL)i I C) I=:ONT I NUE
7 C:CiNT I NUE
4 I a_INT I NUE
+- DEFINE THE QUANTIZING FUNCTION
J=1
_., [Ili 3 I -1, NOBL
I F ( FLOAT ( I) . L.E. FL. O W) ?
	 GO TO
41 I_•
GREY TONE I BELONGS T O THE NEXT QUANTIZINiJ
i_ _
I_:
INTERVAL. 
-t- J+1
C GREY TONE I BELONG :=-; TO THE .JTH QUANTIZING{
h:
1=
INTERVAL.{Y,
c IT(I)=,_t
CI_tNT I NUE
,{Y,
+'
TRANSFER IT	 TO	 F I INi :.
ri
I.
DO	 11	 I=1, NIB
II=IT(I)
-i DI i 11 ,J=1, NOBL 1
,J.J=IT(, J')
} I N=INDEX( I, ,J)
! MM= INDEX ( 11, , i,_t)
6
TEMP=MEX(MM)
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C;PLX IT P—L—X—I—T
C	 PROGRAM SUBROUTINE _PLX IT
0	 TITLE
C	 PROGRAMMER A.	 SINGH	 NOVEMBER &7'
C;	 MODIFIED 5/ 14/73 ROBERT M HARAL I C F-':
C: 7/10/731 ::,
2/2/74
C: 8/10/74 GE MONAGHAN
C: 10/10/74 RM HARAL I C:k:;
' iµ; 2/22/75	 CHIN—HUANG CrHEN
i s	 DQCUMEN- A.	 :_, I NGH
C:TATIC Nr
C 011PUTER PDP 15	
`
:	 REQUIRED
C	 PROGRAM FORTRAN IV
C	 LANGUAGE
C
PURPOSE -PLX IT COMPUTES THE JDATA IMACE 	 ^`
C
	
METHOD
;I
PLX I T COMPUTES, THE ._.IDATA IMAGE UTILISING THE RESULTSS
C OF FPLXIT AND FUNC:.
	 LET G(I, J) BE THE GRAY; LEVEL OF
iT THE .JTH RESOLUTION CELL IN THE ITH LINE OF THE
C: CONSIDEREDGEF:ECt IMAi ±E ( LCiATA) ,
	 AND LET V ( I , • i)	 BE THE ITH
—	 C: RESOLUTION CELL IN THE I TH- LINE itF THE _ DATA IMAGE. 	 -	 9
=: THEN --
i_.V	 iY.	
V ( I. ,J)	 = Fi_INC (G ( I, J+L ) , G	 I -L, , J+L) ,' G ( I —L, J), 	 ( I—L, _I-L),
C G
	 1, _(—L) , G	 I +L, ,J—L), G ( I +L, J) , 13 ( I +L, _l+L)
_. c: WHERE FUN	 I:_; A FUNCTION
	
('_:I JCH AS FUNC1,
	 Ff^ NC:'y ' OR
FUNi_3) PROVIDED BY THE USER.
. C: ' L	 =	 1, 2, =,..., ,	 IS	 THE
C, SEPARATION BETWEEN CELLS.
	
L= i ,
	
MEANS: NEAREST
NEIGHBOUR,	 L=2,	 MEAN:_; NEXT TO NEAREST NEIGHBOUR ETC:.
' i_
C:
PLX I T WORKS FOR ALL POSITIVE L.
C.
	
ENTRY POINT PLX I T (I DAT I , I DAT,J, I DATA, ,_IEiATA, I DENT, FUNC, I FT
C NBUBL, MMI, NXMIN, NXMAX, ,JDENT, IEV, IERRI )
` C:	 ARGUMENTS I DAT I	 DAT SLOT WHERE ORIGINAL IMAGE RESIDES
' C I DAT.. I	 DAT SLOT FOR _ DATA IMAGE
' C I DATA
	 SCRATCHTC:H ARRA`1 WHERE THE ORIGINAL IMAGE IS
	
Y
C: READ I N
C: .JDATA	 INTEGER ARRAY WHERE THE .JDATA IMAGE IS
C: GENERATED AND STORED BEFORE BEING WRITTEN
C ONTO THE TAPE	 (o;---.).
i_ IDENT
	 IDENTIFICATION ARRAY OF IDATA
C , DENT	 IDENTIFICATION  ARRAY OF _DATA
C: FUNC	 A TWO DIMENSION  ARRAY CONTAININ G THE
:
It/	 1
I-:
^,	 R ES1 .11 TS: 	I.-IF	 THE	 FY -TF R NAI._	 F'I iI .IC:T I I-IN	 PROGRAM.
IT: 'T`HEECl:lh 07^	 INDEX DETER M 1 h1F 	 "THE DIRECTION,
h: WH I I-F THE FIRST I_iPdE ;. 0RRE_,::;P :^ ND-C: TCi THE
C* ELEMENT IN THE ASSOCIATED  LEX ARRAY.
C: I PT	 ARRAY WHICH i :CiNTA I NS THE POINTERSFOR
THE IDATA AND THE JEIATA ARRAY._
=: h.IC,L_i) ,L	 '^; I m
	 OF	 A	 LEX	 ARRAY
1qC;L IL`-.;L-h,IOBI-* ( NhIG:L "+1) /*2,
	 WHERE	 NOBL	 L:=	 THE
NUME-:F_.R OF GRAY TONES.
	
Y
I_: IhM 1
	 SPATIAL DISTANCE +  1
NXM1N	 MINIMU M ,_ICIATA VALUE
NXIvIAY	 MAXIMUM ,..IDATA VALUE
I EV	 I NTEI ;ER EVENT VARIABLE
I=: I E'J--501 1	 IF NIJMPPL OR NUML I N I S LESS THAN
I
TW I C;E	 MI'l.
c
4PARAMETERS	 NI"tly!I_ I N	 NUII ER OF L INE.":	 IN THE IMAGE 	 3
C: NUMPPL
	
1,,II.IIYIL:ER OF POINTS, PER LINE IN 'THE INPUT IMAGE
c AND ARRAYS	 j
Iw. I III AX	 LARGEST GRAY T ONE, i N INPUT FILE
IM I N	 LEAST GRAY TONE ON INPUT FILE 	 --
^M: I-EAST	 = 11`1 I N- • 1,	 LEAST 1	 IS I J.=;ED FOR NCIRMAL I Z I Nlw
r	
^Y:
THE GRAY TONES.	 i
NOBI-	 NUMBER OF GRAY TONES
NORL=I MAX -IIvIIN+1
L:
L:
i'
R;E'T ►_IRN'^:	 Nh► 	 ERROR	 R.,ETIJRN:w,
^.. SUBPR.I,JI.,RAK.3	 INDE X
C RFI-!IJIR'Er-I
I..
,-: CALLED _ h:Y	 Tx TrIl,l
C: I :0141Mr iii 1 - ,	 PL:X I "(' WORK'-E :	 FOR ALL SPATIAL DISTANCES,
	 I T	 DI-JE':-:;
C: THIS BY HAVIN:l Mil + 1 LINES OF I'DATA IN THE CORE,
WHERE h'IM IS THE SPATIAL DISTANCE PARAMETER.
w,IJ(,R:I_IIJ i' I NE PLX I T ( I DAT I , I DAT,-I, I DATA, ,JDATA, I DENT, FU NC.- I PT, NB BL, MM 1,
C`
1.	 IMO NCI, NXMIN, h XIlAX JDENT, IARRAY,-IEV, IERR1)
Ln`II,IC_-:LE -INTEGER
	
FIJN
DIMEN^:21^1h.( 	 I DATA t 1, 1 ), ,JDATA( 1, 1 ); FUNC	 1, 1 ),> 1 Pf 1 ), I DENT t2(-^)
I-. DIPIENSION _iDENT(;20) , IARRf-'M 1, 1, 1) 
C
I:
I DATA ( NUMPPI_, 111111.) , _,JDATA t IUMPPL, MM 1)	 FIJI'dl-: ( I\IE;I.JE;L, 4) , I PT ( MM l )
h
STAI_1' SUBROUTINE NAME '`I N ERROR _ STACK
CALL.	 I::DFIJ. Ht •'PLX IT', 	: )
f	 ;	 ,wI-: SET PARAMETER: ;	 ^ pAGE C
god Qk
.^,
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}N IMPPL=I DENT (6 )
NUML.. I N= I DENT 7)
IMTN=I DEN I( 15) TM
I MAX =I DENT( 16.) i
LEAST1-IMIN--i:
N BL=IMA`r;-LEAST1
C
NBUBL.=N BL* (N BL+1 ) /2
NXMIN= 13100 ,
NXMAX=-1 _ i 0t (-,
L: CHECK IF SIZE OF IMAGE IS TOO `MALL,
RELATIVE TO THE 'SPATIAL DISTANCE 
C
I=:
PARAMETER,
I
("111= h11"11-1
C
IF ( NUMPPL... LT. MM 2. OR. N 1MLI N, LT. MM'S)	 (30 TOi	 r ' ):Ys,
^-C
h: ZERO OUT THE ,_IDATA ARRAY	 x
NUMPMM=NUMFPL—MM
NUMLMM=NUMI_ I N—MM
DO 100 I=1, P.IUMPPL
I Di^  100 J=I, MMa
._	 C
100 _IDATA ( I, J) =
C
i:— READ IN THE FIRST MM1 LINES OF THE -IMAGE
_.C AND` SET UP POINTER;=.'
Di^ 	 11t.)	 I•Y=1, MM1
L
IPT(IY)-IY I
i`<';ALL RREAD (I DAT I , I ARRAY, I Mt Ni=l, I Y	 1) I EIENT, I Ell, ERR 1)
DO	 III	 LY=i', N I I IPPL_ a
111 _	 IDATA(LY, IY)=IARRAY(1, 1, LY)
C
110 CONTINUE
v	 i^: SETTING UP POINTERS FOR THE FIRST AND
I:; LAST ROWS " OF THE IMAGE  ARRAY;
C
IST=.IPT(_1 )
LST= I PT (MM 1 )
-
..	
i;,'
C- 131--1 THROUGH ALL. BUT MM ROWS OF IMAGE
is
I
'
NEXT=MM1+i
i_:
DO	 1. 05 LC—,-NT	 1, NUML. IN
iM: 130 THR !L!, 'H EAC*H ROW MM TIMES.	 THE FIRST
t^ 1.88
SFT OF MM i-_:t_iLUMNS ARE HANDLED SEPARATELY
DO 120 IRW=1, MM
IRM=IRW+M11 
SET I,
	 L,	 J ANDi K EQUAL TO THE
F	 C ( NORMALISED) VALUE: OF BRAY TONES OF
i RESOLUTION ,CELLS IN POS ITIONS A,	 B,	 C.
i
C
AND D AS IN THE DIAGRAM  --
A ,_
C B	 Li
i-: WHERE 'A INITIALLY  I S THE UPPER LEFT
i	 c: CORNER CELL.
	 THE CELLS ARE A DISTANCE 
C
{	 i -:
MM APART.
I I=IDA'TA( IRW, IST)—LEAST1 y
L= I DATA (IRW, LST) — LEAST 1
k = I DATA V I RM, LST) —LEAST 1
C
J=I DATA (.L' RM, I ST') — LEAST 1
-; PUT THE TWO DIMENSIONAL  INFORMATION 
INTO  ONE DIMENSIONAL  FORM.
	 THE FUNCT ION
NEEDED TO CONVERT A DOUBLE S IC._i_F'IPTED
f	 is ARRAY, ` Ih'M!X, Y),	 INTO A SINGLE
^. i IB i •R I F'TED ARRAY,
	 I MM (Z) ,	 IS OF THE
c FORM G f X)	 + F(Y), 
	
WHERE. I & X)
	 =	 (X- 1) *X i .Z
AND F (Y) = Y.	 THEREFORE
Z	 =	 (X-1. ) *X.r'2.
TH IN IS j_IONE IN THE PROGRAM BY THE
C EXTERNAL_ FUNCTION INDEX (X, Y)__
j	 C. SINCE
 THE ORDER OF OCCURRENCE OF THE
k	 i : GRAY TONES BELONGING T O A RESOLUTION
CELL PAIR IS IMMATERIAL, 
	
THE ARRAYS ARE
c SYMMETRIC.	 WE LET THE LARGER OF THE TWO
C HAVE THE FIRST  :_,U CRIPT,	 I . E. ,	 THE ARRAY
1	 i_. IS 'STORED IN LOWER TRIANGULAR FORM.	 THE 
ORDER OF THE SUBSCRIPTING IS AS FOLLOWS —
i.: IMM(1, 1)
	 =	 IMM(1),
C IMM('a_', 1) -=
	
IMNI( ')',i IMM(2,' ) = IMMM,
C: TMM(3, 1)	 =	 IMM(4)
i
C
i	 • I MM (N BL, NOP-L)
	 =	 I MM (NCa_ BL )
i- I
THE SCANNING PROC EDU RE,
	 THAT ` I , THE
YWIETi
,c., rn iii LY WHICH THE PAIRWISE COMPARISO NS
'	 ^C: ^''	 ^y^ ARE MADE,	 is DESCRIBED BELOW FOR THE
i- GENERAL CAS E.
C CONSIDER A RESOLUTION CELL WITH SPATIAL
189
f
f=: COORD INATES (M, N) ,
	 AND CALL THIS CELL
	
I .
THE SCANNING OPERATION BEGINS IN THE
f	 ' UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER OF THE I MAOE ANCf
C IT THEN PROCEEDS BY COMPAR ING THE GRAY
I-,. TONE OF & I N WITH AT MOST FOUR GRAY TONES
C OF ITS NE IGHBOURING RESOLUTI ON CELLS.
THAT &I N NEVER NEEDS TO CONSIDER MORE
THAN FOUR NEIGHBOURS CAN BE SEEN FROM
THE D IAGRAM  OF THE SEARCH PATTERN SHOWN
C. BELOW
f..
M L k:
ON A GIVEN ITERATION,	 &I & WILL LOOK FIRST
AT ITS VERTIC AL NEIGHBOUR (&L&) , 	 NEXT
f	 : AT ITS HOR IZONTAL NEIGHBOU R (&J&) ,	 THIRD
C AT ITS  LOWER RIGHT NEIGHBOUR (°rK&) AND
C FOURTH AT - ITS LOWER LEFT DIAGONAL 
C NEIGHBOURUR (&M&) .	 &I& THEN MOVES INTO
THE POSITION OF TH E LEFT-MOST RESOLUTION
^f	 : CELL OF THE PREVIOUSLY SCANNED SECO ND 	 3
f=: ROW ( THE POSITION  O CIPIED  BY &M&) .
-	 C THE OPERATI ON 
 IS REPEATED UNTIL ALL
NEIGHBOURING PA I RS OF RESOLUTION CELLS
HAVE BEEN EXAMINED. 	 THE PROCEDURE I:=,
►_: FURTHER REPEATED FOR 	 :ELLS '._KIPPED OVER
fw IF THE SPATIAL DISTANCE  I S GREATER THAN
C
C
ONE,
	 TILL ALL CELLS HAVE BEEN EXHAUSTED.
IL=INUEX(I,L)
=: ADD FUNC (I L,,1) TO CENTER CELL AND90-DE GREE NEIGHBOUR
.JDATA (I RW, I ST) = J DATA (I RW, I ST)
	
+ F JNC (I L, 1 )
JDATA (.T. RW, ST) =- _ DATA (I RW, L:,T)
	 + FUNC (I L, 1 )
iC
I, = INDEX { I, _11fT;
ADD FUNC(I ,J, 2) TO CENTER CELL AND
F.f,. t_;-DEGREE NEIGHBOUR	
T
JDATA (IRW, I ST) = ,,JDATA (I RW, I ;=T)	 +	 FUNf_: (I . I, .2 )
JDATA (I RM, QT) =' ,JDATA (I RM, I $T)	 + FI ANC (I J, '2) 	 w
f:''
Ik',=I1\1DEX( I, F )
C
ADD F! J N C (I t'.., .yf)	 TO CENTER CELL AND 
.135-DEGREE NEIGHBOUR
JDATA (I RW, I ST) = - JDATA (I RW, I ST)	 + FUN C (I0 `i i
JDATA (I RM, LST-) = JDATA (I RM, LST) + 'FUNC (I Q 3 )
190
ir,II-IFW
17:
+- NOW ITERATE DOWN THE R W
1;+0	 120	 I'..L=IRM, NL IMPMM, Mil
NMM=ICI+Mh'I
+il=h•I
I •-.,.1
,_f- I L(ATA (NMM, I ST) •-LEAST 1
C:
K= I DATA (h.IMM, LST) -L.EA`.= T 1 1
II_.=Ili DEY. (I, L)
+T ADD ' EI NC: (I L, 1)	 TO CENTER ]:ELL AND
i., 90-DEGREE NEIGHBOUR
J
+`• JDATA (	 W I :I T) = JC+ATA ( W I :3T)	 + FI, NC (I L, 1 )
Jr1ATr +	 N, L-!=.*,-[') = , DATA ( N, L: ,'T") 	 +	 Ft_INC (IL, 1
IJ= T mT_ y X (I , J )
c
ir: ADD F+._INC (I J, 2)	 TO CENTER CELL AND
O-DEGREE NEIGHBOUR J
..DATA(	 MIST) = JDATA ( W	 Iiv y. )	 +	 (' 1.1h•11;. (IJ, 2)
C	 1;:
,JDATA'(NMM, I.ST) =	 ,. DATA (NMM, I ST)	 +	 FIJI' C (I J, '2 )
Ik;= INDEX (I, K )
{ C. ADD Fl iN	 (I f ., : )	 TO CENTER CELL AND
i• : 135-DEGREE NEIGHBOUR
JDA,TA (
	
MIST) = ,JDATA ( W I ;T)	 +	 Fi lNt_ (IK,	 , )
} .JD	 I A (NMM. L. ,T) - JCIATA (NMM. L	 ')	 + FUNC (I F , 3 )
IM=INDEX(I, M)
1^: ACID F I NC" (I M, 4) 	 TO CENTER CELL AND
C 45-DEGREE NEIGHBOUR
_ ., D ETA (	 MIST) =	 ,JC+A'f'A ,: Id, I	 T)	 +	 FUNC (I M, 4)
,JDATA (NNM, LST) = , DATA (NNM, L <,T) + FUNC (I M, 4 )
130 CONTINUE 1
C: COMPUTE THE LAST SET OF MM COLUMNS
SEPARATELY
I- J
f
ter— 191
L=_F;;
IL=IINIDEX ( I) L)
I:
ADD FONT : (I L, 1) TO CENTER CELL AND
C	 90-DEGREE  NE:IGHB  R	 ..
I_'
,. I CIATA (N IM, I =,T) = , DATA (N I M, I :3T) + Ft iNC (I L, i )
,JCIATA (N I M, LST) = JGATA (N I M, LST) + FUNC (I L, i )
IM=INLIEX (I, M)
C:	 ACLU FUNC: (I M, 4) TO CENTER CELL AND
C,
	
45-DEGREE NEIGHBOUR  
C
JDATA(NIM, ITT) = JDATA(NIM, IST) + FLINC:(IM, 4)
_ICIA`C'A( NI, LST)	 _ICIATA( NI LST) + FI_INC(IM, 4)
120 CONTINUE
C:
'_.	 TO WRITE OUT THE COMPLETED LINE ^^ F THE
I^	 ._IDATA IMAGE
C	 t
DO 699 _I-1, MM	 --
I XM=NI JMPF'L-.J+1
JLIATA (.J, I ST) = (JDATA (J, I'._;T) *8) i`
,JLIATA(,IXM, IST)=(JDATA(IXM, IST)*S) 5
699  C ONTINUE
I F (QCNT.. NE .. 1) i 0 TO 695
DO 694 J= I, NI IMF'F'L
IAF RAY('1, 1,,,I)=( JDATA(,J)'IST)#c)!' t`
I.	 694 CONT INUE
GO TO 798
6,95	 i ONT 1 NJE
	 ILII`) 797 J= 1, N iMF'F'L
IARRAY(I, 1, J)= ,JLIATA (J, IST)
797 C ONT I N JF
C	 1
798 CONTI NUE 
s
L I'NE=LCNT-MM 1
_ CALL RWR I TE (I DAT,J, I ARRAY, 1, LINE, 1, . JLIF_'NT, I EV, ERR 1 )
DO 700 IXM=1., NUMPMM
IF(JDATA(IXM, I:=T). LT. NXMIN) NXMIN=JDATA(I:XM, I _,T)
IF(,_IGATA(IXM, IST). GT. NXMAX) NXMAX=;JDATA(I-XM, IST)
700 C ONT I NUE 
SHIFT THE POINTERS FOR THE TWOJ ARRAYS.
C:
	 THIS IS DONE BY A CYCLIC ROTATION.
C:	 THE POINTER ARRAY I F'T IS SUCH THAT AT ANY
I;:	 TIME THE I TH LOCATION OF I F'T CONTAINS
C	 THE POINTER TO THE I TH POSITIO N   OF THE
19
2
r,
a
LIf'`•IE.	 IN	 IDATA OR .JDATA ARRAY.	 FOR
EXAMPLE,	 I F I F T ( 2) =4 THEN THE FOURTH L.I NE
OV THE PHYSICAL _DATA ARRAY IS ACTUALLY
i s	 THE SECOND ^ LINE,	 AT THAT MOMENT.	 1
3;
3
^-	
3IF(I..,CN •T	 EQ. Nl_Ih1LTN)	 is 0	 TO	 105
i.	 ROTATE IN A CYCLICC MANNEF:
ITEM	 . T F'T { 1
DO 125c T B= h MM 1
105 	 TPT(I8)=IPT4I1w+1)
i IF'T{MMl)=ITEMF`
r i :	 SET UP THE POINTERSI NTERS T O THE FIRST AND
r
IM 	 LAST ROWS OF THE TWO IMAGE ARRAY
i.
LST=I F'T ( MMI )
t`	 READ IN A NEW LINE INTO THE,'IDATA AFiRAY	 -
d	 QLL.. DREAD ( I DAT I, I ARRAY, I MOI' O, LCNT, 1,, IDENT, I EV, ERR 1 )
DO	 112 LY=I,NUMPPI.-
112	 IDATA{L`) LST)=IARRAY(1, 1,, LY)
t :	 ZERO OUT THE LAST LINE: OF THE JDATA ARRAY
- 00 	 145	 , I,..1=1, NL.IMPP),.-
is
1 45 °JDATA (J,J. LST) =(.)
F_
105 CONTINUE
t:	 THE LAST MM -ROWS ARE COMPUTED SEPARATELY 	 3
i	 DO LOOP TO GO THROUGH THE MM ROWS	 1
ILIP•.IE=L_INE
00 140 LR-1, Mh1
ISR= I PT ( LR+1	 ...
C.	 DO LOOP TO 01-i THROUGH EACH RijW Irlll TIME'S	 1
t DO 142 I RW=1, MM
€	
I=IDATA(IRW, ISR)—LFr-'ST1
}	 C.
€	
iR.	 I i-D LOOP TO WORK DOWN 0, ROW, 	 C OMPUT I Ni.3	 a
c:	 THE O—DEGREE NEIGHBOUR ONLY
C
DOO	 1.44 ` N=IRW, NIJlllPr'IM, Mll
I	
.f=ICiA"fA?hlhlM, 1JR)—LE.AST'1
r	 t°'
IJ=T14 DEX ( I, , J )
193	 Y
td
ADD FUNC(I,J, 2) TO (_:ENTER CELL AND
C O—DEGREE NEIGHBOUR+'
_
,JDATA (
	
N, I .= R)
	 = ,JDATA (	 N, I SR)	 + FUNC: (I J, 2 )
JDATA (NMM, I:=,R)	 = , (DATA (NMM, I SR)	 + FUNC: (I,J, 2 )
I,
144 I=,_I
142 CONTINUE
I.: WRITE OUT THE COMPLETED .JDATA LINE
i_
DO 698- ,J=1, MM
I X M= NUMF'F'L—.J+ I'
,_(DATA (-J, I=:R) := (. JDATA (J, 1,,'--.R) *8) /5
JDATA( IXM, ,I SR) =(.JDATA( IXV1, I SR) *8) 5
696
Iw:
CONTINUE
-
:
I F (L_R. NE. MM) 	 00 TO - 670
iii 	 6:/6	
_I=1, NUP'IF'F'L
I ARRAY ( 1, 1, J) = (,:.(DATA (•J, I'SR) *5) /3
_ 6r96 CONTINUE:. IYI I TO 89
1I:
670 C:1=INTINUE
~ DIWI	 9;	 J= 1 , NI IMPF'L
IARRAY( 1, 1, ,J)=JEIA .'CA(J, ISR)
8,97
_ c:
I_ ONT I NUE
_	
f
I
c,
_':+6. CONTINUE
C
I.-INE=II-INE+LR
J=:AL.I_ RWR I TE ( I DAT,_I, I ARRAY, 1, L I NE, 1, JDENT , I EV, ERR 1
-
DO 7o t. I X M=1, NIJMF'MM
IF(,.IEIATA(IXM, ISR), LT, NXMIN)	 NXMIN=,JDATA(IXM, I',R)
IF(.JEIATA(IXM, ISP.). GT. NXMAX)	 NXP'IAX=JDATA(IXM,`ISR)
_ 701 CONT I NUE
I•
144)
_,
CONTINUE
i
_	
i;
CALL CLOSE ( I DA1"., I )
CALL CLOSE   I DAT I )
E CALL	 E::DF i1F',RETURN
I I_
C;
_
ERROR RETURN
I
';9911-19 	 I :ONTINNE
CALL CL I ISE (I DAT I )
( CAL_L..	 ILI_I_E(IDATJ)
:
194
RETURN I ERR 1
END
INPT	 T-X-I-N-F'-T
i
c
C:
ASCII 1/0 FOR THE TEXTURE PROGRAMS
-	 C. PROGRAM 'TITLE	 TX I NFT
c: VERSIONO 	 A 
AUTHOR	 C:H I N-HUANG i_ HEN	 r
c DATE	 FEBRUARY _ 1975 
(.EUPDAT
i_ PROGRAM LANGUAGE	 FORTRAN IV
i : IMPLEMENTED ON	 PDP 15
Cl DOCUMENTED BY	 CHIN-HUANG C:HEN
F, PURPOSE_
THIS ROUTINE GETS THE NECESSARY PARAMENTERS FOR THE
I_: TEXTURE TRANSFORM PACKAGE
C: ENTRY - POINT	 T X I NF'T (NFUNi= , ND I :_,, F I LNMP, F I LNMQ, I BOUT, 	 3
FC:LC:T)
ARGUMENT LIST
=: NFU NC	 PARAMETER USED TO DETERMINE WHICH FUNCTION
i_ COMPUTES THE _DATA IMAGE	 l
C: NFI INI •=1 FOR SUM PROBABILITY FEATURE
C:	 ' NFI INS_:='2 FOR ANGULAR MOMENTUM FEATURE
c NFIJNC==, FOR ENTROPY FEATURE	 j
C NFI INi .=4 FOR GRADIENT FEATURE
C NFI_INC=5 FOR NORMALIZED ARRAY WHICH HAS
C: BEEN EQUAL PROBABILITY QUANTIZED
C ND I S	 SPATIAL DISTANCE TO BE USED TO ;GENERATE LEX ARRAYS
F I LNMF'	 INPUT  FILE NAME
C F ILNMQ.
	
01-ITPI IT FILE NAME
iu I B U_IT	 ERROR MESSAGE OUTPUT	 DAT SLOT
C PC:L.C:T	 PERCENT OF LINES COUNTED IN GENERATING  THE
C: FOUR NEIGHBOR_ GRAY TONE  MATRICES (LEX ARRAYS)
SUBROUTINE TX I NPT (NFI_INC:, ND I S, F I I_NMF', F I LNMQ, I BOUT, PCLGT )
4 DOUBLE INTEGER  F I LNMP) F I LNMQ, FDATE
( DIMENSION F I LNMP ('2) , F I LNMI_! (.Z) , FDATE (3 )
w
IDIN = 4
=. GET PARAMETERS
200 WRITE (I OUT, 100) 
loo FORMAT (`' TYPE NFUNC, 	 ND I`S, I BOUT, P LCT, I .i _I FILE NAMES e )	 t
WRITE (I`OUT, 110
110p FORMAT (;.	 ( FORMAT	 I S 315, F4. 2, A9, A9)  •' ?
READ (I D I N, 101) < NFUNC, ND I S, I Ea_U IT, PCLi_ T, F I LNMF', F`I LNMt !
101 FORMAT (3T5,   F4 2, A5, A4, A5, A4 ?
WRITE (I O IT, 102) NFI_INC, ND I S, I BOUT, FCLCT, F I LNMF', F I LNMI:!
I F (I B U IT. NE. I CUNT) WR I TE (I Gi_ UT, 102) NFUNC:, ND I _:, I-B UT F I LNMF',
'yF I Lt IMi	 ''	 I
102 FORMAT (1 X, 315, '.ZX, F4. '.Z, 2X, A5, A4, '.ZX, A5 A4)
ADATE KDATE)	 9..:ALL,..
. WRITE (I OUT, 405) FDATE
196
I F (I L-,OUT. NE . I OUT) WR I TE (I BO IT, 40 5) FGATE
405 FORMAT (1 X , 3A5 )
RETURN
END
x
^.^	 197
	
V
C:TX-JGM T-X-, J-Lt-M
'
C
C
TEXTURE . JDATA MAINLINE
C
is PROGRAM TITLE:	 TX.JGIh
C: VERSION:	 A
C: AUTHOR: 	 ROBERT M HARAL I i ;k;
C: GATE	 NOVEMBER 1974 iC UPDATE	 FEBRUARY 1975
C CH I N-H! IANG CHEN
' C: PROGRAM LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN  IV
C: IMPLEMENTED ON:	 PDP 1
C:
C
_,F_ :PURPOSE:
C:
r
THIS ROUTINE IS THE MAIN LINE FOR THE - .JGATA GENERATION 	 3
c DISPLAY	 INPUT PARAMETERS ARE FUNCTION TYPE,	 SPATIAL DISTANCE	 1
C REI_AT I ON =H IP, ERROR MESSAGE OUTPUT	 GAT :: LOT, PERCENT OF LINES 
C:O INTED -I N GENERAT I NG THE FOUR NEIGHBOR   GRAY TONE MATRICES,	 !
INPUT  FILF_ NAME, AND OUTPUT FI LE NAME.	 {
C:
t SUBROUTINES CALLED
_-	 C: TXINPT
C: ERROR
TXTMN
C: _FPLX IT
f i- SREADt^.
INDEX
	 i
C: FUNC 1
C _	
_ 2
FUNt_ :3
'
C: F UNt
c F QF QNT
LEXEQP
i; PL..XIT
c: INDEX
C : SREALt
C 7
;r DOUB LE INTEG ER NPPCAL, NTOTAL., FI I_NMF', F I LNMF!
r DIMENSION	 F I LNMQ(2), FILNMP('2)
COMMON 	 I WORE: ( . y00) , IWRK (70r 0 )
E CO MMON ` /DFA .r NG, F (5i)
COMMON DFB/AMEAN, VAR, NPPCAL, NTOTAL, :=TART, END, NCALL, NNTER=„ GANGE
j COMM ON /10/ NS I Z E, I DUM ('mot?48 )
t{ COMMON iTXT/ ITXT(10)
,
J DATA	 IOUT, IDATK, IGATT'!, NDIM/6, 'Z, '1, 15cx_ 0i•
i NS I ZE = 1024
t^
200 -
-
CONTINUE 
t_:
C GET' INPUT PARAMETER:
^	 r
I	 I	
--- I	
-	
..............
,
CAL.1... TX 'I NPT r NF1. INC, NCB I S, F I L DIME', F ILNMQ, I BOUT, PC:LCT
h
r	 WRITE THE INPUT IMAGE IDENTIFICATI ON
!
j 	 C
I	 x ^^ CALL LSTID(IDATK, FILNMP, IL-'OUT, I, IEV, 0304)
i
 
COMPUTE THE INTEGER TEXTURE IMAGE
CAL-1— Tx-rMN (IWORF::, NDIM, FIL.NMP, FILNMQ, NDIS, NFUNC:,
::_NXMIN, NXMAX, F'+_1._.C:T, IEU, (?Sl0)
i_	 WRITE THE OUTPUT IMAGE IDENTIFICATION
C	 E,LC n_: F:.
i,.
CALL -LST ILI (I DATA, F I LI' ,.IMQ, I L; ►= UT, 1, IEV, @:304 )
C
CALL CL i_ SE ( I ;OUT )
G
60 TO 200
304	 IERR=l
i"_;i  TO 500
i Soo	 ::ALL E F:FaOR i I ERR, 'L EV, I OUT, I B UUT )
III C TQ 20o
END
Ao-
s
tl i
!
3
{
^	
r
f	
^
-j
a
_.	
T QQ
;
l
I
C:TXTMN T—X—T-M-N
PROGRAM SUBROUTINE TXTMN
ii c TITLE 
PROGRAMMER MODIFIED BY A. SIN+ H,	 OCTOBER  &7
+_. MODIFIED FOR PDP BY ROBERT M HARAL I CK 5/l/7 3
+_: 7/ 10/73 k
C 6/30/74
i ; I GE MONAGHAN	 9/20/74
G RM HARALICK	 10/10/74
+_; UPDATE" CHIN—HUANG +THEN 2/22/75
+
C: DOn_:1 tMEN- A. SINGH,	 OCTOBER &72
1	 j c ` TAT I ON l+__
c COMPUTER PDP-15
c RE(D	 I RELi
r. C: PROGRAM FORTRAN IV
LANi3 IAi_,E
c
c F9_IRF'OSE TXTMN IS ; THE MAINLINE SUBROUTINE FOR THE TEXTURE
c:
+-
ROUTINE PACKAGE TO COMPUTE THE JDATA IMAGE. 
+,: METHOD TXTMN DOES THE FOLLOWING
i^ TAKES IN LABELS AND PARAMETERS FROM ARGUMENT `` LIST,
i_ READS IN THE IMAGE FROM FILE (02),
j. C: SETS THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM GRAY LEVELS,
G: SETS UP DYNAMIC ALLOC:AT I C +N C +F PARAMETERS AND
i_ CALLS THE REST OF THE 'SUBROUTINES.
c
C: ENTRY POINT CALL TXTMN (I WORK, NDIM, S, T, ND I S, I FUND,
I
j i-_: NXMIN, NXMAX, PCLC:T, IEV, ERRI )
I C:
+= ARGUMENTS I WORE :	 SCRATCH ARRAY WHERE THE IMAGE  I S READ IN
iv AND THEN LATER IT I S USED FOR DYNAMIC
C: ALLOCATION.
ND I M	 SIZE OF SCRATCHRAT :H ARRAY.	 ND I M SHOULD BE
EITHER; `NUMPPL*NI IML I N OR	
j
i * (M# (A+1) +1) +4#C,# (C,+1) ,
	
WHICH EVER ONE
C: IS LARGER.	 3
i A IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS/LINE IN THE
C:	 ' IMAGE,	 L IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GRAY
c LEVELS POSSIBLE AND M IS THE LARGEST
I +w: REDUCTION DISTANCE  THE PROGRAM WILL RUN
c WITH.
j	 ( c. S	 NAME OF FILE THE IMAGE IS ON
t C: T	 NAME OF FILE WHERE THE JDATA IMAGE IS CREATED
C: NDIS	 SPACING BETWEEN NEIGHBORLY RESOLUTION CELLS	 t
I FUNC	 PARAMETER USED T4 DETERMINE WHICH FUNCTION
c COMPUTES THE JDATA IMAGE. 
i_ IF IN:=1	 FOR SUM PR08ABILITY
C. IFI INC:=Z	 FOR ANGULAR MOMENTUM FEATURE	 :,
►I FUN+ =; c FOR ENTROPY FEATURE
i': I FIJf,iO=4 FOR GRADIENT FEATURE OF THE IMAGEi I FUNC = 5 FOR NORMALIZED L EX ARRAY WHICH HAS BEEN
i' EQUAL PROBABILITY +: UANT I ZE[1
►^: NXMIN	 IS THE MINIMUM ON THE JDATA IMAGE
NXMAX	 IS THE MAXIMUM i^N THE _ DATA IMAGE 
C: PC:LC:T	 IS THE PERCENT OF LINES COUNTED
C: I EV	 INTEGER EVENT VARIABLE
C ERR I	 ALTERNATE ERROR RETURN
+M: PARAMETERS
C: AND ARRAY':_,	
y
NI ML.I N	 NUMBER OF LINE:_: IN THE INPUT IMAGE
i	 s hlUMPPL	 NUMBER OF POINTS PER LINE IN THE INPUT IMAGE 
IMAX	 MAXIMUM GRAY LEVEL
C; I M I N	 - _ MINIMUM BRAY LEVEL
+: L,EAST1	 =IMIN"f
+`: NOBL	 NUMBER OF GRAY LEVEL:,
C. NC:I. DL	 =N BL* ( NOE L+1) l''.'_ 	 IS THE :,SIZE OF A LEX ARRAY
NIDATA, NJDATA, NLEX 1, '2, 3, 4, NF ► ANC: AND WTOT ARE POINTER:
FOR DYNAMIC ALLOCATION I N I W 1RK.
+_: INPUT AND OUTPUT
C
+m: READ IN FROM FILE (02)
C: ERROR FOR IN ►=:ORREC:T SIZE OF IWORK,
C. ERROR IF PARAMETER I F _INC: HAS BEEN
C: -	 INITIALIZED INCORRECTLY..
C: INPUT IMAGE ON FI LE CODE IDATI.
WRITE, . DATA IM AGE ON FILE CODE IDAT, i.	 -'
C:' SUBPROGRAMS	 FPLXIT, PLXIT, INDEX, FUNC:1, FUNC2, FI NC3, FUN+=4, FUNC5
!	 c SEEK	 SYSTEM LIBRARY_
CLOSE	 SYSTEM LIBRARY
C REQUIRED
+:
C: RETURNS	 NORMAL AND ALTERNATE
! it PROGRAM TERMINATED	 FOR INCORRECT
+.: SIZE OF	 I W+..+RK, ERROR	 IF	 I FUNC:
i	 C: INITIALISED 	 Il+lCC+RREC:TLY.
C: +.."_:(-;L..l_ ED I , Y	 MAIN LINE PROGRAM' TX JDM
i_.
SUBROUTINE TXTI YiN( iW+_+RK, NDIM, S, T, NCBI:_,, IFUNC:, NXMIN,
2NX MAX , PC'LC:T, I EV, ERR 1)
C:,
INTEGER ERR 1_
DOUBLE INTEGER FUNC
DOUBLEL_ :	 INTEGER I'= DATE , c;, T, A, E.
DOUBLE
	 INTEGER LEX. C1, R1, C_t_.:1, RR1
r
_
DIMEhI.:.Etw+1'<.1	 IG,ICrRK(l),LEXI(l),LEX2(i),LEX:=:(1),LEX4(i), IDATA(1, l),T(2)
►
Jot. 201
I
i
DIMENSION  I DENT (20) , (',Z) . JDENT ('2 i)) , FDATE ( 3
DIMENSION ,JDATA (1, 1) , I F'T (i) , FI JNC: (1, 1
DI MENSION CCI (8), RRI(_:), LEX(1:3), C:1('2), R1(2)
I DATA (NIJMF'F'L, MM I) , ,JDATA (NIJMF'F'L, MM 1) LEX i (NGUGL) , LEX (NDIJGL) ,
LEX 3 (NGIJE-:L) , LEX4 (NEN_IE-:L) , I F'T (MMAX) , FI JNCT (NBUBL, 4 )
i	
C:
j	 i	 C; 3
COMMON /TXT.i IMAX, IMIN, NUMF'F'L, NI_IML.IN, NBUBL, NOBL, LEASTi
DATA A, C:, I Z, I ONE, I TWO.i TX TMN `' , ''
	
, 0, 1, 2.i
DATA I DAT I , I DAT I1''2, 3/
DATA L.EX "LEX	 , `ARRAY ' , 11 # ^	 i
DATA CA, R l/ ' C 13L	 :' ,	 : ^ .. ROW 	 «r
DATA CC:I
	
C:1 
	 C2,	 C3`, 	 ._;4	 ^ .C5,*,	 C6 , , 'C7'', 'C8	 i
DATA RR I	 •' R i '' , `' R2	 ,	 R3-' , ' R4 :	 : R5 : ,  ' R6	 ' R7 ' ,	 R8C•
.:ALL F GF USH (A, B)
CALL '_ DK I NL (I DAT I , S, I C,ENT), I , IEV, ERRI )
NUMF'F'L= I DENT (6)
NI JML_ I N= I DENT (7)
IMIN=IDENT(15)
IMAX=IDENT(11.)
Ci
a
LF_AST1=IMIN-1
Ni BL=IMAX-L.EAST1
NE-,I JBL=NOBL* (NOBL+i) /''
C
C SET DYNAMIC: ALLOCATI ON PARAMETERS
C:
C: SINCE  THE SIZE OF I DATA,	 JDATA AND I PT ARE DIFFERENT  F UR DIFFERENT
C: REDIJC T I ^-IN:_ ,	 THE MAXIMUM  SPACE THEY WILL REQUIRE HAS ; TO BE
G RESERVED.E ;
	
I DATA AND - ,.(DATA THIS WILL BE (ND I S+i) *NUMPPL,
	 AND FOR
i_: IPT ,_UST NEBI =:+I
MMI=NDIE,+i
j NIDATA=1
'
I\i. JDATA=N I QATA+NIJP' PPL*MM I
NLEX 1=N,JDATA+IVI JMPPI... #MM 1
NL.EX2=NLF_X 1+NE-; ►_IC:L,
NLEX:;=NLEX' +NGI_IE-,L
NLEX4=NLE X 3+NL;UBL'
NF'IJNC=NLEX 1
I NIPT=(NLEX4+NL-;UGL)*2
i NTOT'=NIPT+MM
C
- i	 C CHECKING' i	 IF THE SIZE OF I WORK IS ENOUGH
C:
I F (NTOT. GT , NG I M) G' O TO 7,=
NE-, I G=ND I'M-NTOT
202
i
{
J
f	 t	 AD II s P THE DIMENSION:_,
i:.ALL.. AD far (I DATA, IW R (N I DATA) , Nl_IMPPL)
j CALL r'=tDJ' ' (,JDf-'r.T A, I WORK (N,.JOATA) , N JMF'F'L )
CALL. ADJl(LEX1, IWORK(NLEX1)
CALL. ADJI(LFX2, IWORK(NLEX2) )
i_ALL. ADJ1(LEX3, IWORK(NLEX3)
x CALL AD J 1 (LEX4, I Wt. R (NLEX 4) )
CALL (- D J'2 ( FUN ► :, I WORK (NFUNC) , NBUBL )
'j	 ►_.AL_L. A)wiJI (IF'T, 'I.WOF•:K(NIF'T) )
-:	 ZERO OUT THE SCRATCH AREA
DO 30 ILLS::= 1, I' DI M
30 IWORK(..J L_K) Q
 SKIP THE DESCRIPTOR RECORDS
CALL. .,K D=C(IDATI, IDENT, IEV, ERR1 )
1
	
M	 ,
COMPUTE THE FOUR LEX ARRAYS
CALL FF'LX I T (IDAT I , I DATA, LEX :I , LEX _, L.EX3, LEX 4, I F'T, I DENT, MM 1,
2PCL ► :T IEV, ERRi.
j i s	 WRITE OUT THE LEX ARRAY:
C
CALL IMTRXF'(LEX1, ►= ' , 8, LEX, C1,'FJ CCI, RR1, 4)	 ^-
7:":ALL IMTRXF'(LEX2, ,w, r, 8, LEA;, CI, F1. i_: ►_:1, RR1, 4)
CALL: IMTRXP(L:.EX3, 8, ,_. LEX, C1,_Rl. CCI, RRI, 4)
CALL IM'T'RXF'(LEX4, :E, _, C, LE'X, C1, R1, CCI, RR1, 4)
CALL PROPER FUNCTION. SUBPROGRAM
^I EV --'501 1
	
I 	 IF(IFiJNC. E0. 1) CALL FUNGI (LEX1, LEX2, LEX:=;, LEX4, FUNC:, NBUCL)
	
C	 I V (I F ►_► NC. Ei_!. 2) CALL FUNS 2 ( LEX '1, LEX 2, L.EX 3, LEX 4, FUAC:, NeUBL - . )'
rl IF (IFU C. Ei! 8) CALL_ FUN :(J__EX1, LEX ', I E}3, LEX4, FUNC, N6UCL)
IF(IFUNC:. EQ. 4) CALL FL► Nl:4(LEX1, L.EX2, LEX=_;, LEX4, F'L11' C, NBUBL)
IF (I F(; N . EQ. 5) CALL FUN G (L,EX 1, LEX:', LEX3, LEX4, FUNGI:, NC:UC:L )
	II	 I F (I FUNS.:. LE. 0. OR. I FUNC, GE.. r-.,) RETURN ERR 1
DO 79 1=1,20
j	 . JUENT (I) = I DENT (I )
	
j	 7'='	 t :ONT T l\[ ► E
	
(	 JDENT ( 5) - lQ
	
I	 ,_DENT(19) 1f
	
r.	 -r.
w
203
JDEN7 (10) =:_
JDENT(11)=51'
JDENT ( 15) =-2!56
IDENT (16) ='255
CALL i :F'YDSI--. ( I DATI ; S, I DATJl, 7, JDENT, I EV, ERR 1)
CALL AGATE(FDATE)
NW= _IDENT (1') *._
WRITE (I DAT J) A, B, FDATE,
	 (I Z, I =15) NW )
WRITE(IDAT,J) IONE, (I7_, I='2, NW)
WRITE (I DATJ) I TWO, I F*UNi ., ND I :_„ (I Z , I =:a, NW )
CALL F'LX'I T (I DAT I , I GAT _I, I DATA, JDATA, I DENT, FIJNC, I F'T, NEryUBL, MM 1,
i,
NXMIN, NXMAX, ,JEiENT, IEV, ERRI )
i	 -4	 CONTINUE
i-.'ALL KDP13P
RETURN
C.
,_:	 ERROR RETURN FOR NOT ENOUGH WORK SPACE
C
 7.,	 IEV=-5010
RETURN ERR 1
END
I	 1
i
i
ii
x
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i.
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